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ABSTRACTS 

TraditionaIly, public international Iaw and private intemational law were perceived as two 

different categories of law; the fomer governing the international relations between states 

and the latter those betweeu private individuals. Their relation is based upon an evolutionary 

development fiom private to pubIic, and fiom municipal to international, law. Ln the modem 

world, tbis evoIution has cdminated in a dMsm reflected in nurnerous interactions 

between a wide range of different actors. As a result, the former boundaries between the 

public and private law, as well as the international and municipal Iaw dichotomy, have 

become blurred. In an emerging global society, these four major categories have entered a 

dynamic dialogue that equdly challenges both legal theory and practice. This dialogue is 

centred around a firnctioning global Iegd framework, in which public international law and 

private international Iaw can - due to their distinct scopes of application - answer many 

unanswered questions, providing that ihey speak with one voice. 

Trriditionnellement, le droit international public et le droit international privé étaient 

considérés comme deux catégories juridiques bien distinctes, Ie premier réglant les relations 

internationales entre des Etats et le dernier entre des individus privés. Leur relation est basée 

sur un développement évoluant du droit privé au droit public, ainsi que ceUes du droit 

municipal au droit intemational. Dans le monde aujourd'hui, cette évolution a culminé dans 

un dynamisme qui est reflété dans de nombreuses interactions entre une multitude d'acteurs 

différents. Par conséquent, les limites établies entre Ies dichotomies de droit public et droit 

privs ainsi que de droit international et droit municipal sont devenues floues. A l'aube d'une 

société gbbaie, ces quatre catégories majeures de droit sont entrées dans un didogue 

dynamiynamique que conteste égdement la théorie et la pratique juridique, Ce didogue est situé au 

centre de la question d'un cadre juridique global à laquelle le droit i n t edona i  public et le 

droit international privé - à cause de leur champ distinct d'appIication - peuvent répondre 

autant quYiIs parient une langue commune. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Tbe S m  Quo of Intwnationui Law 

1.1. The Scope of International Law' 

The present world situation is characterised by an enormous increase in dynamism. The 

former clearly-established boundaries between systems, nations, peoples, and all other 

traditional patterns or notions of distinction, fade away in an unknown dimension. The 

outcome is a state of chaotic LLdisorder", apparent or not, but measurable only by the notion 

of entrop$. This development can even be expected to accelerate exponentially within years 

to come. The urgent question in this process is what is the role of Iaw therein, and especialiy 

the role of international law? The role of law, in its widest sense, is to provide niles to co- 

ordinate reciprocal behaviour amongst various members of a social order, in order to avoid 

conflicts or detrimental effects amongst these members. In the present world with its 

decreasing importance of boundaries, through mobility of persons, goods, capital, thoughts 

and other kinds of information, it is the ill-dehed notion of international law that is called to 

face the challenge of a menacing disorder spreading over the emerging international 

community. 

The two categories of public internationai and private international law, by their field of 

application, are most k e l y  to îülfil this function in the emerging international community 

on a global level. Public international law, or the "law of the nations", is traditionally defhed 

as the system of law governing the relations between states. OnIy states, and more recently 

intemational organisations, are thus subject to this system. Its main focus is the 

t The term "international Iaw" is commonly regardcd as synonymous with public mtcmatioaal law. Howwer, 
in this context, the term is uscd in a neutrai mamer and thercfon does not distinguisa betwem differcnt 
ategorïes of Iaw, but ody points out the global charactcr of the issue at stake. 

The notion of "cnmpy" was coined by Rudolf Clausius (182-1888) and is usuaiiy defmed as the dcgm of 
disorder of a sysum; sec S. Ostemeyer, "Auch die Unvoilkommenheit hat ihrc Regeh Zum 100. Todcstag des 
Phydcefs und Ingcnicurs Wiiiiarn Rankinen Frunkjirter AIIgemeine Zeiiung (24 December 1997) 10, oalint: 
LEXIS (Gcmm, ALLNWS); sec aIso S. Hawking, A Brief Hirtoty of lrme (New York Bantam Books, 1998) 
at 106. 
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establishment of an elementary minimaI legai order on a broad scale. Private international 

law, or the "conflict of laws", is a system CO-ordinating the different Iaws h m  different 

corntries. It responds to the question of applicability of foreign or domestic law within 

domestic courts. Maidy private persans (nahird and moral) are subjeet tci this body of des, 

and its main focus is to render justice and h e s s  to individual litigants. 

in Hilrori v. Guyot? a judpent rendered by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1895, 

Mr. Justice Gray gave the following opinion: 

international law, in its widest and rnost comprchensive sense, - including not onIy 

questions of right betwem nations, govemed by what has been appropnateiy called the 

"law of nations" [or upublic international l aw l ,  but also questions arising under what is 

d l y  called "private international law," or the "codict of laws," and conceming the 

rights of pmons within the tenitory and domhion of one nation, by w o n  of acts, 

private or public, done within the dominions of another nation, - is part of our law, and 

mut  be asceriauied and administmd by the courts of justice as ofkn as such questions 

are pnsentd in litigatian behvcen man and man, duly submitted to thcir 

determination! 

This judgment reflects a definition of intemationai law as an expression of a harmonious 

relation between public and private international law, by granting states and individuais the 

same status in the international Iegal order. This harmony may have existed at the tirne of the 

judgment, when complex interactions between states and private individuals rarely occmed. 

In the present the ,  however, the h m o n y  between public and private international Iaw 

cannot be confirmeci anymore, given the persisteme of their categorical separation. 

Nonetheless, aimast a hundred years aAer Hilton v. Gyot  not rnuch has changed in the 

consideration of pubIic and private international law. In 1986, HL Steiner and D.F. Vagts 

were Ied to criticaily comment on Hilton v. Guyot, as an exampIe of the relationship between 

public and private inteniationd law, by reflecting on a contrast between t h e  pairs of 

opposing terms, namely: (1) private and public law; (2) nationai and intemationai Iaw; and 

3 (1895), 159 U.S. 113. cited in HJ. Stcintr & DI. Vap, Tra~~~nu~ona l  Legal Pmblems, 3" ed (MîncoIa: 
ï h e  Fouridation F"Rss, 1986) at 11-12. 
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(3) law and politics, arguing that they ought to complement rather than contradict each 

other: In the past century, additionai consideration of public and private international law in 

legal discourse has taken pIace but the issue is still considered highly controversial. Above 

dl, this distinction still prevails and dominates legal education: legal practice, and 1egaI 

theory. Throughout the last hundred years, despite numemus voices in favour of the 

convergence of public and private international law, the situation has hardly changecL6 The 

' Steiner & Vagts, supra note 3 at 19. 

The pdgious Hague Academy of internationaf Law offm, for example, one course in private and one in 
public international law; sce the Homepage of the The Hague Academy of international Law, oniine: 
~http.JIwww.hagueacademy.~~lb (date accesxd: 07 October 1999). 

in reverse chronoIogica1 order: Sec U. Mattei & M. Rcimann, Wew Directions in Comparative Laww (1998) 
46 Am. J. Comp. L. 597 at €02; A. Lownifcld, "Fonim Shopping, Antisuit Injunctions, Negativt Declarations, 
and Related Taols of international Litigation" (1997) 9 1 A.JJ.L. 3 14 at 314 [berrinafier "Forum Shopping"J; 
H.S. Bumian, "international Conflict of L-aws, The 1994 inter-Arnerican Convention on the Law Applicable to 
international Contracts, and Trends for the 1990s" (1995) 28 Vanci. J. Transnat'l L. 367 at 367; IR. Paul, 
"Interdiscipiinary Approaches to International Economic Law: The New Movements in International 
Ecouomic Law" (1995) 10 Am UJ. ht'1 L. & Poi'y 607 at 610 pcreinafter "uiterdisciplinary Approaches"]; 
H. Charitswonh & C. Chinkin & S. Wright, ''Ftminist Approaches to intemational Law" (1991) 85 AJ.IL. 
613; J.R Paul, "Comity in International Law" (1991) 32 Harv. int'l LJ. 1 at 2,27,69-70,77-79 lhereinaftcr 
"Comifl; Steiner & Vagts, supra note 3 at 19-21; H.G. Maier, "Exiratemtorial Jurïsdiction at a Crossroads: 
An Intersection beween Public and Private Iniernational Lawn (1982) 76 A.J.I.L. 280; A. Lowcnfeld, "hblic 
Law in the International Arena: Confiict of Laws, international Law, and Some Suggestioas for theù 
interaction" (1979) 163 Rcc. des Coun 315 at 321 etseq.; K.M. Meessen, "Kollûionsrecht ah Bestandteii des 
Allgemeincn V5ikcrrechts: VBlkmechtliches Minimum und kouisionsrcchtlichcs Optimumw in W. Flume & 
HL Hahn & G. Kegel& KR Simmonds, cds., internadonal i u w  and Economic Order: fisays in Honow of 
FA. Mann on the Occasion of hîr 7@ BUrhduy on Augurt 11. 1977 (Mflnchen: C.H. Beck, 1977) 227; F A  
Mana, "Confiict of Laws and Public Law" (1971) 132 Rec. des Cours 107 at 116, 117 Freinaftet "Coaflict of 
Lawsl; E E  Cheatham & KG. Maier, "Private International Law and Its Sources" (1968) 22 Van& L. Rev. 27 
at 29,39,41,101-102; P.C. Jessup, Tramational Law (New Havm Yale University Press, 1956); G. Scelle, 
Manuel de droit intemationalpublic (Paris: Domat-Montchrcstien, 1948) at 19. 

Sec generally J. Kmpholler, Intemutionales Rfvatrecht, Zd e h  (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1994) at 48-53 [hereh.uk 
Privatrecht]; D. McLean, The Conflict of-, 4* cd. (Loridon: Sweet & Maxwell, 1993) at 1-2; M. Akehum, 
A Modern Introduction to International Lav, 8 eb (London: Unwin Hyman, 1987) at 48-50; U. Dmbnig, 
"Private Int~niational Law" in R Benihardt, cd, Encyelopaedia of Public International Lm, vol IO 
(Amsttrdam: North HoIIand, 1987) 330 at 334-335; G. Kegei, Intemationales Pnvatrecht? P e d  (Miinchen: 
CS. Beck, 1987) at 5-16; R David & SEC. BricrIey, Major Legal S'stem in the World Today, 3d e d  
(London: Stevens & Sons, 1985) at IO; H. Kelscn, Principles of International Lmv (New York: Rinehart & 
Company, 1952) at 254-257. 

Contra: M.  Bos, "Droit internationa1 public et droit intanational privé: deux identités bien distinctes* in J. 
Makaraylr ed, Theos, of fnternatbnal Lmv at the Tlireshold of the 21B Century (The Hague: KIuwer Law 
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iimited success is even more s~@sing in the light of the dynamism mentioned above. It is 

tme that much of the global change, by the emergence of 'hew realities"', has shattered the 

fimdarnents of doctrinal thinking on which the classical doctrine was built upon. The decline 

of state sovereignty and the increasing insufnciency of a pure positivist theory of law to 

explain phenomena on the legal phne, are ody two out of many examples? 

One century after Hilton v. Guyot anothet court, this tirne the Supreme Court of Canada, 

rendered a judgment portraying the current world's situation and emphasising the necessity 

for a combined consideration of public and private intemational law regarding transnational 

issues. in Hunt v. Lac d'Amiante du Québec Ltée, fudge La Forest delivered the following 

opinion: 

Legal systems and des are a reflection and expression of the fundamental values of a 

society, so to respect diversity of societies it is important to respect differences in legal 

systems. But if this is to work in our era where numerous transactions and interactions 

spi11 over borders defining legal communities in our decentralised world legal order, 

there must be a workable method of CO-odiating this diversity. Otherwise, the 

anarchic system's worst attributes emerge, and individual litigants will pay the 

inevitable price of unfairness. DeveIoping such CO-ordination in the face of diversity is 

a common function of both public and private international law? 

Intcmationai, 1996) 89 at 95, 98; P. Daillier & A. Pekt, Droit International Public, 5" cd  (Paris: L.GDJ.. 
1994) at 35-36; M.N. Shaw, Intemarianal Law, 3d cd. (Cambridge: Grotius hblicatioas Ltd, 1991) at 1; K. 
Heiier, "Das Intc~~liltionaie Privamcht in da Ostnrcichischen Rcchtsordnungn in F. Schwind, cd, 
Eumpurecht - Intemutionales Privamcht - Rechtsvergleichung ( W h :  dsteneichischc Akademie der 
Wisscnschaflen, 1988) 9 at 17-20 @eremafter "Rcchtsatdnmg~; F. Schwinti, Handbuch des Osterreichirchm 
Internationalen Privatrechrs (Wim: Springcr, 1975) at 22-2à; K, Lipneh Conflct of Lmvs bejiore 
International Tribunah (London: Inc Grotius Society, 1941) 142 [hminafter C0@id of h]. 
7 See e-g. S.A. Perkins, "The Changiug Foundations of International Law: From State Consent to Statc 
Responsibüity" (1997) 15 B.U. Intl LJ. 433. 
s Ibid at 434; sec also the dixnission of Iegal positivism and the sovereignty paradigm in AL. Strauss, 
"Beyond NationaI Law: The Neglected Role of the IntcmationaI Law of Persona1 lurisdiction in Domestic 
Courts" (1995) 36 Hm. Intl W. 373 at 373-380.389-393, 
9 Hunt v. Loc dlmiante Québec Ltée [I993] 109 DLR. (49 19. 



The object of this essay is to compare public and pnvate international law and to contribute 

to the elaboration of a method to assist in their coordination. 

1 .  Legai Pluraiism and Legal Polycenuicity in International Law 

The world community of today is formed by a great number of diverse societies.IO As a 

matter of fact, each potitical society has its own Iaw which is based on its own traditional 

retigious, culturai or social values. Their influence on the realrn of law is recognised today 

by the grouping of different laws in different legal traditions or families." These various and 

different legai families, in the past as well as in the present, have not onIy exercised a great 

influence on the international relations between different nations, but have also essentiaily 

formed each country's domestic legal systern.12 Consequently, there is probably no country 

in the world able to c l a h  that its law has been received fkom only one single source." Even 

within a single state different laws exist. Hence differences in societies, and in the law 

goveming the interactions between their members, do not correspond to tenitonal borders as 

drawn by States. In the course of time and through the migration of people, legal traditions 

have transcended borders. Therefore, Iegal traditions c m  be considered as "interlocal", 

"intertemporal," and "interpersonal" in character. 

In this context it is necessary to ask how these characteristics relate to the public and private 

international law distinction. Pnvate international Iaw by its nature - although within the 

boundaries of the ordre public only - is more open to the acceptance of other concepts of 

Io According to S.P. Huntington the= are eight major civilisations present in the contemporary world, which 
are the Sinic, the Sapanese, the Hindu, the I s M c ,  the ûrthodox, uic Western, the Latin Amcrican and the 
Afn'can civilwtion; SS. Htmtingtou, The C M  of Civiluatiom and the Remaking of the World Order (New 
York: Touchstone, 1996) at 45-48. 
I I  Diffkmt critena for the groupmg of kgai traditions exkt and thcsc can vary throughout history. A major 
classification divides mto Civil Common, Socdia, IsIamic, Taimudic, Asian, Hindu, and Afn'can/Malagasy 
Iegal families; sec David & Briedey, supra no& 6. 

'* The contcmporary kgd system of china, for example, tmints civil, c o m o n  and socialist lm, beside the 
paralle1 existence of otha famiLies, such as islîmic law; sec S. Huang & A. Xuefeng Qian, '"'One Country, 
Two Systcm," Thne Law Fadies, and Four b a l  Regions: The Emerging Inter Regionai Conflics of Laws 
in Chinan (1995) 5 Duke I. C o q .  8 hfl L. 289. 

13 Sce Glenn, Hi', "Persuasive Authority" (1987) 32 McGiii L. S. 261 [bcreniafter "Persuasive Authorityl. 
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law, by allowing the application of foreign law which eventually is very different h m  the 

law of the forum. This does not seem to hold tnie for public .intemational law. Public 

intemational law in its contemporary form is often criticised as a solely European or more 

recently 'Western"" concept of  la^.^' Indeed, the formation of the current international Iegal 

order was closely linked to the European and Euro-American colonialkt and irnperialist 

ages. This strong imprint on today's internationai Iegai system based on various international 

organisations must be accepted as a histoncal factum, but certainly not as a datum for the 

future.16 The first steps in the recognition of the diversity of the world community are found 

in the terms of "legal pluralism"" and "legal p~lycentricity"'~, repudiating both the 

presumption of the sole existence of one total Iegal order and a singIe-value approach to law. 

For the purposes of this essay, it sumces to Say that considering the very nature and rationale 

of public and private international law - both dealmg with interactions amongst these 

various societies, whether organised as states, peoples, groups or individuals, that togeîher 

form the world community - different legai traditions m u t  be given their equal and due 

place in the international legal order, This can be achieved by emphasising the continuity in 

the evolution of law; an evolution that has constantly been iduenced by the exchange of 

many different cultures. In fact, where no such exchange has taken pIace no.evolution has 

14 l ü e  temi "West" is hard to delimit but gcncrauy is said to include Europe, No& America, pius other 
Europcan s e d a  countrits such as Austraiia and New Zealand; sce Huntïngton, mpra note 10 at 46-47, 

'' See e.g. R.P. Anand, New States and International Law ( D e k  Vikas Pubiishing House, 1972) at 6-44; A.B. 
Bozcman, n e  Future of Law in a MulticuInrral h r l d  (New Jersey: Rinccton University Ress, 1971) at 35- 
49,16 1 - 186 [heccinaftcr Future of Lm]. 
16 Set AB. Boteman, Politics und Culture in International Hrktory (Princetonr Princeton University Press, 
1960) at 520-52  mcreinafîer Politics and Culture]. 

l7 "Legal pluraiismn descn'bes Whe parailel existence of diffcrmt legal systans or otdcrs in one geogcaphical 
or m one topicai a d * ;  sce L-J. Sand, "Fmm tht Distinction betwecn Public and Private Law - to LegaI 
Catcgories of Social and Institutional DEctcntiation, in a Pluraiistic Legal Contact" in H. Petersen & H. Zahie. 
eh., Legai Polyeenrnci': Consequenees of Pluralkm in Law (Aldashot: Dartmouth, 1995) 85 at 88. 
1s The tcrm "Iegal polyccntricity" was coincd by Professor Henrilr Zahie as the Conference oa Lcgal 
PoIyccntricity, convened by the Institute of LegaI Science of the University of Copcnhagen and is defnitd as 
"consisting m a critique of the single-value appmach to law, a denial of radical rrlatiuism, and m an acccptance 
of moral pluraiismn; see S.P. Sinha, Legal Polycentncig and Internarional Luw @urii?m: Caroh Academic 
Press, 1996) at 1. 
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taken place either. Finally, the recognition of diffant Iegd traditions may aIso assist in îhe 

controversy about the diIemma of legal pofycenûicity and its deaial of radical relativism. 

Because the dependence of Iegal traditions on local, personal and temporal criteria is 

accepted, their obvious ciifferences are ody apparent and can stili be perceived as a single- 

value approach. 

1.3. The Critical Poiat: Tendencies in Contemporary Law 

As said earlier, the second bdf of the 20' century bas fafed dynam'c development in literaily 

al1 areas affecthg human society. In accordance with the adage "ubi societas, ibi ius." and 

driven by the theory of legal positivism, law was not spared h m  this development and 

undenvent, is undergoing, and wilI undergo, significant changes. The evolution of law has, at 

the d a m  of this century, reached a critical point, since the present state of law gives cause 

for hope as weII as for concern. This critical point is understood as two parallel yet mutuaIly 

antagonistic trends. These trends give rise to hope as well as to concem. 

The evolution of law in the western and westwnised world, h m  ~e Treaty of Westphalia 

(1648)" to the beginning of the current century, can be descnied as relatively slow. 

Altogether the efforts that were being made, focused on the establishment of an international 

legd regime existing independently h m  the traditional will of the sovereign. In the middIe 

of the current century, due to the rapid developrnent on the poIitica1, economical and social 

plane, fostered by the scientific and technological progress, and d I y  referred to as 

"globalisation'*, the worfd has grown smaller. The outcome of this progress is obvious and 

spares no one within society, and is most felt in e.g. the field of telecommunications, means 

of transport, expehents in the medical field, polIution, warfare etc. The new developments 

of the natrrraI sciences are creating new probIerns for law, and as a result new categories of 

Iaws are required. AIthough the worId has grown reIativeIy smdler, the gap between the 

different actors constituting the world is constantiy expanding. This is recognised in the 

19 The tmty of Wesiphalia is considemi as the point of dcpamirc of contemporary mtemationai Iaw; se 
Daiitier & PelIet, supra note 6 at 49-50. 
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distinction between the deveIoped and developing world, regardless of whether the 

distinction is reasonable or not. 

At the same time and due to this process, law - municipal as weli as international - has 

rapidly evolved, but the question is whether it has progressed or regressed? Law has 

certainiy progressed extemaiiy, i.a in tenns of its presence in daily We, and this is felt by 

bath States and individuals. Almost every action by a state or any other entity of international 

law, and equally, almost every interaction between individuais is subject to Iaw. Hence, the 

most visible progress is one in the quantity of n o m  governing a great variety of fields of 

application. The underlying intention is that the possibility of lacunae is being reduced, the 

democratic participation of a great variety of subjects is broadened and guaranteed; 

altogether the legal regime itself has gained stability, predictability and legality. These are 

the factors that contain hope. 

From an internal point ofview, as far as the function of law with respect to justice in Iargtr 

sensu (thus including rnorality, predictability and continuity) is concemed, the issue is Iess 

clear. As a matter of fact, the huge quantity of norms enacted gives rise to much concern. 

This phenomenon has ernerged under different notions, such as "pIethora of l a c  

"gigantesque magma légidatf et réglementaire'"' or "Normenfrut"" (flood of norms or 

laws), "juridification"", and additionally goes hand in hand with a loss of editorid 

legislative quality, a decrease in orientation for the subject in search of law, an aggravation 

in the finding, the subsequent application of the relative nom and a possible augmentation 

of concurrence of norms inside and outside different branches of law. Together these trends 

20 Sec "Persuasive Authority", supra note 13 at 286. 
2' See B. Oppetit, "Les tendances régmsives dans i'wolution du droit contemporain" in S.-F- Pillebout, cd., 
Mélanges dédiés à Dominique Hoileaux (bris: Mec, 1990) 317 at 3 17. 

a Set cg. the former Ge- Prcsideat R Herzog befire the Deutschen Juristentag in 1998 wamùig of the 
danger of a flood of norms by criticismg the excesbc use of legislation by the European as weU as the 
German authorities and caliing for thc deregdation of the cxisîing regdatory reg&; "Herzog: Du Recht 
m u s  biitgetnahcr werdcn, Grundsamede au€ d m  Deutschcn Surisrentag" Süddeutsche Zeilung (26 Septernber 
1998) at 6. 
25 Set G. Teubncr, "luridification: Concepts, Aspects, Lmiits, Soiutio~~~" in G. Teubncr, cd., Jundijkation of 
Social Spheres (Berlin: WaIter de Gniyter, 1987) 3. 
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are capable of puthg the state govemed by the nile of Iaw in serious danger, and therefore 

m u t  be considered to be factors for concern, 

These ment developrnents have created two competing effects in various fields. The gain in 

legal seciirity by the omnipresence of Iaw in hurnan society is compensated by the loss in 

orientation by the huge mass of n o m .  Thus, the progressive development has aiso created 

regressive tendencies. The curent dilemma is well desmied in the statement, made by H. 

Keyserling in 1933, that "a judicial system will be less and less apt to do justice to reality, 

the more the latter becornes differentiated. Al1 statistics dlow the unique case to slip through 

them and the more humanity evolves, the more will it be preciseiy the uniqueness of each 

individual and of each special case which ~natters."~~ 

This statement leads back to the initial distinction between "pubIic" and 'private", because 

the two notions are also synonyms for the question of whether a single individual or a 

collective group of individuals (in the form of the state) are subject to law. The inherent 

problem (enigma) of the dichotomy of public and private is therefore the question as to 

whether subjects of public international law, which are traditionaily States, 3r subjects of 

private international law, namely individuals, are supposed to slip through the web of noms 

and thus be denied legal protection? The answer to this major problem is found in the very 

nature of  law as it is traditionally perceived? A law is thus an attempt to foxmulate a nom 

with the use of abstract wording, that governs the broadest area of life possible. The 

difficulty of this undertaking is well highIighted by Aristotle, who pointed out that "every 

law is laid down in generaI terms, while there are matters about which it is impossible to 

speak about in general terms. Where then, it is necessary to speak in generai terms, but 

impossible to do so correctly, the legislator lays down what holds good for the majority of 

" H. Keyserling, Pmbiem of Personal Life (London: Jonathan Cape 'Ihirty Bedford Squarel 1934) at 134-135. 
2s It is to bc noted that the two rcmaining major IegaI systems (aftcr the faii of thc Bcrh Waii in 1989), the 
C i d  and the Common law systems, are charactcrised by M e n n t  approaches. WC the C i d  Iaw system 
builds on generai and absnct noms, the Cammon Iaw system undertaka a mort a specific case-based 
appmach. Despite this differencc in the point of depamirc, the diffèremes arc decteasing and bath systems 
increasiogly incorporate ekrnents of the other, and they wiii eventuany forge into one. 
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cases, king quite aware that it does not hold good for dl? Thus, the simple consideration 

of al1 cases - which is attempted and leads to the process of juridification - would render the 

fonndation of a general statment impossible. Aristotle continues: ''The law, indeed, is none 

the Iess correctiy Iaid down because of this defect; for the defect lies not in the law, nor in 

the lawgiver, but in the nature of the subject-matter, being necessady involveci in the very 

conditions of human actic~n."~ 

Despite or perhaps because of this flaw apparezldy inhnent in Iaw, the challenge in the near 

future is to examine the traditional perception of the thmry underlying law. This flaw and 

the various opposite tendencies in the evolution of law, cal1 for new theoretical approaches ta 

the Iaw mgulating the present world order. From a practical perspective it calls for a simpler 

gened theory, allowing for a rapid orientation but also a just application of the vaçt variety 

of n o m .  

The interest of this work is, therefore, grounded in the question of a possible entanglement of 

le@ notions îhat are opposed to each other, such as the cantroversiai rdationship between 

private and public international law. 

2.1. Dynamic Evolurion vs. Static Notion 

Throughout history, constant attempts have been made and continue to be made to adapt the 

present legai order to the underlying dynamic evolution that human society is going through. 

The present challenge is to find a legal notion that faces the challenges of the new realities 

that a global politicaf world order has created. In the face of many new developments, such a 

notion wouid not onIy have ta cover the different categoties of law, such as private or pub[ic, 

but aisa it would have to meet the implications of an immense cultural diversity of legal 

systems traditionally represented by a large number of states. 

26 ANtotle, Nicornachean Efhics, 1P ed. (London: Kcgan Paul, Tmcb, Trübncr & Co., 1906) at 175. 
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in this process of adaptation, the preliminary step is to bring about the desired change by 

redefbhg existiag notions, or by creating new notions used in legal discourse. Engagement 

in such an attempt inevitably leads us to confiont the significance of language, for any kind 

of human activity and especially for law. Generaiiy, it is accepted that notions are 

expressions based on ideas that manifest themselves thcough written or spoken Ianguage. 

Since legal noms consist of such notions, their genesis can be traced back to a legal ideaM 

In the course of the evolutionary development of society, the conditions of Iife change and 

legal ideas change as well. Since codificationz9 - the process whereby legal ideas become 

positive law - is taking place extensively, changes in the ideas do not automaticalIy result in 

changes of the written positive law. Therefore, when new legal ideas emerge, they are stilI 

expressed through, or at least stand in the context of, notions that gave shape to previous 

Iegai noms. The new ideas, and the meaning that was referred to these notions at the 

moment of their adoption as a nom, may then stand in clear contradiction to each 0 t h .  

in general, this fate is shared by the notion of international law, especially when approached 

h m  the perspective of the different categories of private and public international Iaw. 

Several attempts that have been made to adapt the notion of international law to the rapid 

changes in the worId wilI now be examined. 

2.2. The Notion of "Internationai Law" 

The problem with the notion "international law" covering most of the new realihes of the 

current world (in the legal context) becomes clear when it is juxtaposed with the adjectives 

public and private. The reason for this problem is explained by Judge P.C. Jessup, who 

points out that the universality of the human probIems in a "complex interrelated world 

community which may be descnied as beghning with the individual and reaching up to the 

2s The ptoccss of rcaiisation of iaw (Rechfwemiklichung) includcs thme steps h m  a lcgai idea (Rechuidee), 
to a lcgal nom (Rechtsnonn), and to a legai decisian (Rechtrentrcheidung); sec k K a u h a m  Analogie und 
"Namr der Sache", 2" cd. (HeideIberg: R v. Deckcr & C.F. Milllm, 1982) at 13. 

For a short discussion of the concept of a IcgaI idca (Rechisriee) with regard to public mtemationai law, see 
also A, Vetdross, VOIkemcht (Wien: Springcr, 1964) at 13-17. 
29 Sec generally HP. Glenn, %c Gmunding of C&cationU (1998) U.C. Davis L. Rev. 765. 
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so-cailed Y d y  of nations" or "society of states" and the necessity of law to respond to 

the resuiting realities, does not seem ta fit with the notion of "international law"." The temr 

"intemationai law" is of a misleadhg kind, since it "suggests that one is concemed only with 

relations of one nation (or state) to other nations (or states)"?' This dehition of international 

law does not meet the standards set forth by our present tirne in order to cover a major part of 

the various actors engaged in cross border activities. The increase in these activities also led 

to the emergence of various new notions that evolved paraIlel to the new redities. These 

main notions are: 

InternationaI law -The problem with international law lies in the literai meaning of its Latin 

mot 'natio', which refers to its relation between states and states only. Since today, 

numerous activities crossing one or severai nation's borders appear not only derived kom the 

activities of states, public authorities or international organisations, but also h m  private 

individu&, private corporations or international non-govenunentai organisations (INGO'S), 

the notion "international" appears too narrow and therefore outdated. Variations on the terni 

"intemationai" uçing the root 'natio' are the terms "supranational" or "multinational". On the 

one hand, s-w sUnpIy liAs the scope of the nation's domestic law across its 

bordes and commonly denominates the law created in the process of regional integration 

(e.g. EU). On the other hand, multinational law suggests by its literal meaning that ''many" 

nations are involved. The most common use of multinational Iaw is with regard to the law 

goverring mdtinational enterprises (MNE's) and their cross-border activities. Multinational 

corporations or, as they are sometimes called, transnational corporations, are companies 

headquartered in one state but operating in many countries." The term transnational lad3 is 

closely related, but at the same time broader. For Judge P.C. Jessup, transnational law 

Jessup, supra note 6 at 1-34. 
31 ibia! at 1, 

32 Sec DX. Ott, Public International Law Ut the Modem World (London: Pi- 1987) at 80-8 1. 

" Tranmational iaw was fm used in the 1930's in the Gerrnan-speaking worId and cm be roughly said to 

have four différent appkations: (1) intemational d o m  law; (2) law of cross-border issues; (3) Iaw 
soveming reiations between states and fonign p h t e  corporations and (4) transnational c o m m d  law. See 
K. Siehr. "Sachrccht im PR, transnationales Recht und Iuc mercatoria" in W. Ho11 & U. Kijnke, eds., 
Internationales Privaaecht - Internationales Wimchaft~recht (Miinchen: Heymann, 1985) 103 at 108-1 12. 



inchdes %th civil and crimmat aspects, it includes what we know as pubIic and private 

intemationai law, and it includes national law, both public and p r i ~ a t e . ~  

Intemational Uniforni Law (Internationales ~inheitsrecht)" - The probIem with this term is 

?hat it is more descriptive in alluding to the uaiformity of the normative content than 

constitutive, by denorninating a whole body of law, in character. Moreover, it is usu* 

Iimited to the realm of private international Iaw and like most notions has not yet reached a 

consistent meaning.'6 

~ u r o ~ e a n l  Communitv Cornmon1 Law (droit commun/Gemeinschafrsrecht) - The 

cornmunitarian or common element is now mainly used to descnie the law of the European 

Union. Nonetheless, it has also arisen in a broader context, namely as a concept of Iaw for a 

single worId cornmunity (civitas maxima), thus creating a notion of a world l ad7  or worId 

cornmunitv Iaw?' Here, emphasis is laid upon the social rather than the political aspect, 

which results in giving pnority to the peoples over the state. Such enhanced focus on the 

peoples is reflected in the Latin notion ius gentium as well as in the Geman notion 

VüIkerrecht. The emphasis on the role of the peoples also appears as a principal aim of the 

Amsterdam Treaty of the European Ut~ion?~ 

34 Jtssup, supra note 6 at 106. 

35 Sec cg. 1. Kropholler, Intemationales Einheirsrecht (Tiibingm: J.C.B. Mohr, 1975) @mcinafier 
Einheirsrechr]. 

37 Se+ cg. HJ. Berman, "World Law" (1995) 18 Fordham ht'l L.I. 1617 at 1621 et seq. 

'' Georg Sch-enberger desmis  a comxnunity as distinct h m  society in the higher degret of htegration 
achieved amonga a social p u p ;  a society being a loose type of association. See G. Schwarrenbetger, The 
Dynamia ofIntentariona1 Law (Milton: Professional Baaks Lirnited, 1976) at 2, 4, 107-117 [hcreinafter 
Dynamics]. 
39 Sec the second paragraph of Ahcle A of the Amsterdam Tmty of the Euopean Union, which m& as 
follows: "This Treaty marks a ncw stage in the process of crcating an çver closer union amonp the ueodp of 
Europe, in which decirions arc taken as opedy as possible and as closely as possibte to the cimen" [tmphasis 
added], The Amterdm Treav (signcd on 2 October 1997), Official Journai C 340, 10.11.1997, pp. 1-14. 
online: European Union Homepage, ~htt~JIeuro~a.eu.int/eur-lm/enltreatieslindex.htmb (date accessed: 9 
Apri11999). 
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Global Law - This notion reflects what the international community is really about today, 

namely a worid society comprising the sum of aii nations and also of non-&te actors on the 

globe called 'Tlanet Earth". An important element of global law is the shift of legal 

development fiom the state to society. In this context, society means that the state is not the 

sole actor, but that numemus non-state actors such as muhinational enterprises (MNEs), 

multinational law fhms, international non-governmental organisations (INGûs), and labour 

unions, are also engaged in the law-making process. A wide range of legal sources stemming 

fiom non-govemmental actors, such as a transnational law of economic enterprises (lex 

mercatona) or a l a  sporiiva intemationdis have emerged.JO The term "global" thus stands 

in direct contact with planetary issues that cannot be confionted solely on the basis of a 

single state's legal instruments; and given the lack of an international institutional authority 

capable of regulating these issues, members of the society involved with these issues take 

recouse to the means of self-regdation. A further important example for such a planetary 

issue concem environmental problems and the protection of nature. For E. Brown Weiss 

these planetary rights and obligations include al1 sorts of natural (e.g. water, soil, forests) and 

cultural (Le. the knowledge of natual resources) resources. Furthermore, she adds to the 

spatial factor the tirne-factor of intergenerational equity." Global law, therefore, can be 

defined as a body of law governing the entire planet (including its atmosphere) as well as 

civil society, i.e. private actors as a Iaw-maker. 

Universal Law - A label that, accordhg to physics terminology, would meet the 

geographical requirernents of human Iaw so as to inchde outer space activities, is found in 

that of 'universal Iaw'. However, before there is reported contact with an outer space Iife 

form, it suffices to refer to the term miversal in its usual conception. As can be observed in 

40 Sce G. Teubner, cd, Global Law wirhout a Sme (Aldcrshot: Dartmouth, 1997) [hereinafter Global Lm). 
Il "Principles of equity between gcncrations Iead to a set of planetary, or mtcrgenerationaI, rights and 
obligations, with associatcd mtcmationai duties of use Planetary rights [and obligations] arc the ri@ [and 
obligations] which cach generation has to m i v e  [and io p a s  on) the planet in no worse condition than that of 
tht previous generation, to inherit comparable divmity in the nanaal and cuIhud rcsourcc bases, and Co have 

etpitable acccss to the use and benefits of the ltgacy"; E. Brown Weiss, In Fafinas to Fumre Generatiom: 
Inremaiional Law, Common Pahiinony and Intergenemtzomal Equity (Tokyo: The United Nations University, 
1989) at 95. 
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the context of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (LJDHR)41, the main concem is not 

only geographic but also temporal, especiaiiy with respect to the moral foundation, and its 

resuiting (global and e t d )  vaiidity and degree of acceptame, of a specific law. 

23. A Synthetic Sevch for a Suitable Notion 

When contemplating the variety of notions that exist for the law of today and possibly of 

tomomw, it is hard to make a choice. Each notion has appeared in a different time and in a 

diKerent context, but ai1 of them are interrelated and overlap. Hence, for the purposes of this 

essay, preference will be given to the commonly used terni "international law", because as an 

adjective it is common to private and public international law and it is used in the widest 

context of dl. Therefore, instead of trying to change the term itself, the focus will be on a 

change of its understanding and the scope of its application. 

The role of the nation-state, reflected in the adjective "international", within a world Iaw is 

well recognised and established. The nation-state was and continues to be the organisational 

entity that laid the foundations for the emergence of a world legal order. The hybrids "supra-, 

muIti-, tramnationai" simply anticipate the trend of extending the scope of issues of 

international interest. In a wider context "supra" cm be understood as an incentive to expand 

the field of observation towards a wider perspective and "multi" can be translated as the need 

for a pluralistic approach, while %ans" expresses the need to link the various emerging 

approaches in a pluralistic scheme of international law. International uniform law raises 

awareness of the rote of uniforni laws, which help to guarantee legal values such as 

predictability and identical interpretation, and hence serve justice and fairness. From 

community Iaw the importance of an increased participation of private individuais and other 

smaller group entities can be drawn. It also estabhhes the important and ideal paradox of a 

maximum degree of collective integration through a maximum of individual fteedom. 

"Global" refers to the breadth of the field of application of laws with respect to spatial and 

tempord consideratious, as weI1 as to ihe borderline between state actors or private actors as 

42 Universal Declaration of &an Rightr, GA RK. 217 (m), UN GAOR 3d Sess., Supp. No. 13. UN Dac. 
A1810 (1948) 71. 
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law-makers. A concept of global law encompasses evexything relevant to the planet as a 

whole, and thus forces one to think in holistic patteniS. Finally, the universal element can be 

thought of as a reminder of some important feaîures of Iaw, namely continuity, moralityp 

validity and justice. 

3. Metbodological Considerations 

3.1. Method of Approad 

The many implications of the theme at issue cal1 for a few clarifj4ng comment5 on the 

purpose and the methods chosen for this study. It goes without saying that each of the two 

categories of law, public international law as well as private international law, deal with a 

great variety of complex interactions between numemus different actors, within different 

diverse societies of the cunent global community. This complexity has reached the field of 

law and is responsiile for the production of a huge amount of legal material such that no 

longer can any single individual master it. Parallel to the increase in the complexity and 

diversity of life, a general paradigrn shift in scientific thinking is on its way. This shifi was 

first initiated by new insights in the realm of physics." In the meantirne, and probably due to 

their connection to the mallest (subatornic level) as well as largest (the universe) entities in 

The main discovcncncs w m  the formulation of the theory of relativity by A. Einstein, the intnpretation of 
quantum mcchanics by N. Bohr and W. Heisenberg as weil as the unification of the thcory of relativity and 
quantum mcchanics iu the bootstrap theory by GS. Chew. Their discovery and the progrcss of science as a 
wholc has bmught a change in scientific thinking that according to Fritjof Capra is founded in six main criteria 
for new-paradigm thinking: 1. A shift in the rehionship betwcm the part and the whole. Former scientific 
thinking was bascd on the bciiei that a complex system could be understood h m  the pmperties of the parts. En 
the new paradigm, the view is that the propertïes of the parts admincdly contriiute to the undmtanding of the 
whok but at the s a m t  timt the pmperties of the parts can only be undcrstwd through the dynamics of the 
whoIe; 2. a shift h m  thinking in terms of strucnrrc to b s e  of proces. In the new paradigm, structures are not 
of primary intnesf rather than the processes undalying thcse structures; 3. a shül h m  objective to epistemic 
science. in objective science scientitic dcscripûons arc seex as independent h m  the obsmcr and the process 
of iaiowiedge, whcreas in cpisamic science they am noç 4. a shift h m  science as the buiiding of knowIcdge 
to a network of rdationships; 5. a shift h m  tmth to appmxmiate description. Accordingly, science m o t  
provide any cornpiete and defmtive understanding but only approximate descriptions of reality; and 6. a shift 
from the attitude of domination and conml of nature to cooperation; see F. Capra, nie Tao of Physia, 3* ed 
(London: Flamingo, 199 1) at 360-368. 
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the human king's living environment, the shifi aiso begins to be felt in social s~iences-~ 

The change of perception comrnon to naturai science and legal science, for example, is 

tenecteci in the definition of law given by Michael 1. Sovern, when he stated that '9aw is not 

a thing, but a process'J5 or, generally, in an "autopoietic" approach to law" 

In short, the paradigm shiA can be reduced to a trend towards a more hoIistic approach in 

science that is generated through an increase in available data and the launch of a dynamism 

in the totality of interactions taking place in the world today. As the dynamism increases, 

paradoxes appear in greater nurnber. 

However controversial and disputed some of the formulations of these theones may be, a 

g e n d  trend in this direction must be accepted as a fact, refiected in the rich diversity and 

the high complexity of the present world situation. More complex phenornena and problems 

cal1 for more dynamic theones and proposais for solutions based on a broder spectnun. 

This need is created by complex mechanisms dominating life in an information society", 

where an ever increasing amount of data is available through automated data processing. 

u Some ncw theories highlighting this shift arc general systems thcory, cybernetics, multivalent Iogic, theory 
of automata, information theory, and the thcory of self-rcfcrcndal "autopoictic" systcms; set N. L u h m a ~ ,  
"Law and Social Thmry; Law as a Social Systcm" (1988) 83 Nw. U.L. Rev. 136 at 137 and A. Slaugfitcr 
Burlcy, "InternationaI Law and Intemational Relations Tbcory: A Dual Agenda" (1993) 87 AJIL 205 at 215. 
4s Sec M. Rhcinstein, Einjtihrung in die Rechtsvergleichung. 2& cd. (Miinchen: CH. Beck, 1987) at 5. As a 
conhasting cornparison of law with the field of the pamcle worId in physics, S-Ma& theory - as originally 
proposcd by W. Heisenberg in 1943 - brought about a change in the empbasis fiom objecfs to cvents; set 
Capra, supra note 43 at 290. 
46 Sec G. Teubner, cd, Autopoietic Law: A New Appmach ro Law and Sociery (Balin: Walter De Gniyter, 
1988) [hereinafta Autopoiefic Lw] aad G. Tcubner, tmv as an Autopoie& Systent (Oxford: Blackwcli, 1993) 
[haeUiaftcr Autopoiefic System]. 
47 One aspect of the information society is that it ïs built upon the deveIopmcnt and the widening apptication of 
information and communication technologies (ICTs). Thenfore, living and working in the Îaformatioa society 
cequires not only strong basic sküls in numeracy and literacy, but aIso the q a a i  skiii of 'Wormacy", which is 
defuicd as the ski11 of interaction with the new technology; sec EC, Commission, Green Paper - M g  mtd 
Workng in the Infirmation Socieryi People First, COM(96)389 (22 Juiy 1996), ontiae: The Eutopean 
Commission, qjîcial Documents, Homepage, 

(date accessed. 10 Octaber 1999)- 
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Unforhrnateiy, an increase m i n f o d o n  doa not always mean a better imderstandùig 

which guarantees a good orientation in our environment. The need for orientation especially 

hoI& tnie for the legal as was shown befire. The impact of the information age on 

international lm, one scholar has written, is quai to the imprint of the Peace of Westphaüa 

on (international) law dirring the past centuries.* With respect to law, this issue is often 

r a i d  in terms of whether generaiisation or specialisation shouId be favoured in legai 

education. Straight answers to how better understanding and orientation can be achieved are 

Iackhg and the subject remains a controversiai one.49 It is obvious that legal education is 

positioned in an interplay with the iegd profes~ion.~~ With the drarnatic changes in the 

world, the legal profession has to change as well. This change is best üanslated into a 

g e n d  broadening of the field of legai practice by an increase in transnational activity and 

the resulting need for the unification of law now pmduced in huge quantities at various 

leve~s." 

In the near future, the trend in legal education and theory - by means of practicability and 

feasibility, as well as reality - wi11 be forced to move towards generalisation at the expense 

For a short survey of some M e r  problem regardhg the "information socicry"; sec also EC. Commissioa 
Mite Poper on Education and Training - Teaching and Leaming - Torvards the Leaming Sociery, COM(95) 
590 (29 Novcmber 1999, ouiine: The Eusopean Commission Homepage, Ofleial Documents, 
<htt~:Ilwww.cuma.cu.intlcomml~fflm~nl'mdex en,hM1999> (date accesed: 10 October 1999). 

S e  LK. Gambk, "IntenutionaI Law and the Mirmation Age" (1996) 17 Mich J. MI L. 747 at 799. 

P m f s o r  Harold Kob warncd at the ASIUNVIR Joint Codcrcnce, htld in The Hague, SuIy 4-6, 199 1, that a 
trend iowards abandonment of generalisation and the danger of over-spcdkation can be obsmed; sec H. 
HongEr Koh, m The Amencan Society of htnttrnationai Law & The Nederlandse Verrnigung voor 
Intanationaal Recht, cds, Conremporary Intemarional Law Issues: Sharing Pan-European and Arnerîcan 

Pmpectives (Dordrecht, Martu!us Nijhoff Arbiishers, 1992) L98 at 198. 
sa One si& of the nanue ofthis interpiay is rcfl~ted in the statemcnt that "the theory of today is the ptacticc of 
tomorrow, jun as ifit pxactict of today is the ihcury of yestcrday" givcn by Professor Woifgang Mant1 
(hoftssor for Constitutionid Law and Politicai Science at the KarLFrapfc11s-Universitat Graz, Aumia) in his 
lecnnes during tbc srmmict terni 1996. whca ht was confiontcd with the criticism conccrnuig the lack of 
pncticd vdut of today's lcgal education in A d  The othcr side, of corne is, ttiat tht legal practin 
mercises an undeniable infzucnce on the legal education by means of demand for a cemin kind of a üained 
Iawycr- 



of specialisation. Genetalisation, however, does not mean the imparting of the maximum 

knowledge, but rather the provision of the methods and the substrats for a problemsriented 

working ability. This particular meaning of 'generalisation' has also appeared in the 

tenninology of a general jrrrisprudence, that designs "a science which would embrace the 

general concepts of law common to all systems, international and municipai, private and 

public".n The reason is that a general understanding allows for better clarification of a 

detailed problem, rather than the reverse. In a complex and diverse interdependent world, an 

identical problem is very unlikely to appear twice. 

3.2. Seven Links between *Publicn and "Private" 

The paradigm shift that was rnentioned above, is dso expressed in the shift fiom a 

'classification-universe' towards a 'relation-universe'." In concreto, this rneans that it is not 

the clear boundary and content of a specific category of law, such as public or private 

international, which is of major interest, but the various points of entanglement with other 

such existing categories. Moreover, h m  a dynamic approach - taking into account the 

evolutionary process in the formation of these categones - the interwovenness of each 

separate category in a general web of law is more likely to become apparent. On the other 

hand, each such category consists of a huge quantity of legal material that rnight hinder the 

clear delimitation of one category h m  the other, and dim the overd1 view of the systern. To 

prevent this b m  happening, and for reaçons of feasibility in the h e w o r k  of an essay, a 

method comparable to 'pattern recognition' is pursued. 'Pattern recognition' does not rely so 

SI For a general discussion of this topic sce H.F. Glenn, "Pnvate internationd Law and the New intemationaI 
Lcgal Professions" in Confrib et hannoniration, Kolkbn und Yereinheitlichung, Conjlictr and Hmonization 
-Mélanges à l'honneur d Alffd E. von Overbeck (Fribourg. Éditions Universitaires, 1990) 3 1 at 3 1-45. 
52 Sec H- Lauterpacht, Private Law Sources mtd Anaiogies of lntenrational Law (London: Longtuans, Green & 
Co, 1927) at 33. 

53 See F. Vester. Die Kumt vmetzrnr denken: Idem und Werhzeugefiir einen neum Lhgang mit Komplexitat 
(Stuttgart: DVA, 1999) at 143 et seq. 
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much on numerically or statisticalfy ascertainable data, but rather on the rdation of 

components of dynamic open systern~.~ 

For îhe intentIation between pubIic and private international Zaw, their mai. elements can be 

reduced to the g e n d  dichotomy of the tenns "public" and "private", as well as the 

dichotomy of international and municipal (or domestic) law. To enhance the dynarnic 

character of the interrelation of these two pairs of opposites, they wifl be sûuctured at the 

intersection of two axes. This imaginary rotation s h d  stand for the dynamism that is taking 

place in the world today and îhat is responsible for the b l h g  away of pairs of opposites 

such as that of publidprivate. The horizontal axis de& with the public and private, and the 

vertical axis with the international and municipal law, dichotomy. From the various 

possibilities of reIating one to the other - as if in the process of rotation - seven possible 

comparative approaches result as follows: 

I. Private lm and public law; 

II. international and munic@al (dornesfic/~tionnal) law 

III. public l m  and public international law; 

I Y. private law and private international law; 

Y, public law and prikate international law; 

VI. private lm andpublic international Irnv; and 

VII. private international l m  and public international lm-  

These seven juxtapositions of the privatelpublic and intemationaYmunicipa1 law dichotomy 

will be examine& Their andysis will be preceded by a general outlook of the significance of 

the t m s  pubIic and pnvate, without direct reference to the legai realm. M e r  ail, clear 

emphasis is Iaid upon the interrelation of public international law and pnvate international 

iaw due to their global regdatory outreach, and this will be dedt with in a proper chapter in 

" 'Pattern ncognition9 therefore d i e s  Icss on the quantity and prccision of the avaiiable data, but is ratbn 
based on a few principal pammetcn of informatioa. It hcnby works simiIar to the humau bmîn, and is also 
closely reIated to the concept of fUay logic; ibid. at 21-23.54 et seq., 149-153; The focmal namc of fmPne55 
in science is 'muItiMtcncc' (as opposed to 'bivalence'), Muitivdued Iogic was first workcd out in order to d d  
with W. Heisenberg's unccrtainty principk in quannmi mccfianics. IIhe uaccrrainty pcmcip1e states that "if you 
mcasure some things precisely, you canaot meanirt 0 t h  things as prccisely"; sec B. Kosko, F q  Ininhg: 
Ine New Science of Frozy Lagic (New York: Hyperion, 1993) at 18 er seq. 
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three separate subdivisions. Finally, it is noteworthy to state that no hierarchical preference is 

given to one or the other concept of law in their jmtaposition. 

This essay focuses on the interplay between different categories of law, to be construed as a 

couceptual overview over the spheres of public and pnvate law and their relation in the 

emerging global legal order. This Introduction yieIds two judgments, Hilton v. Guyot and 

Hunt v. Lac d'Amiante du Québec Ltée, bighlighting the growing awareness of the 

importance of a common consideration of pubIic and private international law, in the past 

century. FoUowing that, it aims to give a short reflection of some of the main points of 

interest in today's legal order that need to be kept in mind. Chapter I shortly presents private 

and public international law and sketches the main characteristics of the various 

constellations between two dichotomo~s pairs that underlie the distinction of public 

international and private international law. The two pairs are the opposition between private 

and public Iaw in relation to the opposition of international and municipal law. In Chanter TT 

the c u m t  situation of the relation of public international law and pnvate international wiU 

be scnitinised in an abstract subdivision of an organic view of society in ùuee domains; Law, 

Economics, and PoIitics, in a succeeding synthesis an attempt wiI1 be made to exphin the 

core of the elements numiring the worId's dynarnism and to localise the consequences for 

the legal reaim. The Conclusion shortIy reconsiders the principal statements made in this 

essay. 



IZ. THE OYNAMISM OF THE PUBLIC/PIUVATE DICHOTOMY 

1. P d l k  Intemational taro and Private Internatabonal ïaw 

1.1. Public kiternationai Law 

rr) A Short Surwy of its Krrtoory and Evolution 

The genesis of what is today commonly called "public international law", or the "law of 

nations", cannot be traced back to a particular date, but rather vanishes in the dark of history. 

What is clear though, is that the history of international law is insohbly Linked to human 

history, a fact expresseci in the adage "ubi societas, ibi ius". Its primordial traces reach back 

to religious reveIations and prehistonc finds, and it has since then evolved in the course of 

history through the interactions of various cultures populating the entire planet to what we 

cd1 public international Iaw t~day.~' Modem public international law developed rnainly firom 

the concept of the (nation) state and its sovereignfl. This was, however, not the case before 

the 18"' century when the same body of law was rather based on the concept of peoples 

 gente^).^' Still, in the German language public international law is named "VOIkerrechf", 

reminding us of the Latin tenn "ius gentium". 

Since thm drastic changes have taken place, and are taking place, in the world, which affect 

and have affecteci the realm of international law. However, modem public international law 

is still referred to as the law goveming the relations between different states, and between 

states and international organisations. The latter, nevertheless, are considered as entities 

created by these interstate activities. So far, the notion's content can be said to imply nations 

55 For a short survey of the bistory of public international law, see Verdross, supra note 28 at 3 1-94. 
M The meaning of sovereignty departcd from the idea of a niprrme Iegislative and poIitical power wirhin a 
state and sincc thcn has bcai subject to constant changes. Today sovercignty expresses the assumption that a 
state is mdependmt and has atcIusive kgisiative power over its territory and rite people residing therem. This 
perception howeva is cumntiy chaiienged by the increase in mterdependence of the states forming the world's 
codty; see also Akehunf mpm note 6 at 15 et seq. 

It was in 1780 that Jaemy Bentham published his book "An Introduction to the Principlcs of Mords and 
LegisIationn, in which he coined the notion of%temational lad', sec Daillier& Pellet, supm note 6 ot 33. 
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and to a lesser extent peoples?' During the last decades, new actors have become 

increasingiy involved in this field. These actors are intemationai non-govertmenta1 

organisations, multinational corporations, and finaily pnvate (natutal and moral) persons, 

and they challenge the traditional definition of its scope of application. Their strong critique 

attacks the Uisufficient ability of public international iaw to deai with the reality of conflicts 

occurring in the world today, caused by its attachment to the traditional perception of states 

as the sole actors of intemational law. 

The evolution of pubiic international law on the one hand reveds the strong influences that 

theories exercise on the shape of law and its institutions; on the other hand the theories 

themselves are shaped by influences sternming fiom the factual developments occurring in 

ihis world. This becomes obvious when one considers the two main theories competing in 

international law: naturai iaw and positive law, the fint emphasising moral standards and the 

latter a more practical approach. White a naturalist view dominated the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, the positivist view gained importance throughout the nineteenth 

century. The atmities committed by the Nazi government that cuiminated in World War iI, 

considerably revived the popularity of natural law. Since then, the naturalist and pusitivist 

view can be said to CO-exist in parallel. AdditionaIly, other new approacfies bave been 

underiaken to explain the existence and hctioning of international Iaw. The realist schooI, 

for exampIe, used economic and political data; the behaviourist movement introduced 

eIernents of psychology, anthropology and sociobgy into the study of international Iaw.Sg 

To tum h m  the theoretical to the practical side of mtmationai law, it is helpfitl to briefly 

contempIate the principal sources of public international Iaw. These sources are Iaid down in 

general terms in Art 38 (1) of the Statute of the Intemational Court of Justice, which reads as 

folIows: 

'' The statu of peoplcs in intemationai b w  is rctognised by the kgai principle ofseIfdetermination as wcU as 
the W e r  of rùc United Nations (Art 55); see 1. B r o d e ,  Pnn&pIes of Public liiienraionul Lmv, 3% ed 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979) at 593-596. 



The Court, wtiost fimction is to dccide in accordance with intcmational law such 
disputts as arc submitttd to iî, shall apply 

intemational conventions, whethcr gaiexal or particular, estabIishing rules 
cxprrsçly recognised by ihc contesting statcs; 
international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; 
tht gencral prulciples of law recognised by civilizcd nations; 
subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the 
most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary meaus for the 
detcrmination of d e s  of ~ a w . ~  

The h t  two sources reflect to some extent the parallel existence of a positivist and a 

naturalist approach to international law. The first source, international conventions6* is - due 

to its widespread use - the most authoritative. International conventions are accordiig to 

theu binding effect classified as 'contract-treaties', or law-making treatie~.~' Contract-treaties 

only bhd the signing parties, whereas Iaw-making treaties are intended to have a wider 

scope of application. The huge number of treaties signed, and the ongoing process of 

codification of general state practices, i.e. custom, is reptacing more and more international 

customary law, the second important source of international law. International custom is 

dehed  as the evidence of a general state practice accepted as law. For an international 

customary rule to have legal value, the rule m u t  consist of reported continuous and 

repetitive state practices, opinio itlris sive necessitatis, and the absence of persistent 

obje~tion.~ It also corresponds more to the naturdist thought and was the main source of 

'' For a discussion of thcse new approaches see Shaw, supra note 6 at 50-57. 
60 See the Starure of the International Court of Justice, oniine: International Court of Justice Homepage 
<hnp J I ~ ~ ~ . i c j c i j + o r g / i ~ / t a a s i c d ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ t s , h ~  (last modifled: 19 October 1999). 
61 Eiotc that the word 'convention' mcans a trcaty. Othcr synonyms for mties ,  or for panicular types of 
tteaties arc agreement, p a q  pmtocoi, charter, statute, acr, covenant, dcclaration, engagement, arrangement, 
accord, reguIations, and provisions; sec Akehmt, supra note 6 at 23. 

63 Thm must be c l a r  evidence of qxated state practict, bccause according to the ICJ's definition, a 
customary niIt must be in accordance with "a constant and d o m i  usage practised by the states m question". 
The evidmce can bc gaincd h m  varioas sources mch as newspapers, historicd records, diphmatic 
interchmges, officiai publications etc. The opinio iunk is the betief that a state activity is legaily obligatory due 
to the existence of a ntk of iaw. A single state that opposcd the existence of a mtomary d e  h m  its Ïnception 
on (persistent objecter) would not be bound by it; s e  Shaw, supra note 6 at 60-78. 
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international Iaw as long as no relevant writîen material, in fom of international treaties, 

eitisted However, as long as the international legal order lacks a centraliseci organisation, 

inleniaiionai customary des will continue to play an important role as a source of law. 

The ibird source, general principles of Iaw, is a M e r  means to fil1 the gaps Ieft by îreaty 

and customary law within the inteniationa1 legal system. It is controversid whether the text 

of Article 38 (1) refm ta general p&ciples of national or of international law. Given the 

important role national p e r d  principles played in the process of the formation of 

intemiional law and the increased mutual interplay of municipal and international law 

today, there is actually no reason why it shouid not refer to botha In fact, general principles 

of Iaw, by means of comparative research, provide a usefit1 source for the establishment of a 

more coherent international Iegal order. The same is deerned tme for judicial decisions and 

the teachings of learned writers, wbich are mentioned as a fourth source. The tem judicid 

decisions, comprises (national and international) judicial, as weIi as arbitral, decisions. 

Judicial decisions serve as evidence of customary law and assist in the process of M e r  

developing international law, The Iran-United States Clairns Tribunal was a benchmark in 

this r e s p e ~ t . ~  AIthdugh reference to the writings of highIy qualified publicists are still rare, a 

general increase in their importance cm be statedb6 

As to the hierarchy between these sources, the judicial decisions and teachings of the most 

highly qualified publicists play a subordhate d e .  Generd p ~ c i p l e s  compIement custom 

and treaties and are therefore also considered as subsidiary sources to them. The hieraschicai 

distinction between custom and treaties, the primary sources of international law, is more 

compIicated, because on the one hand treaties codie existing custom, and on the other hand 

treaties themselves c m  be repIaced by customary des. Treaty Law is the more fiequently 

" Sec Akchmt, mpru note 6 at 34. 
65 The han-US c i a h  m i l  was cstabIishcd by a daims agmmcnt and grand the m%djurhdiction ovcr 
daims by nationals of one party agamst a n o k  paay as weU as intagovumnental damis; sec CD. Gray, 
Judicial Remedies ut lnrmationd Lmv (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) at 181-185. 
66 For example, rhe WTO dûpute resolution systcm as d l i s h e d  ni 1995 - compared to its pn&ccssor the 
GAïT - bas brought about a bmadn =ourse to the Wntings of hiphly quaiifsed pubticist; s n  D. Paimcta & 
P.C. Mapidis, 'The \NTO Legal System: Sources of Law" (1998) 92 A.J.LL. 398 at 407 et. seq. 
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utitised instniment, but in contrast with customary law Iacks universal binding force.m The 

universaiiy binding force of custom is expressed in the concept of irrs cogens, Le. peremptory 

n o m ,  which is based upon "an acceptance of fundamental and superior values within the 

system and in some respects is akb  to the notion of public order or public policy in domestic 

legai orders"." A further expression of the n a t d s t  character expressed by custom is found 

in the concept of obligations erga o r n e s .  With fidl awareness of the major importance of 

the distinction between customary and treaty law as a ground for the decision of a particular 

dispute, it suffices here to highlight their complementary fùnction as sources of international 

law."' 

As global integration proceeds, and the interdependence between the actors of international 

law increases, new sources emerge. in a non-exhaustive enurneration these new sources are: 

(1) The acts of international organisations," (2) UniIaterai acts of states may under certain 

circumstances also give nse to internationd obligationsR (3) Analogous to the recognition 

of local custom as a binding source, acts of regional organisations and their specific organs 

must be deemed to be an apt source of international I ~ W . ~  (4) Furthemore, considerations of 

67 See H.E. Chodosh, "An Intcrpretative Tbeory of International Law: ïhe  Distinction benveen Trcaty and 
Customary Laww (1995) 28 Vami L Tranmat'l L. 973 at 977. 

" The Vienna Convention on the Law of the Tnaties defines peremptory norm as one that is "acceptcd and 
rccogniscd by the international commmity of statu as a whoIe as a norm h m  which no derogation is 
pcrmitred and which can be modifieci only by a subscqucnt n o m  of generai international law having the same 
character"; sec Shaw, supra note 6 at 89 et seq. 

Sec Chaptcf ii. 2.6.a.). 

" A uxfid interpretative appmach for tbe distmction is provideci in Chodosh, supra note 67. 

71 E-g. organs such as the Gentrd Assembly of the United Nations, the IntcmationaI Law Commission, the 
United Nations Commisnon on intanational Tradt (UNCITRAL), the United Nations Confemce on Trade 
and Developmcnt (UNCTAD); s p e d  agacies such as the InternationaI Labour Organisation (ILO) and the 
United Nations Educationai, Scientific and Cuittuai organisation (UNESCO) and independent bodies such as 
the International Law and the inahut de Droit International; sce Shaw, supra note 6 at 96 et seq. 
While the WTO was establishcd on the bas5 of a maty (Marrakcsh Agreement), as mentioned in AmcIe 38(1) 
a of the Staiute of the IU, the panel and AppcElate Body reports issucd by the dispute rcsoIution body of the 
WTO m theu tum arc also deemed in ciassificatian to be acts of an international organisatioa 

73 Eg- the EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUR, ASEAN, APEC, or the OSCE, the C o m d  of Europe et al. 
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naturai law and equity may aiso serve as a source and have already been mentioned in the 

context of customary law. (5) Finally, in view of the societal complexity caused by scientific 

and technological progress resuIting in difficult legal problems, it remains to see how fh 

insights of other branches of sciences (rather than social sciences) will be caiied to serve as a 

source for (international) law. 

1 2  Private International Law 

a) Notion, History and Evolrrtion 

Although the beginnings of private international law date back to antiquity, its main 

foundations were laid in the twelfth century in the city states of northern M y .  From then 

until the eighteenth century the municipal laws of the various states were classified in three 

categories: (1) personal statutes, which principally have the person as their object; (2) real 

statutes, which have property as their object; and (3) rnixed statutes, which concem both 

persons and property7" The nineteenth century was mainly charactensed by the names of 

Joseph Story (1 779-1 84S), Friedrich Karl v. Savigny (1779-186 1) and Pasquale StanisIao 

Mancini (1817-1888)." in their various works, these scholars laid the foundations for 

modem pnvate international law. 

Modem pnvate international law originated in the middle of the 19" century in parallel with 

the strengthening of the Law of Nations (public international law), and out of the need to 

confront problems arising fiom the concept of the nation-state and state sovereignty. The 

temtoriality of the nation state had created greater stability of legal institutions within state 

temtory, but at the same time it had made mutuai interactions between different states more 

difficult. Joseph Story, the father of the notion of "private international law", lke  many 

scholars before and after him, was faced with the division of the Earth into "distinct Nations, 

" Sce J. Story, Commentaries on the Conjlict of Laws, Foreign and Dommic, 33"1 ed. (Boston: Charles C. Linle 
& James Brown, 1846) at 17. 
75 See M. Guîzwiiier, "inteniatioMipn~treCht: Die h i  Grossen des 19. Jahrhundcrts" in P. 36cldi & EL 
Hiîderling & K. Eichcnbetger & H.P. Tschudi, cds, Fesfschnfrfir Frank Tucher 60. Gebmtug (ZUrich: 
Schuithcss Polygraphischer Vcrlag, 19831 13 1. 
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inhabiting different regions, speaking W î e n t  languages, engaged in ciiffernt fonns of 

government", recognised by "the existence of any general, or universal rights and obligations 

constituuig a Law of Nati~ns"?~ In its beginriing, the science of private intemationaI law 

was foudeci on the grounds of e q ~ i t y . ~  Its main challenge was, therefore, to guarantee a 

mutuai intercourse Eree h m  fiction, and thus to contriiute to international (judicial) 

harmony. 

The notions of private international law, or 'conflict of laws' - as it is commonly referred to 

in Anglo-Amencan jurisprudence - are misleading, because there is neither international nor 

private law, nor is there a "rear' conflict of laws. This branch of law is not international 

because its noms are of purely national character. Therefore, not the law but only the facts 

of the case are international. There is also no "confiict" because a national law does not 

directly compete with a foreign law; they only compete regardiig the question which law is 

the more apt and just law in a given case. 

6.) The Foundations of Private International Luw 

Conflict of Iaws in its widest sense deals with three distinct but interrelated subjects, natnely 

jurîsdiction, choice of law, and the recognition of foreign judgments. This field of law hies 

to m e r  questions arising out of a dispute with foreign eiements, such as, where an action 

is to be brought, what law shall the tribunal apply when the case is Iitigated, and will the 

tribunal's decision be respected in other  tat tes?^ In general terms, the body of rules calIed 

private international law fiilfils a coordinating function between legal orders of different 

states, in the search for a greater decisiona1 harmony. 

From a theoretid perspective the historical development of private international law was 

dorninated by two major ideas; the f3st focused on the personal, and the second on the 

territorial quality of a social order. These two ideas crystallised in the principle of 

S m y ,  supra note 74 at 1.3.13. 
TI Sce HH. Yntema, "The Comity Doctrine" (1966) 65 Michigan L. R 9 at 12 et seq. 

See FX, Juenger. 'The Need for a Comparative Approach to Choice-of-Law Roblmsl* (1999) 73 TuL L 
Rev. 1309 at 13 10 [hereinafter "Comparative Appmachq. 
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territoriaiity and the principle of personality, which set forth the h e w o r k  for fiirther 

evoluti~n.~ As a sort of reconciliation between the two, a compromise of personal and 

territorial reference, the principle of domicile entered the foreground. The three principles 

were developed by diff'erent schools in different countries and shaped h u g h  their legai 

systems, which again dependeci mainly on economic and social  factor^.^ 

The elementary evolution of private international Iaw could be roughly divided, until now, 

into four main approaches to the recognition of foreign law within a date's territory. These 

are: (1) the lex firi, (2) the multiIaterai, (3) the unilateral and (4) the substantive taw 

approach," The point of departure of conflicts of law rules was a total ignorance of foreign 

rights and laws. The only law that was applied was the Iaw of the fonun (la /on]. Thif 

phase parallels with a social structure of society that due to the çimiIarity of its subjects did 

not make any differentiation of the applicable law necessary. Later, hand in hand with the 

increased interactions between mernbers of different groups, the need to distinguish between 

local and foreign Iaw was recognised and multilateral d e s  slowly emerged. The muhilateral 

approach provides specid rules, so-called "jjurisdiction-selecting des", that refer to either 

one or the other legal system as a means of resolution for a legal issue by means of 

"connecting  factor^"?^ in search of greater decisional harmony, the unilaterai approach 

focused less on the specific legal systems by avoidhg the exclusive application of one or the 

other legal system. It rather inquired into the spatial purport of the potentially applicabk 

domestic and foreign rules of decision. The last step in the evolution allows for a higher 

degree of decisional harmony and is provided by the substantive law approach. Hereby 

" Sec A. Schaieer, Handbuch des inremarionalen Privatrechts, VOL 1,4"' cd. (Bascl: Recht und GesellschaA, 
1957) at 5-6. 
80 The tlrst systcmatic consideration of the conûict between the terriioriality and the pmonality principk was 
undcrtaken by the Italiaa s c h d  (9'-12 ccntury). Adhmnts of this s c h d  (e-g. AIdricus) were callcd 
statutists, and their name duives h m  the distinction of sramta persondia and statuta reak 'Ibe French 
school(12*-14"' ccntury) &O divided the n o m  in courumes réelles and coutumes personnek, but towards 
the end cmphasixd the tenitoriality p ~ c i p l e .  

For a gcneral discussion of these schwls, ibid at 3-21; Kegel supra note 6 at 125-163- 

" Sec "Comparative Approach", supra note 78 at 1314-1320. 



d o r m  des ,  tbus intentate or international des that contain substantive n o m  

(Sachnomen), are applied to the legal issue at stake." 

The sources of private international law are - due to their national chamter, and the fact that 

they differ h m  country to country - hard to determine. In most cases the constitution and 

the form of govenunent of a particular state will determine the question of the authoritatire 

source of private international law. In the United States of America, for example, beside 

federal law (includiig the constitution, international agreements, federal statutes, federai 

courts law and federai common law), state law is the main source of private international 

lawSM In Germany and Austria, two countries with a unified private international law, the 

existence of private international law has been sought by deduction h m  the principle of 

equality (Gleichheitsgr?~ndsak), i.a the duty of the Iegislator to provide each individual with 

the same rights and possibilitie~.~ 

Finaiiy, it remains to state that the question as to whether public international law requires 

states to enact noms of private international law is cunently wideiy ignored.'* Shce the 

question will be dealt with below, it sufices to highlight a possible danger at this point that 

might occur from the insuffïcient consideration of private internationai Iaw within the reaim 

of public international law: This danger is caused by the uncriticai use of the concept of 

sovereignty and public policy." Without due consideration of the international level, it 

becomes easier to appIy the law of the forum (homing tendency of the courts), and 

aspirations with respect to a greater justice for the persons involved is denied. Furthemore, 

differences in culture or social institutions might equaiiy cause the impression that the 

application of the lafiri is more appropriate. 

a3 See Kegei, supra note 6 at 234-235. 

See Cheatham & Maicr, supra note 6, stating that "state couru have canied weII the bmden of coordina~g 
the private Iaws of the states with the Iaws of othcr counma. By accepting this respom'ility, thcy have helped 
to d e  the mtemationa1 syaern work fairIy wciL" 

Sec C. Bar, Intenationaies Pnvanecht, vol. 1 (München: C.H. Beck, 1987) at 209 et seq,; "Rcchtsordnung". 
supra note 6 at 21. 

86 Sec e-g. Bar, supra note 85 at 141,209. 

" See Cheatham & Maier, supra note 6 at 98. 



a.) Individual* and ColkEtiviry 

Law is not purely a matter of Iaw; it ought to be a matter of life instead. Law, as fa. as it 

wncems and exercises a binding force upon human beings and iheir relations to other human 

beings, as well as theu environment, is - with the exception of divine reveaied law, 

discussion of which exceeds the scope of this essay - solely human-made Ia~.~"Tûerefore, 

before the various constellations between the dichotomies of public and private Iaw as well 

as international and municipal law are discussed, a legaily neutral approach towards the 

publidprivate distinction is undertaken. 

In its widest sense, the pubiidprivate distinction forms the core elernent for rnany M e r  

dichotomies known in the world comm~nity.'~ The dichotomous character stems h m  the 

doubIe nature of the human being, at the same time individudistic and a collective entity. 

The double nature can even be trac4 back to the psychologicai level of the subconscious 

where the distinction is rooted." Thus, the human being is duaI in nature; This duality 

sa islarnic Iaw as a concept must be cxchded fiom this diseussion since both distinctions, the publidprivatc 
and secuiarIdîvinc, arc foceign to it. Thus, the Islamic concept can bc said to stand above or to intcgratc thtse 
classifications. In islam, Law is a rcligious science, because "law and nligion form one composite concept; SIX 

Politics and Culture, supra nOk 16 at 363. 
1 &.g. "statdsociety, individdgroup, rightlpower, pmperty/sovcreignty, conuadtorr, law/poIicy, 
legislaturrljudiciary, objcctïvclsubjdve, masonlfbt, ficedomkoercion"; see D. Kennedy, 'The Stages of the 
Dccline of the Publiclpnvate Distinction" (1982) 130 U. Pa. L. Rcv. 1349 at 1349. 

90 C.G. Jung dininguishcs two layes of the unconscious: rhe f Ï  testing upon a superficiaI layer which he 
calIs the penonal unconscious and the second rcsting upon a deepu Iayer calIed the collective mconscious. 
nie diffemce bctween the two is that "the coiiective unconscious is part of the psyche which can be 
ncgativefy distinguishcd h m  the personai unconseiour by titc fia that it does not, iike the lamr, owc its 
cxistencc to persona1 expcriencc and c o a s ~ e n t i y  is not a personai acquisition". Tfie personal unconscious is 
thus cxperimced, wh- the co11ective unconscious is inborn and furthemore not individuai but universai. 
Universal means that "it bas contents and mades of bchaviour tbat are more or fess the same everywhcre and kt 
aII individualSn; CG. Jung, The Archerypes and the Collective Unconsciom, 2"6 ed (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1968) at 3,4,42 erseq. [h~maftcr  RrchetvpesI. 
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dominates the human perception and the way humans organise their life and their 

environment. 

In political societies this duality is transiated by the CO-existence of public and private 

spheres, with the human being incessantly wandering between them. The genesis of the 

publidprivate distinction is closely linked to two movements in political theory and Iegal 

thought: First, the emergence of the nation-state and the theory of sovereignty in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries strengthened the public realm. Secondly, as a reaction to 

the claims of monarchs and padiaments to the unresîrained power to make law, efforts to 

stake out distinctiveIy private spheres fiee h m  the encroaching power of the state were 

undertaken?' The nineteenth century analfical approach towardç science fostered a further 

separation between diffant  branches of science. In the beginning of the twentieth century, 

the role of the state as a promoter of public interest was well recognised. This view 

drastically changed with the emergence of façcism and totalitarianism, both overemphasising 

the role of the state and culrninating in World War II* 

In the decades d e r  World War II, Iibed dernomtic and socialist theories represented the 

two major concepts of a more private or a more public oriented organisation of state 

societies?' The two theoretical concepts laid the foundation for state organisation as a Iïberal 

democracy or a socialist country. Nonetheiess, neither of the two concepts ever existed in its 

pure fom; only the percentage of the elements dominating varied. Indeed, the political world 

in the 20' century was highly bipolar and could be roughly divided into liberal dernomtic 

and socialist co~ntries.~ By means of property rights, politics and economics are linked, and 

9' Sce MJ. Horowitz, The  History of the PubIic/Rivate Distinction" (1982) 130 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1423 at 1423. 

93 Scc DAC. Pongrace, "Stmatypifïcation of the Foirrth Amendmcnts PublidPrivate Distinction: An 
Oppominity for clantyn (1985) 34 Am, U L  Rev- 1 I9 1 at 1 194 et seq. 

9J Mainiy during the time period of the Cold War the world couid be divided in the two major conceptual 
political approachcs, represented thmugh their major pmpncnts, the United States of America and the Soviet 
Union; see Huntington, supra note IO at 21. Nonetheles, a t6ud catcgory was found in non-aIigned and m 
neutrat countries. 
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hence the same concepts influencecl accordingiy îhe economic system of each state.= The 

economy was either dominated by private activity in the fiamework of liberal 6.ee market 

economies, or by public planning of centrai market economies. 

The major change came about with the end of the Cold War in the late 1980's. This time 

penod was often linked with the final victory of liberai democracy over socialism, of 

capitalism over comrnunism, or fiee market economies over centraily planned economies.% 

The arguments in favour of the victory were based on developments taking place in the 

former cornmunist countries. Most of them, with the exception of Cuba and China perhaps, 

are now in transition fiom a centrally planned to a fiee market economy, and h m  socialism 

to Iiberal democracy. The post-Cold War developments, however, not only affiited the 

formerly comunist countries but also the liberal democratic couniries themselves. Deprived 

of their natural hostile countetpart, room for self-reflection was created and intemal 

problems, such as structural problems in respect of the market and the welfare çystem, or in 

politicai tems federalism and nationalism, surfaced. At the same tirne problems of the 

human family became increasingly universal. Mainly scientific and technological progress 

contributeci to what is commonly called globalisation, and in its positive and negative effects 

it impinged upon the organisation of human life. Thus, in parallel to the process of 

movement towards globalisation, the importance of the Iocal IeveI nses constantly 

("glo~alisation'~~'. Both divergent developments also impinge drastically upon human life in 

a private and a public sphere. These changes will be discussed in the following. 

95 Sn D. Weimtr, 'The Political Economy of Properry Rights" in D. Weima, cd., The Political Economy cf 
Property Rights- Irtsn'tutional Change and Credibiliy in the Refonn of Central& Planned Economics 
(Cambridge: University Rcss, 1997) 1. 
% 

Sec e-g. F. Fukayama, The End of Hktory and the Lm Man (New York: Avon Books, 1992). But set M. 
Gorbachev, On My Counny and the Worfd (New York: Columbia University Press, 2ûûO) at 236. 
97 The tenu "glocaiisation" descriies the paraIIel coexistence of the local and the gIobai IeveL 



Hitherto the pnvate sphere was, as a sphere ike h m  the coercive and regulatory power of 

the government, distinguished h m  the pubtic sphere, a sphere where governmentai caercion 

and regdation were considerd legitimateateW Fuaher distinctions were made depending on 

the perspective of the viewer: The terni "private" referred to private property or wedth Ires 

privata), to fiedom, to a hidden place, to shame, to the family, to women, to spare t h e  (vita 

contemplative) as opposed to wmmon pmperty or wealth (res publicu), to necessity, to 

publicity, to honour, to the community, to men, to labour (vira activa).'" Despite these clear 

distinctive features a considerable overlap between the two spheres exists. Their main 

intersection is found in the genuioe link between private individuals and the pubiic body they 

fom. This Iink is expressed in Jürgen Habermas' definition of the public sphere: "[the public 

sphere is] h t  of al1 a realm of our social life in which something approaching public 

opinion c m  be fonned [and to which] access is guaranteed to al1 citizens". He continues, that 

"[c]itizens behave as a public body when they confer in an unrestricted fashion [...] about 

matters of general intere~t~'.'~' This generd interest is manifest, for example, in the fact that 

private property rights need govemment or public protection in order to bc effectively and 

sdely exercised. 

At the present time, when we contempIate tfiese associative distinctions, most of them are 

likely to cause the reader to shake his head, nie lines separating the private h m  the public 

sphere have either been crossed, blurred, or the sides have changed. "Dr. Jekyll" and "Mr 

Hyde" finally became the one person they always were. The judiciary has narrowed the 

'* LL. Stevenson, The Srrange Case ofDr. JekylI and ME Hyde Gondon: Longmans & Green, 1886). 
99 Set IUI. Mnookh, 7 h c  AibiidPKivate Dichotomy: PotiticaI Disagrcement and Acadcmic Repudiation" 
(1982) 130 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1429 at 1429. 

lm Sec e.g. H. Asendi, %c hbiic and the Pnvatc Rcalm" m SB. B m e r ,  cd., Twentieth Cenmry PaIitical 
Zïteoryr A Reader (New York Routkdgt, 1997) a6; CharIesworth & Chiakllz & Wright, supm note 6 as 626 
("At a dceper Ievel one îinds a pubWprivaà dichotomy based on gendefl; . 
101 I. Habtrmas, The  Public Sphcrcn in S.E. Brotu~cr, cd, Twentieth Cmiury PoliticaI Theoryr A Reader (New 
Yotk: Routledgc, 19971 21 at 21. 
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activities that fall within the private sphere.'02 Not ody  has the c d  hiding the private 

sphere of public onicials, heads of states and religious dignitaries been increasingly lifted, 

but so has that of the private individual. The statistical rise in numbers of sexual child abuse 

and other sexual offences arising mainly in the family sphere do not indicate that more 

crimes in this respect are being cornmitted, but rather that the private sphere has become 

more transparent and, consequentiy, a matter of public interest. Gender equity and laws 

airning at equai access to jobs for women have been enacted, The welfare state, through an 

immense amount of administrative legislation, regulates al1 ams that not long ago were only 

restncted by n o m  laid d o m  in civil codes. Beside the traditional interest of criminai law in 

the mind of the putative perpetrator, intellectual and industrial property Iaws M e r  advance 

their regdatory effect in the field of human thoughts and ideas. The economic realm in most 

so-called k e  market economies has becorne internationalty subject to strict cornpetition 

laws. These cornpetition laws not only protect the weaker participant such as the consumer, 

but also regulate rnergers and eventually sanction the market leader. The public sphere has 

clearly spread out its 'wings" over the private sphere. 

At the same tirne, the pnvate sphere itself has fostered the fading away of the last bariers 

behind which the private individuai found shelter. Companies seil addresses or other 

information of @otentiaI) clients to other companies or pass hem on to public authorities. 

Banks mate  secret lists evaluating the financial reliability or credit-worthiness of their 

clientele. Moreover, al1 sorts of innovative technical developrnents made possible by pnvate 

companies merging into multinational corporations are f i e r  W s h i n g  the space for 

privacy. Telecommunications (e-g. mobile phones), surveillance installations (e.g. in shops, 

or ri.affic), banking facilities (e-g. credit cards), and many more electronic devices (e.g. 

electronic health service cheque), and their mutual interconnection through data-processing 

interoperation (e.g. through the Iaternet) will give the possessor of the data the exact 

information of the location, physical condition and activity of the private individual. 

Employees are monitored and the personnel manager knows about the content of their 

lez Tbe US Suprerne Court, for txampk has rtstricted the privacy of prisonus in ceüs, of rnovement and of 
the car as a sphcrc of privacy, sec Pongrace. supra note 93 at 1191 et. seq. 
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private correspondence, the time spent outside the office, and so on.'03 Ironically enough, 

these surveillance facilties can occasionally be used against the Company itself.lW 

Budget cuts have caused the reduction of perso~e l  and the state has withdram its presence 

h m  a wide am of activity. As a result, the public sphere has undertaken various efforts to 

privatise its structures. The civil servant is displaced by short tem contracts or contracts for 

services. Public services, such as the surveillance of parking meters, garbage collection and 

road construction etc., are of&en delegated to private companies. AdditionaUy, former state- 

owned corporations are decentralised and privati~ed.'~ This development is described by the 

notion of the slim state. 

c.) ne Dual Human Nature 

As for the relation between law and society, there is likewise a clear Iink between the human 

and society that cm be summed up by "ubifemina/homo, ibi societas". A society is no doubt 

made out of humans, and humans tend to organise theu environment and relations to other 

humans altematively through the perspective of a single individual (private sphere), or 

through the eye of the collective group or society (public sphere). The dynamic 

developments rnaking thernselves felt in terms of globalisation represent a shift in the 

organisation of the private sphere within the public realm. A shift that for the moment 

inclines toward the private sphere in teminology, but which at the same tirne acquires many 

features of the public reaim, so that it is necessary to speak of a generd publicisation that is 

A sîudy effcctuated amoagst IO85 companics in 1998 by the Amcrican Management Association, nveakd 
that 40% of these companies kecp thcit persomel under surveillance; thcy check thch e-mails, their telephone 
calls and the messages on tbeir answering machines and fïim their perfonnancc at their place of work. Funher 
intrusion in the employees pnvacy is exercised through random h g  sampIe surveys, psychological and 
medical tests, and the use of lie detcctoa; see D. Duclos, "Gr[inde fiir den fongesetzten Angriffda Privaien 
auf das Rivate" TAZ(I3 August 1999) 10, onlme: LEXS (Gerrmn, A U N W S ) .  
IOI The court m US vs. MICROSOFT had access to e-mails, the means by which almost cvery opinion and 
aclion is commtinicated withh Microsoft; see "Microsofi and the Futuren 
November 1999) 21 at 21. 
IO5 See e.g. L. Urban, "Privatization as institutional Change in Hungary" in 
Economy of Pmperty Rights: Irutïtutional Change and Credtbility in the 
Economics (Cambridge: University Press, 1997) î39. 

D. Weimer, ed, The PolincaI 
Refann of Cenaally Planned 



on its way. Therefore the obvious conclusion is that this SM is causai by the underlying 

dual human nature, by the fact that the human is both an individual and a collective e n t i ~ . ' ~  

And according to a nse in awareness, one element supersedes the other. Examples of the 

extenial manifestations of the psychological level are numerous and best shown in the 

emergence of the intemet and its structure.'* 

Findy, it remains to conclude that an organic view of society, national or international, is 

more appropriate in order to explain the interdependence between the individual and the 

collective unconscious and the pnvate and public sphere.'" In this context organic means 

thac the action of each individual has an impact on the collective sphere which in tunz affects 

again the sphere of the individual. An argument for an organic approach is found in the fact 

that this organic view is, for example, well fitted to explain the reason for the wide success 

of democracy as a state form. Accordingly, democracy is built upon the paradoxicai link 

between the individual and the collective. Elections, according to this view, not only serve as 

the sum of votes given by the part of the population that has reached voting age, but also 

serve as an adjustment of the individuai will with the collective. By going to the ballot, a 

singIe individual, one could speculate, not only determines the fitture of his municipality, 

province or state, but aiso decides what his most urgent needs and goals are, as welI as  on the 

way the individual plans to achieve them. 

106 For an interesthg discussion of the analogy bttween the developmcnt of the individuai and its rote in 
saciety, sec S. Fmd'r ûeatise "Das Unbehagen m der KuIlur" (1930) in S. Freud, Abriss der Psychomat'yse - 
D a  Unbehagen in der Kuliur (Frankfun a. M.: Fischer, 1953). 
t07 Sec L. Sfq "Metir Demokratie durch Intemet!" TA2 (16 August 1999) 10, onlint: LEXIS (Germas 
ALLNWS); K. E?urrneistcr, "Surisdiction, Choicc of Law, Copyright, and the Internet: Protection Against 
Fr-g in an international Setting" (1999) 9 Fo'ordham L P., Media & En& LJ. 625. 
1 Os Such an organic view has b e n  aiso expresscd regarding the organisation of fonign relations arnongst statu 

nansgrnsmg cultural bordea; sec Future of Lm, supra note 15 at 168 et seq. 
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2.2. Private Law and Public Law 

a) Law and Politics 

Transformed in the sphere of law, the privatelpubk distinction is expressed in the two fields 

of public and private law, which at the same time provide the basis for the systematisation of 

law by modem scien~e. '~  Modem legai science was very rnuch concemed with a clear 

separation of law and politics. In its purely legai systematisation the term private law is 

generally used in contradistinction to public  la^.''^ This contradistinction resernbles to some 

extent a definition based on tautology ( h m  i.e. descniing a phenornenon by its opposite 

terms) and, thus, in the past has nok led to a satisfactory definition of the tenns and a ctear 

delimitation of their hterrelationship. The achievernent of such a clear delimitation was 

M e r  aggravated because of the differences within different legal systems. While, for 

example, in the civil law system the distinction between public and private law is of basic 

importance, this distinction is, in generai, atmost unknown to the comrnon law systern.In 

However, it must be noted, here too, that the civiVcomrnon law distinction is about to 

diminish in character."' in general, a separation of legal science fkom political reality can 

Sec H. Kelsen, Pure Theory of Law (Berkricy: Univenity of California Press, 1970) at 280. 

"O "Privatc Law. As used in contradistinction to pubiic Iaw, the term meam al1 the part of the law which is 
administered between citizen and citizen, or which is concenicd with the dtfuiition, regulation, and 
enforcement of rights in cases w h m  both the persan whom the right inhtrcs and ihe person upon whom the 
obligation is incident arc privatc indnlduals. Public Law: [...] a law or statute that applics to the people 
generally of the nation or statc adopting or enacting it, is denominated a public law, as contradistinguishcd 
fiom a private law, affecting ody an individual or a sxnaii numbcr of penons"; see BIack's Law Dict iona~ 4& 
c d  s.v. "private lawn and "public law". 
111 Sec e.g. David & Briedey, mpm note 6 at 339; 1. JoweU & P. Bükinshaw, "English Report" in Jiirgen 
Schwarze, cd., Administrative Lmv under Empean Influence, (tondon: Sweet & MaxwcU 1996) 273 at 326, 
stating that for British Law the distinction is not cIcar and dcsmiing it as foliows: 'Tublic bodies exexking 
public powen may affect one's private inmesis m which case one's claim may best be purnted in privatc Iaw 
procedure by way of a writ or an oripinating sul~nons and rights which are of a private law na- in common 
law (e-g. contract and tortldeiict) must be bmugbt by private law procedure cven where a public body is 
aiiegedly in breach of those ri&& whereas privatc iaw bodies exercisirig de facto public powm may be 
chalIenged by way of public Iaw judicid rrview". 

I I2  The civiIlcommon law divide in Europe, as weI1 as at the international Ievei, is about to decrease m its 
sharpness because of the w of supranational and intemationaI sourccs in order to achieve Iegal consistency on 
the national levei. Furthemore, the diffemce ktwccn the two familia can be characteriseci as a ciifference in 
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ody  be adopted for methodoIogicai purposes and has to be abandoned when the theoretical 

resuit W examined with regard to d t y .  

The present time, though, is characterised to a large extent by a unitary trend towards a 

global society; a trend that eventuatly facilitates any attempt to highlight possiile differences 

between private and public law. This is so because any difference between pnvate and public 

law - if existent at al1 - becomes more and more similar in each society. Here, however, only 

the Iegal patterns for distinction will be discussed 

b.) The Legal Systematiuztion of Public and P r i m e  Law 

The classical distinction is that public Iaw govems the relations between the state and its 

nationals, while private law governs their relations amongst themselves."' A purely 

descriptive distinction by subject matter reveals that public law generally is thought of as 

consisting mainIy of constitutional law and administrative Iaw. Constitutional law 

detemines the principal foundation and organisation of the state, its cornpetence, and its 

limits in terms of civil liberties to~vards the citizens, etc.lI4 Administrative law is defrned as 

regulating the reIations between the public authorities and private individuals but has 

literally exploded, and thus extended its field of application to a great variety of domains. 

These domains not only cover the traditional issues fiom the security area, such as the police 

and the army, but also general bureaucratie issues, h m  environmental protection and health 

care, education, and culture, to social and economic issues. Private (or civil) law, on the 

other hand, represents the classicd domain of general civil (or pnvate) Iaw, dealing with 

inreliedual approach only, which in the long nin is destiued to meet; see e.g. M. Vranken, Fundamenfak of 
European Civil Law (Sydney: fhe Fedcratioa Press, 1997) at 212-216. An example for the munial approach of 
Common law and Civil Law systcms is givm by the adoption of the Unidroit Pinciples and the Empcan 
Principlcs of Europcan Contract Law; sce V. Zcno-Zcncovich, 'The 'European Civil Code', Eutopean kgal 
Traditions and Neo-Positivism" (1998) 4 Eur, Rcv. Riv. L. 349 at 361. 
113 Sec S. Ghestin & G. Goubcaux, Tmifé de droit civil i n ~ d t r c r o ~  générate, 4* cd. (Paris: L.GD.J, 1994) at 

68. 
Il4 See aIso B. Starck & H. Roland & L. Bopr, Inmduction au droit, 4& c d  (Paris: Litec, 1996) at 83. 
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general provisions, property, obligations, f d y  law and ~uccessions."~ Additionally, private 

law comprises special matters regulating the domain of menhauts, the main parts of labour 

hw, law relating to negotiable instruments and other securities, private insurance Iaw, a s  

weil as intellectuai and industrial property law (patents, trademarks, pattem~)."~ Both 

branches c m  be firrther subdivided into substantive and procedural categories. 

Several critena for the distinction between pnvate and public law today are summed up in 

three major theories. These theones are the fol~owing:"~ 

(a) Theorv of interest (Interessenstheoridthéorie des intérêts) - This classical line drawn 

between the adjectives "private" and "public" in co~ect ion with Law goes back to the 

Romans, and States that pnvate law is quod ad utilitatem singulontm specrat and pubIic Iaw 

is quod ad statum reipublicae ~ ~ e c t a t . " ~  This distinction is based on the question whether a 

legat nom addresses or serves the interest of the general public or the individud. 

(b) Theorv of subiection (Stibiekiionstheorie) - It aims at the organisational structure 

governing the relation of the subject: Private law represents a relation between coordhate 

subjects of equal standing legally and public law represents a relation between a 

superordinate and a subordinate ~ubject."~ The former is based on the Iegal institute of the 

contract, a voluntary consewual tooI, and the Iatter on a compulsory administrative 

command that is unilaterally Unposed. 

'15 The French Cid Code (1804) is, for example, dividcd into thne paris: (1) Des Perronnes, 2e Lm: Des 
biens er des différentes modifcations de la propriété; (3) Des dzflërentes manigra dont on acquiert la 
propriéré (Successions, donanons. contrats, régimes mu~moniaux, cuntraa spéciara); sec Code Civil, 98' ed 
(Paris: Dalloz, 1999); and the later German BGB (1900) is divided into fivt parts (Aflgemeiner Teil. 
Schuldrecht (Obligationenrecht), Sachenrecht, Familienrecht. Erbrecht); sec 0. PaIandf Bùrgerliches 
Gesmbuch, vol. 7.55" ed. (Miinchen: C a -  Beck, 1996) at 2. 

"' See aIso Palandt, supra note 115 at 1. 

II7 S n  also H. KozioI & R Welser, GnmdriJ des Bürgerlichen Gejei26uches, vol. I, P e d  (Wa: MW 
1992) at 67,  PaIandt, supra note II5 at 1 and Starck & RoIand & Bayer, supm note 114 at 85. 

Il8 See Kegel, supra note 6 at 17. 

Sec H. Kelsen, Introduction to the Problems of Legul Theoty (Oxford: Clarendoa Press, 1992) at 92 
[hereinaRer Legal Theory]. 
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(c) Theorv of Subiect (SubieKtstheorie/rtiéorie des m a  - It refers to the quality by v h e  

of which a legal subject acts. An act is quaiifid as relating to the pubiic domah if an 

especiaiiy authorised organ becomes active, while in the absence of such an authorisation the 

act is considered as private. This distinction aiso implies a difference with respect to the 

creation and sanction of a norm. 

Neither done nor together do the three theoies manage to draw a clear line between public 

and pnvate law, which is reflected in the cnticisms raised in relation to each of them. The 

theory of interest simply ignores the fact that most laws serve both private and public 

interests. This is obvious in the case of criminal law which, considered as belonging to the 

public d~rnain, '~~ serves at the same t h e  the interest of the general public by maintainhg 

public safety and order (general prevention by deterrent effect) while sanctioning the 

individual delinquent (speciai prevention by diverse means of sanctions). The theory of 

subjection overlooks the fact that there are relations of subordination within private law, 

such as between parents and children, and that there are, equally, relations of quality, when 

different public authorities fiom the same level agree on a certain agreement of cooperation. 

And even the theory of subject shows itseIf incapable of defining where the public function 

of a single individual starts or ends. This is reflected in conûoversial questions conceming 

imrnunity and public liability. 

Finally it remains to conclude that neither of the three theones alone, nor the underlying 

cntena, is capable of drawing a clear line between public and private Iaw. The reasons are 

manifold and seern to be found in the process of disintegraiion of the traditionai borders 

between the categories of law due to the dynamics in the evolution of law. in the case of 

private law a "publicisation", and in case of public law a "privatisation*', is taking place."' 

Sce Koziol8 Wtiser, supra nok 117 at 6; compare Starck & Roland & Boytr, supra note 114 at 80-8 1,89- 
121 ïüis trend is nflected e-g. in the dixpsn'on uMmd the effect of civil h i e s  on tbird parties (pmiatisatioa 
of public law), or m iht rcs~ttcturing of the administrative authoritia, especially the stcady aboIition of the 
institutc of civil servants, in accordance with privatc criteria (privatisation of public law); see also Starck & 
Roland & Boyer. supra note 114 at 8648. 
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As a result of this dynarnism the need for the dissolution, or at Ieast a reconciliation, of 

public and private law is felt. This need is expresseci either in the emergence of a tùird 

category of law, a mixed law (droit mixte)li2, or in a theoretical approach that bridges the 

differences ~ompletely.'~~ 

Together however, these theories provide usefui criteria for distinctions and can serve as a 

starting point for the discussion of public and private international Iaw. 

2.3. International and Municipal (or Domestic, Nation4 Law 

a.) The Hierarchicd &-amid of Law 

The difference between international and municipal law is one of a different subject-matter, 

traditionally ûanslated by the following classification: International law govems the relations 

between sovereign nation-states, while municipal law applies within a state-territory and 

regulates the relations of its citizens with each other (private law) as wel1 as with the public 

authonties (public law)."' This defuition rnakes clear that the distinction between public and 

private law within the dichotomy of municipal and international law is of no direct 

importance. The rcason is that the distinction between international and municipal law is, in 

opposition to the publiclprivate distinction, not placed on a horizontal Ievel, but on a vertical 

level. It is not a difference of quality, but a relation of hierarchy. nie piacement of the 

conflict in a vertical axis leads to the perception of the legal order in the fom of a pyramid, 

called the hierarchical ordering of legal systems (Stufenbau der ~echtsordnung).'~ In this 

123 KeIsen's Pure Theory of Law, for example, supports the conception of law as an organic and systcmatic 
whole and, thus, is of univenalistic charactcr. sec Legal Theov, supra note I l9  at 52-53,93-96. 

'" Sec Brownlie, supra note 58 at 34. 
ILS A. Merki, coined the concept of the Sfufenbau der Rech~ordnwg- TIie hierarchy of noms can be deduced 
h m  thrce criteria: 1. The nom-producing capacity of n o m ,  ie. the n o m  that is produced h m  a n o k  nom 
is regarded as Iowa in the hierarchy. 2. The legal source: The subordmation or niperiority of n o m  derives 
h m  the fact that differcnt kùid of laws exist (constitutionai Iaws, federal laws, nate Iaws, regdations etc.). 3. 
nie derogatory force of a nom, meaning that the derogated nom is Giferior to the derogating n o m  xe R 
Walter & H. Mayer, Gnrndng des &terreichischen Bmde~~~ossungsrechts,  ed (Wien: Maru, 1992) at 3. 
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hieraxchical ordering intemationai law takes, when using the (territorial) scope of the field of 

application as a refmce,  the highest position1*, whiie municipal law, comprising eventual 

distinctions of federal, -te, provincial, or local laws, takes the lowest. Despite the 

hierarchy, there are conaicting answers to the question of which law prevails in case of a 

conflict before a national judge and how international tnbunals are supposed to deal with 

municipal law. This conflict is about the supremacy of international law over municipal law 

and vice versa. 

Additionaily, throughout the last few decades, driven by globalisation, a third category has 

emerged and squeezed itself between the two. This is formaily calIed "supranational law" 

and belongs to the area of the law fostering regional integration such as the Iaw of the 

European UnionI2' or other agreements of limited geographic scope.'" 

Despite the vast dimision of supranational law and the relative impact of this category on the 

classical distinction of international and municipal law, that can be interpreted as a mutual 

convergence, emphasis here is laid upon the classical distinction reflected in the following 

theoretical approaches towards the conflicting areas of international and municipal law. 

The three main theoies deaiiig with the relation of international and municipal law are (a) 

the duaiistic (or pluralistic) theory, (b) the moaistic theory and (3) the theory of 

harmonisaiion. 

126 Sec e.g. Sceiie, supra note 6 at 4: "C'est [le droit international public] un ordrejuridique de superposition. 
l'ordre juridique tenninaI. dont les nonnes prévalent sur tour les outres systèmes de Droit sou-jacents, y 
compris l u  ordres nationaur, imp6riau.r oufidéram" 

ln For a discussion of the Eurapcan Union's legal n a m  and the refeption of Euopean law in the Eü rntmbcr 
m e s  sec S.C. Monaghan, "Enropean Union Legai Personality Disorda: The Union's Lcgal Nature h u g h  
the Prism of the Gcrrnan FcdcraI Constitutional Court's Maastricht Dechion" (1998) 12 Emory Ind L. Rev. 
1443. 

"%e radicd emugence of supranationai law is best hightighted in the domani of intemationai ûade. 198 
regional ûade agreements (RTAs) are notified to the GATï/WTO of which Il9 are presedy m force; xe 
Regionah and the MuItiIateraI Trading System, online: Worid Trade Organization 
< h n p J ~ . w t o . o ~ w t d d e v e 1 ~ ~ o m ~ t n y  (date accessod: 21 January 2000) [hereinafter Regionalh]. 
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(a) -y . . 
1 - The duaiistic concept was founded by Triepel and 

Anzilotti and it understands international law and municipd as two different equal, 

independent and separated systerns of  la^.'^ Acwrding to this view, theu independence is 

pmded in their different sources and Iegitimacy respectively (municipal law derives h m  

the uniIateral will of the state based on the constitution lpublic character], international law 

h m  the common will of severai dates based on intmationd dations lprivate character]) 

and their different addressees (municipal Iaw addresses the citizens in iheu mutuai relations 

brivate law] or in their relation with the state [public law]).'* This theory denies a conmon 

ground between internationd Iaw and municipal law."' Despite the sharp distinction of the 

two different legal orders, primacy is granted in favour of municipal law. 

(b) Monistic Theory - The monistic concept, on the other band, is based on the existence of 

such a common ground, or rather on a unity between international and muaicipal law; ergo 

îhey belong to the same and thus form a single Iegal order. This single legai order consists of 

legal noms that are subordinated in their mutual relation. The monistic concept can itself be 

divided into two different concepts: radical and moderate monism. The fmt gives pnority to 

noms of public international law before those of municipal law, and the latter recognises a 

general difference as well as a possible clash between the two, but accepts that these 

confIicts are not of a final nature and cm be dissolved in the unity of the legal system.'" 

Accotding to the hierarchy of the legd order of monistic conception, primacy is usually 

given to internationai i a ~ . ' ~ ~  Nonetheless, there exists ais0 a monistic conception that 

subordinates international law to municipal Iaw.lN 

f 29 Sec C. Rousseau, Droit intemationalpubIic. vol. 1 (Paris: Sirey, 1970) at 39. 
130 Ibid. 

13' See Vcrdross, supra note 28 at 11 1-1 12; but x e  Bmwnlit, supra note 58 at 33. 

'" Sce Verdross, supra note 28 at f 13. 

Ibid.; sec SccUc,supra note 6 at 4; set qecialiy Legal k r y ,  supra note 119 at 117-122. 
U1 This concept is d e d  "inverted monism" and bacs  the argument for the suprcmacy of municipal Iaw on 
the absence of an intemational authonîy and the ptueIy consritutionai foundation of ûeacy makmg power. sec 
Rousseau, supm note 129 at 43; D9. O'Connell, Intentational L m ,  vol. I (London: Stevens & Sons, 1962) at 

42, 
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(cl 'nmrv of H ~ o ~ s a ~ o q  
. . - This thmy cm be descnied as denying monism and dualism 

or, equdy, as accepting both at the same tirne. The point of departure of the reasoning is that 

law is H e  and H e  is law with the human being as its centre. Laws are des  for the solution 

of confiicts in Iife between humans. That is why monism in its pure fonn is unsuitable 

because a civitus maximau5, i.e. a single tegal order, is not yet achieved. The human being 

rather continues to live his life at the same t h e  in the legal order of the state as well as in an 

international order. Dualism, on the other hand, misses the universality of human experience, 

in other words that by living in both jurisdictions, the two becorne one.'36 

c.) Conclusive Criripe 

There is hardly any doubt that present circumstances make it impossible for the concept of 

the dualistic theory to be followed. The international realm has grown and its impact on the 

national legal order is undeniable. At the present tirne, the assumption that the two legat 

orders exist without any point of contact has to be rejected.'" The sharp distinction between 

the two orders amse out of a historical context engendered by the evolutionary process of the 

foxmation of international law. A purely conceptual separation can still give useful 

information when the question of the transformation of an international legal nom into the 

national legal order has to be faced. Here aiso the monistic concept folIowing the primacy of 

international Iaw (that can be said to be supported by international practice)"' has 

shortcomings, such as in responding to eventual particularities in some constitutions of some 

countries. This leads to the question of the rnanner of reception of international law in 

national legal systerns, manifesthg itself in the possible need for an act of transformation or 

an eventual direct application (self-executing treaties). This, however, due to its linkage with 

135 See Dynamics, supra note 38 at 2.4, 107. 

Sec O'Conncli, supra note 134 at 42-46. 
137 n e  traditional thcories have simpIy been overihtowt~ by new rcaiitics; see Pcrkms, supra note 7 at 434. 

"' Set Rousseau, supra note 129 at 46-47; compare L. FCnan-Bravo, "international and MimicipaI Law: The 
Complementarity of LegaI Systcms" in RStJ. MacdonaId & DM. lohnston, cds., The Smcfure and Process 
of Intemationaf Lmv: h a y s  Ur Legul Philosophy. Doctrine and Theogt @ordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1986) 
715 at 735, mentionhg some clear rrsistance towards the monistic approach by the (now) former Sociaiist 
States and some deveIoping countries, 
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a country's constitution, rather belongs to the cornparison of public law and public 

intemational law and wiU be discussed under point 2.4. 

To conclude, the third and most dynamic theory, namely the theov of harmonisation, 

obviously aliows for the best explanation of the present situation, It also dominates the 

practice in most civil law as well as An@-Saxon sy~tems. '~~ From this theory, it can be 

deduced that there is no real supremacy of one or the other legaI regime. Monism and the 

deduced supremacy of international law lie in the nature of the cause, i.e. that intemationd 

noms within international fora apply when two different municipaI laws clash in an 

international dispute. On the other hand, the supremacy of municipal law over internationai 

law derived h m  dualism, is founded in the socalled dédoublementfanctionnel, the need for 

a 1egaI order to provide sufficient institutional means for (efficient) sanctions.'* 

Nowadays, any attempt to mitigate eventual conflicts between international and municipal 

law or to improve their mutual interplay by strictly refening to the classical doctrinal 

disputes between monists and dualists m u t  be considered as ob~olete.'~' Preference must 

rather be given to the theory of harmonisation. The advantage of the theory of harmonisation 

is that it is fairly dynamic and does not limit itself to a static explanation of a present 

situation, but definitely highlights the complementary character of monist and dualist theory 

by describing them as two different stages in the process towards a single [egal order in a 

civitas maxima. 

Sec O'Conneli, supra note 134 at 87. 
140 George Scelle argues that a legal orda* h m  an institutionid point of view, ca. ody be effiMtnt whcn it has 
a set of sanctions at its disposal ("Les hommes ne sont point de purs esprits juridiques. fi ne s'inclinent que 
devunt les règles exécutoires"); sce ScelIe, supra note 6 at 21-23. 

"' See H. Keller, "Rcchtsvergieichende Aspekte zur Monismus-Duabus-Diskussion" (1999) 3 S.R.i.EL 
2Uat 231. 
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2.4. Public Law and Public Internationai Law 

a) The Implementrztion of Intemational Law 

The relation of public law to public international law corresponds in some respects to the 

relation of international law and municipal law. Public international law conesponds to the 

notion of international law, since the traditional subjects of international law were states tw. 

On the national Ievel it is public law that through its major part, the constitution, determines 

the means of creating international law by determinhg the competence of the respective state 

authority for creating international law as well as the means of receiving international law 

within the municipal law of a state."' Thus, constitutional Iaw c m  be said to perform a 

double rôle, namely as the source of national norms as well as international norms. The way 

this reception of international law takes place depends on the main characteristics of the 

constitution andior on the source of international law (treaty or customary law) being 

transformed. The way a state approaches this reception also depends on whether the state 

practice is infiuenced by the monist or dualist concept.'" 

The reception and implementation of the international nom in the nationai realrn is 

necessary because a state, the traditional subject of international law, can in some cases ody 

achieve cornpliance with international obligations by assunng that the behaviour of its 

nationah is in conformity with the international obligations entered by the same state.'* This 

141 Compare Art 52 of the French Constitution which generaliy dcfers the power to negothte and to rat@ a 
ma@ to the Pmident de la République. An 53. however, requires for ratification of certain typcs of trcatics, 

such as inter alia v a c e  or commerciai tfcatics, or katics in relation to intcmationaI organisations, the 

authorisation by Parliament; sec LM. Auby & LB. Auby, Code de Dmit Public (Paris: PRATEinopa, 1985) 
at 56 and B. Jeanneau, Droit constinttionneI et institutions politiques, 8' e d  (Paris. Dalloz, 199 1) at 260-261. 
143 Set J.H. Jackson, "Stans of Trcaties in Domestic Legal Systems: A Policy Analysis" (1 992) 86 AJf.L. 3 10 
at 315; compare Walter & Mayer. supra notc 125 at 88, stating that the cpestion of the type of uansfonnation 
used by a state has nothing m common with the mtmtlation of mtnnationai and municipal law (suprmiacy of 
one or the other, monism and duaiism). 
144 h public international law, in general, the prïnciple of collective liabïiiq Îs estabüshed; sec gcnerally 
Verdross, supra notc 28 at 123-125. However, internationai ctiminal and international humanitaria. iaw know 
a criminal nsponst%ility of the individuai whether acting m private (e.g. piracy, shvery, tcrrorism etc.) or 
public (e.g. crimes against peace, war crimes, crimes against hurnanity) function; sec Daillier & FelIet, supm 
notc 6 a& 620-636. 
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dual nature of the state, a sort of paradoXical link between the state and its people, aise 

supports the theory of harmoaisatioa. 

b.) Cusrotrq Intemational L w  and Treahes 

A distinction has to be made between the reception of international customary law'" and 

internationa1 treat ie~'~~,  the two main sources of international law according to the sources 

given in the Statute of the International Court of Justice. 

(a) law - Most countries - civil as weil as cornrnon law jurisdictions 

- follow the principle of the incorporation (or adoption) of customary international Iaw 

within national law. The resuIt is that these principles are considered to be part of municipd 

law. The incorporation can - according to the respective constitutions - be made on the basis 

of a relevant constitutional provision or by judicial pra~tice."~ The principle of incorporation 

does not automatically give the international nom a higher standing within the national tegal 

order (unless the constitution does provide explicitly for a higher standing of international 

 la^)'^'. Consequently, a later national law is capable of nullifjmg the obIigation set forth in 

the international nom according to the priuciple "lex posterior derogat kgi On 

14s The etements of mtomary law are duration, unifomiity, connstcncy and gcnerality of the practicc as weil 
as opinio iuris er necessita& see Brownlie, supra note 58 at 69. 
ta A nraty is defmed by Article 2 (1) (a) - (Use of tams) of the Vicnna Convention on ihc Law of the 
Treatics as folIows: "ueaty' means an internationd agreement concluded betwccn States in wrinen fonn and 
govmied by intcrnationd law, whether embodied in a migie instrument or m nvo or more rehted mstnmiena 
and whateva its particular designation"; sec United Nations ConvennOn on the Law of oie Treuiïes, 23 May, 
1969, 1155 UNTS. 340 [herchafier V ~ M  Conmtion]. Thm are, ncvmhclss, frather ~Iassifications of 
treaties in "iaw m h g "  and othn trcaties, or "kcaty contract" and mty lad'; fiid. at 630-631. nie  
distinction of m t y  h m  convention or act is also pmbIunatic, but is of no filnhcr importance m this contcxt; 
for a general nwcy sec OIConnc& supra note 134 at 21 1-214. 

'47 See Brownlie, supra notc 58 at 45-49.52-53. 

IM E-g. Art 25 of the Bonner Gmdgesea: and Ast 55 of the Frcnch Constiaition; set Verdross, supra note 28 
at 119 and Auby & Auby, supra notc 142 at 56. 

149 See Verdross, supra note 28 at 119. 
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c) An Eualnation of the Intetpkay k w e m  Public and Public Intemutional Law 

There can be no doubt that the present legal order is characterisai by increased interplay 

between n o m  deriving h m  the international level and n o m  h m  the national level. For 

the question of the supremacy of international customq law over national law, the conflict 

- in accordance with the îheory of harmonisation - is only an apparent one. Considering the 

broader scope of international law in terms of the field of regdation and application and 

probably the number of individuals concemed, it follows that intemational law is ranked in a 

higher position than the national equivalent. From the dédoublement fonctionnel however, 

the higher degree of institutional organisation on the national level, allowing for more 

efficient sanctions exercised by municipd courts, results in national law playing a major role 

in the achievement of the standards aimed at by the international n o m .  

Equally, there are advantages and disadvantages found in self- or non self-executing treaties 

allowing or disallowing for direct invocability of the international nom before a municipal 

court. Numerous arguments, such as an increase for the effectiveness of internationd law, a 

better fulfilment of relevant treaty obligations, a higher assurance of rights of individuals (if 

the obligations set forth in the treaty concern individuais), an overall increase in respect and 

awareness of international law, plead for direct applicability. On the other hand, criticism is 

raised against direct applicability when one considers the democratic participation in the 

international law making process, the adaptation of international noms to domestic 

particula. circumstances, the adequate fbIfihent of the respective international obligations, 

possible conflicts between the international and other nations noms or uniform 

interpretati~n.'~~ 

The various conflicting arguments are weU fotmded and an m e r  favouring one or the other 

approach can not be rendered. However, in the context of the public-pnvate dichotomy dealt 

with in this essay, the question of direct applicability and access of private individuds to 

international noms is of primary imporbcce. Access by private individuals goes hand in 

In See Jackson, supra note 143 at 321-327, Ferrari-Bravo, supra note 138 at 726-727; see aIso Einheitsrecht, 
supra note 35 at 240-43, emphasisnig the principle of hannony of legal application (Gmn&a& der Hmmonie 
der Rechfsanwendung) for the r c a h  of internationai (uniform) law. 
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hand with the interpretation of noms deriving îrom intemational agreements by national 

courts. So far, access by private individuals to international procedures can be said to be the 

exception ratha than the de.'n Possible positive outcornes of such enhanceci participation 

are that international law becomes more tangile and available to private individuais and 

their nationai lawyers, and that the precise meaning of an international norm cm be better 

determinecl by various judgments by domestic courts rendered on a certain norm. Finaliy, it 

could help to close the gap between the curent divergent trends of globaiisation and 

nationdism. hcreased judiciai review through municipal courts cari aiso help to clarim 

possible confiicts between international noms and domestic l a w ~ . ' ~ ~  On the other fiand, 

actors at the international level are likely to be subject to extended control in t e m  of 

dernomtic participation, the rule of law, and the quality of their work, which might in turn 

lead to an increase in the acceptance of international noms. 

Enhanced participation of private individuals in the reaim of international Iaw through access 

of private individuals to international agreements, in connection with the interpretation of 

international agreements by municipal courts, can therefore be seen as a means for setting 

h e  synergetic effects which harmonise the arguments contrasted above, and result in better 

bdancing the overall interrelation of international and municipal law. 

154 Exceptions are the systcm cstabüshcd by ihe Eutopean Convention of Human R i g b  (ECHR), the Norîh 
Arneri= Frct Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Convention on the Senlement of Invatruent Disputes bctwccn 
States and Nationais of other States (ICSID) and the legal systcm of the Europcan Community (EC); see M. 
HU, ' W  Frontim in Intemationai Tradc: The RoIe of Nationai Coum in latemationai Track RtIations" 
(1997) 18 Mich. J. Int'l L. 321 at 324,332,334-33s. 
ISS In this sense M. Rogoff writes that "the dccisions of nationai coum mtcrprcting and applying intcmtionai 
agreements and the doctrinal rationales which national courts advance for paràcular apaches ,  arc not ody 
cxprtssive of imdnlying idas  of mternationai poiiticai community, but arc aIso daims and arguments for the 
existence of cornmunityu; see MA. Rogoff, "Interpretations of International Agreements by D o d c  Courts 
and ihe Politics of intemational Tmty RcIations: Reflcctions on Some Rcccnt Decisions of the United States 

Suprcme Court" (1996) 11 AatUJ. ht'l L & Pory 559 at 683. 



U. Private Law and Prime International Law 

Like private law, conflict of laws (or private intemationai law) also serves justice amongst 

individuais. Common to both categories is that they are d e s  of municipal ongin and are 

thus dependent on public law or, more precisely, the state's constitution. Private law and 

private intemationai law, as laws governing the relations between private individuah 

indirectly, also serve the aims pursuecl by public Iaw, namely the well-being of the s u  of ail 

nationais gathered in the territory of a state. Because nationais of one state do not always 

stay within their own state, or at least their (legal) transactions are not aiways performed 

within the state's territory, private international law is needed. Just as private law ensures the 

safety, stability and harmony in the various transactions of nationals within their territory, 

the underlying raison d'être uf private international law is to extend these virtues to the 

international l e~e1 . ' ~~  The existence of private international law is thus grounded in the need 

for international harmony. 

Their common link is private autonomy. in private law private autonomy is defined as the 

tkeedom of each private individual to organise her or his legal relations according to her or 

his own preferences. The main field of application within civil law is the law of obligations, 

and its main form of expression is the contract, This keedom is, however, limited, as for 

example by the concept of bonos mores. Private autonomy in the field of conflict of laws is 

transIated into the fieedom of private individuais to chose the applicable 2aw for some of 

156 The extension to the intemtiod lm1 îs achieved h u g h  the application of Soreign iaw within a siate's 
territory. Regarding the question of how thk foreign law is applicd within a domestic legal system, namtly 
whetha it is classificd as a Iaw or as a fan. t h e  exists a vivid conmvcrsy in legaI thcory, If fomgn iaw is 
considercd as law (law thtory), it wiii bc provcn and mterpntcd as nich w h e m  if it is considercd a rnaner of 
fact (fact theocy). it will bc applitd only if the parties ta the case pIead its application and pmvc its content and 
effmtiveness. Gweralty, most ciri1 1aw countrics set foreign law as a law (muitilateral or universalistic 
approach) whilt in the comrnon law countries the theory that foreign law is a matter of fact prcvails ( d a t e r d  
appmach); sec J. Dolhger, "Application, Pmof, and inmprctanon of Foreign Law: A Comparative Study in 
Private International Law" (1995) 12 Anz S. htr & Camp. Law 225. 
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their kgd actions. The choice is subject to certain Wts, such as international peremptory 

norms (itts cogens) or evasion (fraude a la loiJtn. 

These &dom granted through private autonomy are at the same the  authorised and 

limiteci by public law. They are based on the idea that positive legal regdation does not 

always serve the interests of the Iegisiator best, and that sometunes a desired outcome is 

better achieved through non-intervention, This is made clear in the realm of constitutional 

fundamental rights, where a 'stc~tus activrcs' is distinguished h m  a 'sraius negatiw '.'" The 

first requires the state authority to guarantee a right, while the second is understood as 

protection against state intervention and requires the state to r e f i  h m  positive action. in 

the case of pnvate law the state ahws  its citizens to deal with some of theu legal actions 

according to theû ideas, and in the case of private international law the permission is 

extended to actions with foreign elements. 

Their relation of complementarity, that is the pursuance of the same goaI through different 

means, is also expressed in the different character of the noms each category uses. Private 

law makes use of substantive norms (Sachnomen), i.e. norms that provide the infornation 

necessary to decide a case. Private international Iaw, on the other han& comprises formai or 

remitting n o m  (Venveisungsnormen), that only provide normative guidance in the search 

for the relevant substantive nom within different legal orders. These different legaI orders 

can be ciassified according to territorial, personal, and temporal characteristics. Depending 

on these characteristics conflicts of laws d e s  know situations of confiicts which manifest 

themselves in five different types: (1) international conBicts, that is, codicts between two or 

more different sovereign States; (2) interstate (or interprovincial) conflicts, occurring within 

couniries with a federal structure; (3) interlocai conflicts, o c c d g  in a unitary country; (4) 

interpersonal conflicts, i.e. confiicts between different social groups within a couatry as well 

as interreligious conflicts, between adherwts to different beliefs; and (5) intertempord 

rn Fraude à la loi iç accompiishcd if a Party intdonaily changes the eIcmcnts constituting the connccting 
factors m order to "amact or prevent the application of the da of a parti& systcmw; sec 0. Kahn-Freund, 
Grneml Problems of PriVare ~nternationa1Lmv IJeydex Sijthoff, 1976) at 284, 
158 Sec K. HeUer, Oudine of Auraion Cot~stimtional Law (üeventer: KIuwer Law and Taxation Pubüshea, 
1989) at 32 [hereuiafter A W ~ M  Constitutional Lm].  
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conflicts, arising beîween eariier and lata legislation ( l a  posterior derogat legi prion). 

These classifications, however, are of minor importance here, since the main area of interest 

in this context is the conflict esing between dinerent sovereigu states. Nonetheless, the 

classification emphasises the basic thought behind private international law, namely the 

search for the optimum substantive n o m  Additionaiiy, the territorial subdivision of codict 

of laws into international, interstate and interiocal conflicts corresponds directly to the 

process of unification or harmonisation of Iaws on the national level throughout history. This 

process is continuhg and represents a trend that reveals much of the interrelation of private 

and private international law. 

b,) The Cornmon Denominutor: Unthtion of Rivate Law iuortgh Priwzte Intematio~l  Law 

The complementary character of the private and ptivate international law relationship cm be 

summed up as follows: The more severe t&e difference in private substantive n o m  is, the 

greater is the necessity of having codict rules at hand. Or, the more private law is 

harmonised or the closer it is to unification, the less conflict rules d l  be necessary. In the 

current world order, the existence of private international law is made necessary because of 

the partition of the world into a multitude of different legal jurisdictions, Le. legal tenitories 

with different legal system~.'~~ Since today's world is confionted with an enormous increase 

in mobility of people. transcending state borders or engaging in cross-border activities, 

fiictioa caused by the various legaI systems is more likely to occur. 

in order to prevent friction and to foster the international movement of goods, services, 

pesons and capital, the legal response lies in the ultirnate goal of unification of laws. 

Unification of laws in general designs the process of creating uniform laws or d e s  prevalent 

in different jurisdictions. So far this process of unification has widely taken place within 

states and is now shifting to the intemationai l e ~ e l . ' ~  The principal international 

159 
Set Kahn-Fmmd, supra note 157 at 12. The number of national IegaI systems in the wocld today is close to 

200; set V d e n ,  supra note 112 at 10. 

''O Many States in this world have not, or aot entmly, evcn unificd their own private law, thus m;iking the 
application of inteclocai conflict des acccssary. Most continental European counmes have unificd their 
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organisations in the field of unification and harmonisation of private law are the Hague 

Conference on Private Intemational Law, the United Nations Commission on International 

Trade (UN-), the international M î u t e  for the Unification of Privaie Law 

(UNIDROIT), and the Speciaiized Conférences on Private International Law (CIDIPs) 

sponsored by the Organizattion of American States (OAS).'~' International unification, 

however, is a long process that pmceeds in various forms. The preliminary step is the 

cornparison of the different laws at which the unification is aimed. Comparative work must 

be undertaken to know the dierences of the Iaws involved in order to find common ground 

or general principles for the content of unifonn law. A firther step is found in the process of 

harmonisation of laws. InternationaI harmonisation takes into account the great diversity 

amongst legal systems that serves the aim of an interaction and application of different laws, 

national and foreign, fiee from conflict. In the field of harmonisation of laws, the national 

legislator stiIl has some fieedom as to how to achieve the airn set out. The last step results in 

the adoption of uniform laws that are identicaI in their legal content and interpretati~n.'~ 

Presently, the ultimate objective of a global unified private law, or any other category of law, 

lacks a competent international institutional authority and must therefore be considered as 

national private law. Difirent private laws within the state pnvail in e.g. the United States of Ameria, 
Canada, South Afica, Austraiia, the United Kingdom; see Kegci, supra note 6 at 38. 

R David and J.E.C. Bricrlcy argue that "it will be casier, or in the long run more practical, to rcach 
international agreement on the substantive Iegal d e s  applicabk to such international relations, rathcr than ta 
attempt to un@ the national conflict nila"; David & Brierky, supra note 6 at 10. 
161 Sec Bunnaa, supm note 6 at 368). 

'" Sec gencraUy HP. Glenn, "Harmonization of Law, Foreign Law and Private International Law" (1993) 1 
Eut. Rev. Priv. L. 47. 

A gcmd epuivaient for the dierence between a comparative appmach, an approach to harmonise, and one 
to uriify, is found in the kgislative instruments of the Eumpean Union: (1) recommendations and opinions, 
which since they have no bindmg force, are ineffective in law and onIy of persuasive authority; (2) a dccision 
which is bmdmg m its cntircty to whom it is addrcssed; (3) a directive which is bindiag as to the resuIt to be 
achicvcd upon cach member state to wùich it is addressai, but shall l ave  to the national authorities the choice 
of f o m  and rncthods; and (4) a rcgulation which shall have genetal application and is binding in its entirrty 
and is d M y  appIicable in al1 memba States; sec J. Steiner & L. Woods, Textbook on EC Law, @ c d  
(London: Blackstone Pms Ltd, 1998) at 40 et seq. 
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highly utopian.IH Therefore, efforts of unification on the regional level, as for exampie 

undertaken in the proces of European integration," seem more appropriate. First, the 

regional (trade) agreements have to esîablish a certain levei of integration, a workable 

judiciary and executive, as weU as  legislative institutions in order to reach a certain degree of 

unification of their l a w ~ ! ~  Once this process is stabiliseci the adoption of a few world-wide 

so-calleci "interregional connict of laws9* would suffice, before M e r  steps in direction 

towards a global unification of laws can be taken. 

c.) Conclmion 

The interrelation of private law and private international law, initially purely a matter of 

domestic law within the category of private law, now provides the basis for a great many 

interactions between tirst, the public and private law realrn and second, national, 

supranational, and public international law. In short, the interactions can be structured as 

follows: Authorised by the constitution or more generally by public law, private Iaw govems 

a wide range of legal transactions of national individuals within the temtory of one country. 

Because of legai interactions taking place between nationals and foreign individuals 

transcending the state's temtory, the state, on the basis of considerations of substantive 

justice and equdity adopts conflict of law rules. Since these confiict of law rules are adopted 

by different countries on a nationai level, they are susceptible to inconsistencies in their 

application. Therefore, a state enters negotiations with other States of the world's community 

to reach harmonisation of their respective laws. Since most legal interactions will occur 

I b l  Sce e-g. F.K. Juengcr, "A Hague Judgments Convention?" (1998) 24 Brooklyn J. Infl L. 111 at 121, 
favouring büateraI negotiations and caüing the obstacle for rcaching an agreement on a mdt i ia td  
convention on judgment recognition "hsumountablc". But sec C. Kessedjian, " F i t  impressions of the 
Traasnational Rulcs of Civil Pnx:cdm From Paris and The Hague" (1998) 33 Tex. Int'l LJ. 477 at 477 et seq. 

tas For a discussion of questions arising h m  the coqetence of the European Union to adopt a Empeaa C i  
Code, its codification, its feastiility and possiilc procedural steps, sec E. Hondius, TowafdS a Eumpean Civil 
Code" in A H a r h n p  & M. Hcsseünk Bt E. Hondius & C. Joustra & E. Perron, Towaruk a Eumpean C i d  
Code, 2'" e d  (The Hague: Kluwer Law Intemational, 1998) 3. 
t 66 For a discussion of the differcnt degne of mtcgration ia NAFïA and the N, sec J.P. Fiwtnck The 
F u t w  of the North American F m  Tcade Agreement A Comparative Analysis of the RoIe of Regional 
Economic institutions and the Harrnonitation ofLaw in North America and Wcstmi Europe" (1996) 19 Hous. 
S. int'1 L 1. 
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between neighbouring states and stata on the same continent, the preliminary steps to 

harmonise th& respective legislation wilI be agreements signed on the supranational Ievel. 

ûniy when the interactions have reached a considerable density going beyond these regional 

blocks, will incentives be created for a global approach to unification of the laws. 

2.6. Public Law and Private kiternational Law 

The interrelation of public law and private internationid law has not been subject to fiequent 

comparative appmaches.'* Their relations appear within a domestic context, that is the 

relationship of the conflict of laws of the f o m  and the Iatter's own public law, and also 

within a quasi-intemationai context, that is the relationship between the conflict of laws of 

the forum and foreign public Iaw.Ia Therefore a conflict d e  is of a dual character because 

its fimction is international but its ongin is rn~nicipa1.l~~ Therefore, the implications of the 

application of foreign public law onIy appear through the "path" made accessible through the 

forum's proper pnvate international law. Due to private international law's purely domestic 

nature, the first relationship wiII mark the starting point for this analysis. 

in a domestic legal system, a common standpoint is generally that pnvate international law is 

pnvate law and, thus, distinct h m  public law.17" Equally, when its noms stipdate the 

application of a foreign lex causae, ody noms of foreign private law but not of foreign 

public law are meant to be applied.'" Tbis omission is regrettable, because many important 

167 Set Bar, supra note 85 at 208; J. Swan, "ïhc Canadian Constitution, Fedcralism and the Conflict of Laws" 
(1985) 63 Can. Bar Rev. 271 at 272. 
168 Sec "Conflict of Laws ", nrpra note 6 at I 15. 
t 69 Sec FA. Mann, %e Docaine of Surisdiction m htcmationai Law" (1964) 11  1 Rcc. des Cours 1 at 14 
~ercinafter "Doctrine"]. 

lm Set Schoitzer, supra note 79 at 25-27. But see Story, supra note 74 at 13 cIassifLmg private mtemational 
1aw as a branch of pubiic law. 
171 Professor Bade mentions a b i i  against fom-gn public Iaw, because "[A]ssertïons based on foreign public 
law did not beoefit h m  the geaeraI spint of intenratiodism and culniral soiidatity which did so much for the 
deveIopment of private international Iaw"; sec H.W. Baade, 7 h e  Operation of Foreign Pubiic Laww (1995) 30 
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current developments stand in close context with the intexplay of public and private 

intemaiional law. For example, many criteria that fom the ba i s  for a judgment depend on 

their relation and, thus, fundamenialiy determine the outwme of the judgment rendered in a 

particular case. Herein lies a major reason for dishamony on the international level and a 

challenge to the ratio legis of private international law. A good example for such 

disharmony is found in limping Iegal act., of which the matninonium cloudiccms,'" as 

pointed out by Kahn-FmnidLn, is the "ultimate shame of private international Iaw".'" 

The main reason for disharmony lies in the nature of statehood itself. Statehood is defined as 

the exercise of undelegated govermental power, over a definite population, in a specific 

temtory.'" Herein lies the territorial character of public law (or constitutional) Iaw. This 

principle stands in close relation to the theory of the sovereignty of the state. According to 

the idea of a state's sovereignty, a state may exercise legislative jurisdiction, that is the 

state's international right to create legai niles and to enforce them, only within its own 

temtory and over its own s~bjects.~'~ Both together fom the idea that public law, in generai, 

is inapplicable outside a state's temtory. The territorial element in its strictest form is found 

in the field of crimina1 or revenue 1aw.ln Equally, the dominant opinion holds that a state's 

Tex, infi L.S. 429 at 438; sec aIso Bar, supra note 85 at 196, writing that public law to the contmy of privatc 
iaw insists on the application of a state's own domestic public iaw. 

IR A matrMonium claudicans, a sa-cakd "hpiag mmhge" (hinkende Ehe), is a marriage that is vaiid only 
wirhin a limitcd tmitory. It is formed whcn a marriage is concIuded under the formal requirements of one 
country that are not rccogniscd within a second country; sce Schnitzer, supra note 79 at 355. 

ln Kahn-Freuud, supra note 157 at 14. 

17' Limping legal acts are a m  that are m t e d  diff-tly in differcnt counmes and, thus, give rise to 
intmiationaI disharrnony, set Bar, supra note 85 at 163-164. 

'" See Baade, supra notc 171 at 441. Compare Aa 1 of the Montevideo Convention on Rights and Dutics of 
States 1933, which mds as foiiows: T h e  State as a penon of mtcruationd law shodd possess the foiiowing 
qualifications: "(a) a permaaent popdation; (b) a dcfined temtory; (c) a govcrmnent; and (d) a capacity to 
enter mto relations with othcr States"; sec DJ. fIuri h e s  and Matenah on lntemationaf b, P e h  
(London: Sweet & Maxweli, 1998) at 102 

L76 Sec "Doctrinen, supra note 169 at 14. 

ln See Baade, supra notc 171 at 438.441-442- 



1egisIIative jurisdiction is iimited by the same state's borders."' Therefore the Canadian 

tegislator, for example, only adopts "Canadian" laws and the courts decide cases on base of 

this Cauadian iaw, just as the French Iegislator adopts French and the Itatian legislator Italian 

Iaw. The only apparent exception to this sovereign power - if one sets aside the limitation 

exercised by the reaIm of international iaw -In is provided by conflict of Iaw rules, which in 

rehirn are limited by public law des. From tbis it foilows, that the interrdation of public 

law and private international law appears solely on the national level, ergo w i t b  a 

particdar state. This is because a conflict rule is a d e  of municipal I ~ W . ' ~  The tenn 

'ïnternational" relates, therefore only to the fact that the case initiating a tria1 involves a 

foreign, and hence, an international element, and does not refer to the origin of the rule itself. 

As a national Iaw, the relation of private international law to a country's public Iaw depends 

entirely on the constitution and the structure of the country's legai system. 

Despite the fact that the interretation of public law and private international Iaw is originally 

an issue of purdy domestic concem, international law plays an incteasingly important rote 

therein. The reason for this is found in the fact that the traditional limits of extraterritorial 

exercise of sovereign power of one state in another state, as imposed by public international 

law, are fading away, as the enhancd daily presence of the international comrnunity is 

increasingiy feIt by each state. The emergence of obligations erga omnes anchored in the 

internattiond Court's (Kr) dictum in the BarceIona Traction case underlines this trend."' 

In See K. Lipstein, "bffentlichcs Recht und intcmatioaais Privaaecht" in W. HOU & U. WC, ch. ,  

Inremanonaies PnYanecht - Internationales Wirtschafirrechr (München: Heymann, 1985) 39 at 39 
[hereinaftcr "bffmtlichcs Recht"]; KcgeI, supra note 6 at 847-849. 

'" Sec "DocÙwU, supra note 169 at 17. 

Ibid. at 20. 

"' Continuou eKom to overcome ihe rigid charactcr of dations amoag sovmign States bascd sotely an 
consent were king made over a long time-perid Tlcse efforts culminatcd in the ICTs dictum in the 
Burceiona Tracnon case enumcrating four atamp1es of obIigations erga omnes: 1. ûutlawing Acts of 
Aggrcssion; 2. OutIawing Acts of Genocide; 3. Protection h m  Slavcry, and 4. Protection fiom Ra& 
Discrnnination. 

Obligations erga omnes indicate that t k y  arc to the concern of ai i  states and, thas, bindmg 'towards di'. Their 
two min chiuacteristics arc universality, m the sense tint they are bindmg on aU States without exception and 
solidarfry, in the scnse that cvery State is demed to have a Iegal intaest in iheir protection; sec M. Ragazzi, 
nie Concept of International Obligations Erga ûmna(Oxford: Clamdon Press, 1497). 



Another reason iies in the double rôle of constitutional law as mentioned above.lg Therefore, 

even strïcîiy tenitorial categories of (pubIic) law, such as crimina1 or revenue laws, see their 

territorial iimiîs being blurred by increased international intera~tions.'~ Nevertheless, in this 

chapter emphasis will be placed on the various domestic implications atising h m  the 

interplay between public Iaw and private intemationai law. 

b.) Dûrinction and Points of Contact 

In order to locate the points of contact between public law and private international law, the 

border between them must be dram. Due to the pwely domestic character of both public 

law and conflicts of law niles, thek content ciiffers largely f?om state to state. The nature of 

the relation can be charactensed as  being paradoxical, because both categories are situated 

on the domestic level, yet public law (through the constitution) procreates pnvate 

international law, and fin& itself undemineci in its territorial sovereignty through the 

reference made to a foreign law by conflicts of law d e s .  

Nevertheless, three general distinctions can be made: (1) Traditionally, private intemationai 

law is considered as being a part of private Iaw, so that the differences are generally the same 

as between private and public law. The main exception is that (2) private international law 

consists aImost solely of procedural norms, or more precisely so-called conflict-of-law rules, 

while public law largely consists of substantive noms. Their difference is that substantive 

norms decide cases, conflict-of-Iaw rules only choose the substantive nom that is to be 

applied.Iw (3) Finally, because public Iaw is generally excluded h m  extraterritorial 

application it can be said to correspond to ius cogens while private international law 

'" SCC Chsiptcr II. 2.4.a.); sec also Baadc, supra note 171 at 446-447, dividing public law into thm 
subcategories, namcly (1) public intemationai hw, (2) constimtioml law and (3) adminisUaaVe law. 

'" Examples of a growing awateness of foreign public law in grnerai and foreign crimmal law in particular are 
the considcration of prior foreign convictions of repcated offcndca (midivists), the prohibition of  double 
jeopardy (ne bis in idem) and the phcy ta attcmpt resociaiisation of petsons sentenced for crimes committed 
abroad within the country of thcir national o e g k  In tht îïeId of revenue laws, simïiar examples arc the 
attcmpts to duninish doubIe taxation or to gr i t  penoas creditr on their domestic tax IiabiIity for foreign taxes 
thcy paid; ibid at 449-451. 

IM See Bar, supra note 85 at 195-196. 
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classines rather as ius disgosirivuS. From these main distinctive characteristics, the following 

possible points of contact can now be deduced. 

(a) The most obvious point of contact betwm public Iaw and private international law is 

found in the concept of ordre ~ublic (~ublic -mlicvl. Ordre public can be divided into a 

positive and a negative con cep^'^ The positive concept requires the application of some 

noms of the lex fori regardas of foreign law refened to by the confiicts of law d e s  when 

these laws are so-called "lois d'application immediate". Through the concept of the negative 

ordre public, a state's public law resûicts the application of foreign law within domestic 

courts by the way of reference authorised by its own confiicts of law rules. The restriction 

only applies to foreign law that contradicts major principles of a state's legai order. Without 

doubt both concepts of the ordre public hlfil an important role in the development of 

conflict of laws and in the overail improvement of international judiciai harmony, as long as 

its application is not abused. Momver, the impact of international law m u t  increasingiy be 

taken into consideration. This necessity is refiected in the notionai distinction of a "national" 

ordre public and an international ordre public.'" The international ordre public focuses on 

the harmonisation of values detemiining the employment of the ordre public. In this respect 

public international law assists as a tool for interpretation by the means of various 

international conventions for the protection of human rights.'" International human rights 

standards launch a second important question related to public and private (international) law 

through their national counterpart, constitutionai civil rights and iiberties. In this respect a 

highly controversiai discussion arises whether these fundamental rights have an effect on 

"' Sce M. Keiicr & K. Siebr, Allgemeine Lehren des internationalen Privarrechu (Ziirich: SchuIthcss 
Polygraphischer Vcrlag, 1986) at 536540. 

"6 The distinction made hcrt is not to bç confuSed with the distinction made by the French Iaw, wherc the 
ordre public internationale comspotlds to the or& public as uscd in the field of private intcrnationa1 iaw 
whle the notion of "ordre public interne" conesponds to what is usually rcfcmd to as public ordtr; sec M. 
Keiicr & K. Siehr, Allgemeine Lehren d a  intemationakn înitamchts (Ziirich: SchuIthcss Polygraphischer 
Vcrlag. 1986) at 540. 

187 Set Bar, supra note 85 at 542, specifymg the utility of such an intemtiond (or universai) ordre public for 
the permanent adaptation of values fomiing the national ordre public in accordance with idcas of cthics and 
justice exisîing in the international c o d t y .  
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third parties (Dri~uzikung der Gnnidre~hte).'~ Hidden behind this notion is the question 

whether civil iiberties only apply to the relation between the state and its nationals or shouid 

apply amongst nationak themselves. The effect can either be direct, meaning that it affects 

the relation between private individuds or mdirect, meaning that fundamental rights oniy 

exercise their influence through the legislation adopted by state authorities that govern these 

relations. Fundamental rights, mostly by the principle of equality and their continuai strive 

for (equai) justice, have also served as a Iegitimisation of confiict of l a ~ s . ' ~ ~  As a M e r  

consequence, the common distinction of protection of nationals (Bürgerrechte), e.g. the nght 

to vote, and protection of everybody (Menschenrechte), e.g. personai freedom, rnust be 

discussed and needs M e r  clarification. This is also important with regard to the question 

whether fundamental rights oniy serve private persons or moral persons as well. 

(b) Another major point of contact concerns the relevance of foreim ~ubliç law to the 

amlication of foreien Iaw within domestic law. Several theories for the application of 

foreign law within a domestic court have been elaborated and have tried to overcome the 

strict concept of state so~ereignty.'~ Their success was - if at a11 - only with regard to the 

application of rights deriving h m  private law, and not fiom those of public law. With the 

ernergence of the welfare state and the parallel explosion of public law, mainly due to 

administrative regdatory n o m ,  many questions arising in pnvate law confiicts increasingly 

la' See Austrian Constitutional Law, supra note 158 at 43; Walter & Mayer, supra note 125 at 466-467; K. 
Hesse, Grundzge des Verfüssungsrechu der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Heidelberg: CI. Miiiier 
Juristischer Verlag, 1988) at 140-143. 

1119 ï h e  foundation of the principle of equality in the constitution requircs the legislator to adopt (national) 
confücts of law d e s  m confodty with i t  By doing so in vaious countries it fuüils, accordmg to Savigny, an 
international function by crcating a methodimi obiigatim to take equaiiy mto consideration the relevant 
foreign legaI order touching upon a case of trapsnational elements, See cg .  "Rech&ordnung", supra note 6 at 
21; sec also Bar, supra note 85 at 209-210. 
190 UIrich Huber argued îhat the laws of one state are ody binding within its own taritory, but theù righrs 
deriving therehm can be recognixd by othet states. His opinion prepued the way for the later "comity" 
d&e of Joseph Story, accordhg to which the recognition of foreign laws is based on courtcsy, tather than 
on a legal obligation The "vested rights thmry" ovenomes the tension bctween the appIication of forcign Iaw 
within a sovctcign state's territory by regarding a right that has been created in amthcr state as a merc fact 
The %cal law theory" rccognïsa the appkation of ionign Iaws by m t i n g  a domestic nom that corresponds 
ideaiîy to a maximum d e p e  to the content of the fonign n o m  set Kegci, supra note 6 at 151-152 and 
"Rechhordnung"supra note 6 at 14-17; Bar, supra note 85 at 425. 
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depend on prehbary  questions foxmeci by public  la^.^' F A  Mann argues that "[ ...] the 

distinction betweeu private and public law has become blurred and deprived h m  much of 

its usefiilness it ever had [...] and that if foreign law is applicable it shouId in principle, be 

applied as it is, without regard to legal classifications of provisions or des"." Therefoce, 

Mann also generally disapproves of the emergence of an international public law (or conflict 

of public laws) as suggested by Gennan practice.19' in conformity with this irend the Institut 

de Droit International recommended in 1975 the enhanced incIusion of foreign public law in 

the field of confiict of laws. me recomrnendation stated in particular that a choice of law 

made by parties referring to the laws of a foreign country shail also include the public law of 

this country. lW 

(c) The third important question relates to the p p  

foreim law referred to. within a state's hierarchical orden'ne of the Ieeal svstem. With the 

growing interdependence of public and private noms, confiicts behveen foreign laws (that 

are referred to thruugh the means of conflicts of laws rules) and domestic laws, are 

increasingly Iikely to occur. The same developrnent is promoted through the enlarging 

impact of national fundamental nghts and international human rights standards, as well as 

their mutual interplay. One question relates to the confonnity of private international law 

with its own constitution, because constitutional law cleady guides the application of private 

international law.lgs Another question relates to the problem of whether the forum is allowed 

to examine the confomity of a foreign law with its own constitution. Since a law should 

never be read entirely out of its natural context, for botii questions the answer shouId be in 

the affirmative, but, of course, within reasonable Iimits. 

191 E.g. the outcome of a chim for darnages daiving fiom a car accident can depend on the possession of a 
valid driving license, the cornpliance with road traflFic rcgulations, or other IegaI acts h m  the adminûaative 
field, 

'" See "Conflict of Laws", supra note 6 at I 16,117. 

19' Ibid. at 118; but see Bar, supra note 85 at 216249; KegeI, supra note 6 at 843-907. 

Sec "Offentlicha Mt", supra noie 178 at 40. 

195 The 14"' Amendment of the American Constitution mûicts conflict of Iaws ttuough the "due pmcess of law 
cIause" and the "full faith and nedit clause"; see Swan, supm noie 167 at 277-281,287-288. 
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c .  PxMic Law: Sklterfôr Privute Intentational Law 

The question of the interrelation between public and pnvate international law cm be 

answered by stating that each of them pursues an aim opposite to the other. The state's 

sovereignty and its public laws soIely aim for the weii-being and safety of its citizens withiri 

their territory. Conflicts of law des allow the borders of sovereignty to be crossed. But in 

order to preserve this safety despite the exchange of people, goods or services vcith other 

states, public law authorises the application of foreign laws within its territory. This aim is 

achieved through conflicts of law rules. 

2.7. Private Law and Public International Law 

rr) "L'etat c'est moi!" and Analogies of Acts of Private Persons and of States 

The relation of private law and public international law has changed thraughout history. In 

times when the law of nations emerged as a new category of law, recouse to private or 

Roman iaw was generally considered to be usual and practical, as long as it was not 

undertaken absurdly. The nation state and absolute sovereign power in the hand of one single 

person suggested a fictitious belief in a unity of the state and the sovereign, as expressed by 

Louis XIV (1 638-1 7 15) in the adage "L 'état c'est moi!" With the lack of an international law 

proper, private or Roman law was considered to be the apt law goveming the relations of 

so~ereigns.'~ The more public international law developed as a proper legal category, the 

more the influence of private law was rejected as ''threatening the independence and 

scientific character of international  la^".'^' 

In the present century, public intemational law has developed rapidly and has established 

itself as a proper legal category. Still, its overall organisation is not as dense as that af 

private law; e.g. there is no well-established court structure covering the surface of the planet 

IW Sec Lauterpacht, supra note 52 at 11 

fbid at 297; see also Ferrari-Bravo, supra note 138 at 716. 



and no efficient enforcernent mechanisms.'g8 However, the independence and the scientific 

character of pubiic international law is no longer threatened Therefore, the relation of 

private and public international law must be re-examined given the increase in dynamism of 

the world of today. Especially, it must be asked whether the former "threat" has not changed 

and now rather lies in the extensive separation of private law from public international Iaw, 

both in practice and in science. Indeed, possibIe mutual interactions as weU as benefits h m  

one for the other category have been fairly neglected in literature. The only exception so far 

is the book Private Law Sources and Analogies of International Law written by Sir Hersch 

Lauterpacht and published in 1927, which - despite his cal1 for further research in this field - 

so far mains the only systematic monograph dealing with this pr0b1ern.I~~ At the same t h e  

the title reveals the most interesting connecting factor between pnvate law and public 

international law, namely whether analogies can be drawn h m  pnvate law for public 

international Iaw. The most fiequent example of such analogy is the comparison of the law 

of the contract with the law of t r e a t i e ~ . ~ ~ ~  

However, the rapid evolution of public international law in the era of globalisation is marked 

by an increased impact of public international law on municipal law. Today, despite the clear 

unilinear Eow h m  experiences drawn from pnvate Iaw for the domain of public 

international law throughout history, it is more appropriate to speak of mutual analogies 

between private and public international law. This is because a reflux of legal experience 

fiom the international level to that of private law - beside the mentioned utility of 

international Iaw for the unification of pnvate Iaw - should not a prion be excluded. 

191 'The question of judicial rcmedies bas generally been regarded as pcxipheral to the mam study of 
mtemational law; attention has b e n  cmtred on the substantive d e s  with Little consideration of the 
consequenccs of their violation in gencnl or judicid tcmedics in parti&. This reflects the Iack of any 
compufsory jurisdiction in the mtemational legai sysum, the low mcidence of modem judiciai and arbitra1 
settlement, the decena?iiaed nature of the internationai Iegal system, and the &ring predominant roIe of seIf- 
help"; sec Gray, sYpra note 65 at 1. 

199 "In the whole field of mternatioaal Iaw thete is hardly a question of equal praaicaI and theoretical 
importance to which l e s  systematic attention has been paid tban the pmblem of private law sources and 
analogies in public international la< see Lauterpacht, supra note 52 at 5. 



Therefore, the question of the relation between private Iaw and public international law must 

be stated in tenns of whether amiogies between terminology, legal institutes, concepts and 

principles d s t  between the two categones of law. 

6.) Areas of Contact 

According to Lauterpacht the various points of contact between pnvate law and public 

international law can be grouped into three chses: 

(1) nie fmt relates to rights and obligations of States as political entities endowed with 
attniutes of governmcnt, and comprises accordingly al1 cases in which legal relations 
nonnally forming the subject-matter of international public law proper are being shaped 
in accordance with or after the analogy of a conception of private law [...]; (2) To the 
second group belong cases in which states, in their capacity as fuci or through their 
administrative organs, contract business with one another without any direct relation to 
rights and duties of imperium [...]; and (3) The third class embraces al1 those instances 
in which international law determines or influences private rights [...I.'~' 

The question of analogies between private law and public international Iaw also touches 

upon a M e r  important issue, nameIy the question of the applicable law, The dynarnic 

developments of the Iast five decades brought about the matter of access of private 

individuaIs to international law."' The three classes enumerated above only concem state-to- 

'00 E.g. the mIe pacta tertiis neque nocenr neque prosunt and the clausula rebus sic stantibus are common to 
the general theory of contracts as weU as to that of international treaties; see Ferrari-Bravo, supra note 138 at 
716-717. 

201 Examples given are: ad 1) the decision of a qucstion of sovereignty over a portion of temtory by 
application of ruies of prescription, the constnrctim of res t r i c t i~~  of territorial sovereignty after the analogy of 
easements or servinides, the determination of certain nghts and duties in cases of changes in sovenignty by 
analogy to mles of iuheritance and succession and M e r  mles of pnvate law nich as rules of evidence etc.; 

a d  2) when a state grants a loan or a p d y  cconomic Icasc to amther state, or when two states enter a joint 
arrangement for the pirrpox of constntcting and ~ t a i n i a g  a bridge on a riva dividing their teniCories; and 
ad 3.) rights such as those resuiîing i m h d y  from the internationalIy rccogniscd position of aliens, or h m  the 
d e s  reIating to private encrny propcay in time of war, or b m  the mercise of the right of angary or embargo. 

See Lauterpacht, supra note 52 at 3-5. 

202 Examples for the increased participation of mdividds or private parties in the field of international law arç 
beside the traditiond field of human ngiits and regional mtegration (eg. NAFïA chapter 19, and the EU m 
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state relations and the fact that relations between states and private individuals are lefi out is 

probably explaineci by the historicd conteam in state and private individuais relations, just 

as in the second and third group of state-to-state relations, the key question concems the 

quaiity of the governing law. 1s it public international law or private law? If answered in 

favour of private law, which country's private law that governs the legal relationship 

between the subjects involved is going to be applied? In searching for an answer the 

distinction of acts de iure imperii or de iure privatoncm bas to be taken into consideration. 

Al1 these relations are equally concerned with the question as to what extent private and 

public international law can be separated, or how far analogies can be drawn. The field of 

analogous application of private law in the field of international law is vast and affects in a 

non-exhaustive enurneration: the formation, vaiidity, and termination of treaties; the 

acquisition and loss of temtory (including the concept of the fieedom of temtoriai waters 

and fieedom of the air); the law of peace; international tort and problems of state 

responsibility; the measure of damages; the question of interest, moratory, and 

compensatory; the theory of strtte succession; prescription; quasicontracts, conception of 

sovereignty, banhptcy, condominium, self-help and necessity, equality of states; 

intemationa1 servitudes; leases; international mandates; private law rules of evidence and 

procedure (estoppel and res iudicara). Direct recourse to private law sources also frequently 

appears in the settlement of international disputes and by states appearing before 

international îribunals. lW 

Given the variety of points of contact between private law and public international law the 

question of whether analogies exist between the two categories of Iaw must be answered in 

the affirmative. Despite their rich mutual interplay, there are some differences in degree that 

the EU), found in national c i a h  commissions, mixed international arbitration (e.g. the han/US Claims 
Tribunal) and international coummciai arbitraiion; set Gray, mpra note 65 at 178-209. 
203 Although Lauterpacht is gcneralIy in favour of private individuals as king subjcct to intemationai iaw, and 
efforts were made by the Commission of Iurists in charge of !he dcafüug of the statute of the Permanent Court 
of Justice to grant private partics acccss to the Courts proceedhgs, the principIe of sovereignty and the 
assumption rhat only statcs can be subject to international law prcvailed at the the; sec Lauterpacht, supra 
note 52 at 73,78,79, 



calI for cautious consideration when recourse is had to private law in the field of 

international law. Tbese general ciifferences are four in number and can be traced back to the 

following factors: (1) merence of ~ reom~hic  scouq There is a danger of asserting too 

quickly analogies between a private law d e  of ody local outreach for the immense field of 

international law. It must therefore be kept in mind that ody general principles of law 

recognised by the main systems of jurisprudence and ascertained by comparative study, and 

if possiile, declareci by scientific legal opinion, are a suitable object of analogy; 

(2) Difference in nature: Some essential differences between the nature of states and pnvate 

individuals might be forgotten and could lead to absurd results; (3) Difference of svstem: To 

maintain the character of international Iaw as a proper category of Iaw makes it necessary to 

exhaust its means before having recourse to private law, othenivise its coherence might be 

undermined; and (4) Difference of IegaI ornanisation: There can be stated a clear difference 

in the stage of attainment of legal organisation in the international co~nmunity.~~ 

ïhroughout history, private law and analogies drawn h m  private law have served as a 

strong means of support in the development of public international law as a proper legal 

category. Furthemore any possible danger of a threat of loss of independence of 

international law have evaporated. Equally, the achievement of unacceptable results based on 

undue recome to analogy with private law, disregardiig some essentiai differences between 

their nature and field of operation, is inhibited when reasonably interpreted and appIied. 

Today, the situation has drastically changed. The dynamic increase in interactions between 

states, as well as states and private individuals, in tandem with a decline of the publiciprivate 

distinction, again viv5es the question of analogies. On the one hand, international law 

provides a usefiil tool in the field of international hmonisation of private law which is 

mainly felt in the held of international commerce and international commercial dispute 

resoIution Thus the analogies cm be drawn mutually b m  both categories of Iaw. On the 

other hand, the analogies that exist between the two categories bear a great opportunity for 

the response to some imminent questions that refer to the applicable Iaw in Iegd transactions 



between States and private individuals. As was shown above, public law goes b u g h  a 

process of privatisation whire private law goes through a process of publicisation. Thus, a 

general mutual approach of public and private as weli as private and public international law 

is currently taking place. Accompanied by the huge production of legislative materid, the 

necessity to build upon the legal universaiity of some notions common to al1 branches of 

law, so-called 'conceptions of universai jurisprudence', becomes more and more u r g e n ~ ~  

The elaboration of these notions can be achieved through a general science of law that is 

built upon comparative research and the detection of analogies leading to the elaboration of 

conceptions common to ail branches of Iaw. Ttu's proceeding will, amongst other factors, 

gradually establish a universal jurispn~dence.~' 

During the past few decades the boundaries between the public and the private sphere have 

been fading away due to the dynamic evolution of human society. Paradoxically, former 

fields of activity of the public realm are transfened to the private r e a h  and vice versa. In 

consonance with this shi ft in society, a precise separation of the categories of private law and 

public law as well as between municipd and international law is no longer possiiIe as their 

boundaries blur due to an increase in the interactions between the various traditiond actors 

of both spheres. This shift is recognised fiom a factual perspective and confirmed fiom a 

theoretical perspective. The sûict theoreticd distinction between public and private law, just 

like the one between municipal and international law, must therefore be abandoned. The 

emergence of a droit mrjrre and the support for the theory of harmonisation te&@ to that. 

Such abandonment of a strict separation does not mean that the respective distinctive 

features no longer exist. Quite the contrary, suice their distinctive character must be weii 

preserved, but the fact that they originate h m  different categories does not exchde their 

'O' Some such concomitants for the cstablisbmrnt of a general science of jurisprudence a cg. the Emopean 
Union's ERASMUS program (European Commtmity Action Scheme for the Mobiiity of University Shidcnts) 
on a Eutopean lcvel and biIatcraI agreements between universitics on differcnt continents on a giobal lever as 
well as the practice of big law finns; sec MR Deckat, "Der 'Binnenmarkt tùr Jwktenausbildung': 
Europiiische impulse fiu Forschung und L e k "  (1998) 6 Em. Rtv. Priv. L. 1. 
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paraiiel consideration or applicahn. As for international customary law and for international 

treaties, the existence of twu different modes of implementation, namely through 

constitutional provision or judicial practice (itemational customary law), and through self- 

or non-self executing treaties (international îreaty Iaw), does not hinder their application, but 

rather leaves some room foc their best adaptation to the respective co~ntry's conditions. The 

complementary character of distinctions based upon a terminological dichotomy is brought 

to light by the irresolvable linkage of private Iaw and pnvate international law where the 

degree of harmonisation of private law is decisive upon the quantitative requirement of 

confiict of law niles. Furthemore, a general impossibility of comparing two categories of 

law without making reference to a third one became obvious in relation of private law to 

pnvate international law. These two categories, although they belong principally to the 

pnvate domestic legal reaim, require that reference to the international as well as to the 

public sphece be made. It was mentioned earlier that Joseph Story, initially, even described 

private international law as a brancti of public  la^.'^ The international element also has an 

impact on the relation of public Iaw and private international law. From private law and its 

relation to public law, it can be conchded that private law has provided essential tools for 

the formation and development of public international law. in the meantirne, it is pubIic 

international law that exercises an enormous impact on the various pnvate laws of different 

States by the harmonisation and unification of their laws. 

Therefore, one m u t  conclude that most disciphary distinctions owe their precision to a 

certain moment in time and in space. P~cipally,  the conceptual separation of two systems 

serves a functional utility. It may provide a helpful tool for the discussion or solution of a 

particular problem. However, due ?O the dynamic evolutionary character of law such 

separation needs to be pennanently reconsidered and eventuaily be abandoned or renewed. 

Considering this dynamism, the foiiowing examination of the present relation of pnvate 

international Iaw and public international law wiU be made. 

Supra note 170. 



III. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW 

In this chapter, the separate consideration of private intemational law and public 

internationai law, as it was predominant in the past cenniry, will be critically exarnined. For 

this purpose three main fields - law, economics and politics - will serve as the major fields 

of this legal analysis to clarifi how the two historicaiiy independent IegaI systems are 

embedded in the current dynamic global legd order. The subdivision of society in tripkate 

is meant to reflect the dynamic insoluble interdependence between the main pillars on which 

a society rats. It is an attempt to emphasise the unity that law, economics and politics 

natudly form. The t e n  '*economics" is chosen here because of the exemplary chmcter of 

the developments cunentfy undetway in the r e a h  of international economic Iaw, commonly 

s u m e d  up in the emergence of a new lex mercatoria. In order to bighiight their unity, their 

interrelation is perceived as a circle fonning a "tangled hierarchy"zw, as distinguished fiom a 

vertical one. This means that in such a dynamic process no predominance of one field over 

the other exisr, ergo a monocausai approach is rejected. From their dynamic interaction, the 

great variety of societal activities in the world today is bom The point of depxtm is a 

given legal, economic, and political situation, and focus is put on ùieir future mutual 

interaction, 

The overarching question in this chapter is whether the sepration of the two categories of 

law can still be preserved for the present dynamic world situation, since they eventudly 

intersect, and since potentiai benefits lie in an approach or a comrnon consideration of the 

two categories of law for the current internationd legal order. 

1. Law 

1.1. Public Internationaf Law as a Foudation for Private International Law? 

With regard to the r eah  of public international Iaw, its expansion and strengthening on a 

global 1eveI are undisputeri. Further trends, such as increased access of private persons to 

209 "TangIed hiecarchies' is the tmused by Hofstadter to d e s a i i  the phenornenon whereby she hightst leve[ 
h a bierarchy "Ioops into' the 10- one"; sec Autopoimc S'stem, nrpm note 46 at 3. 
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i n t e d o n a i  instniments of public international Iaw, and the shifi h m  states as the sole 

actors of public international law towards non-govemmental organisatians e q d y  persist 

To what extent, however, is private intemational Iaw af5ected by these recent developments? 

FVst, h m  a Iegd perspective, the question whether private international law (or conflict of 

laws) is a source of nationai or international law has to be addressed due to its major 

importame for the relation between public and private international law. It is also decisive 

for the reçpanse to m q  questions that arise h m  the appfication of foreign law within 

domestic courts, especially with regard to the inteption of foreign n o m  and their 

hierarchical standing in the domestic Iegal system. The reason is that in the process of theu 

integration, the position of the d e s  of private international law in respect of the rules of 

constitutional and pubIic international law is deteminative to the application of foreign law. 

in the pst, the separation of confiict of laws and pubIic international law gave rise to a 

controversy between two major schooIs, the "international schooi" (universdists) and the 

"national school" (partic~larists).~'~ The nationai school perceiveci the branch of conflict of 

Iaws as a branch of municipal Iaw. According to this view, any bearuig of international law 

upon confiict of laws was at its best a matter of comity?" ïhe  intemationaiists, on the other 

band, emphasised that "every state m u t  have a system of private intemationd law" and "that 

states may not exclude the application of foreign law altogethei'?'* WhiIe the nationat 

school was considered obsolete a long time ago, the international school today stiIl lacks full 

210 Set ConfIict of Luws before International Tribun&, supra note 6 at 22 et seq. 

11 1 Comity stands in betwcen the competing mtncstS bctwccn forcign and domesuc iaw. The meanhg of the 
word comity is not uniformiy mtetpretcd. Its definition rcaches h m  an obiigatory soutce of international Iaw 
to pure cortrtcsy depending upon the good will of a sovmign state; set  "Comity ", supra notc 6 at 2-5. In the 
context descn'bed hm, Le. m the eyes of the "national schooln, comity is more EeIy to be mderstood as a 
non-bindmg concept of counesy. As an exception, Wimon rcfcrs to comi&y as a bbding source, because it is 
part of the comnton Iaw. He argues that private international law is part of the law of nations which ioeff is 
agakt part of the common Iaw; sec F. Wharton, A TremLre on the Conflit of L m ,  Zd ed. (E'hiIadciphiê- Kay 
and Broiher, 1881) at 5; s n  aiso Maio, supra notc 6 at 281, wriîing that "comity is discretionary and 
international hw is obligatory". 

'" See Cunflict of .hm, supra note 6 at 146. 



support, despite the fact that its principal tenets have been firtfitled over the course of Wt3 
Al1 countries of the world have enacted d e s  of private international law and consequeatly 

ailow - to a varying extent - the application of foreign law. Tbus, the question of pubiic 

international law has bew answered by reality and must be accepteci as  general practice of 

the States. Beside specific international maventions containing rules of conflict of laws, the 

existence of an identical d e  of customary international law can therefore be assumeci. The 

international character of private internationd law is also supported by the general 

recognition of the general principles of international law by most constit~tions?'~ Moreover, 

the practice of international triiunals and so-called mixed arbitral triiunals contributes 

M e r  to the internationalisation of private international law. International tnbunals mediate 

conflicts between states, and mixed arbitrai tniunals between states and private individuais. 

in doing so, they rely upon general principles of law deriving Erom national laws. The 

tribunak themselves, though, are not subject to any pdcu la r  national Iegd system. Thus, 

through their practice, nameiy the application and further development of these general 

principles of law, ihey also contribute largely to the international character of conflict of 

laws."' 

The bbinternationalisation" of confiicts of law can be observed in choice of Iaw rules and the 

delocalisation of substantive law. The traditional view dlowed the parties' fiee choice to 

determine the substantive law to be applied in the arbitration oniy when authorised by the lex 

fori. The new approach - undertaken by the institut de droit international in 1979 and 

supported by various municipd systems of codict of laws - assumes that the choice of 

substantive mies is a matter of fiee will and need not derive h m  any paticular state system, 

2" Sn Conjricc o f h s ,  supra note 6 at 145,148; but sec A. BI- Dk v6lkmerhtlichen Gmdagen 
des inremutionalen KolIirionrrethrs (Koln: Car1 Heymanns VerIag, 1992) at 1-4, 59 disscnting h m  the 
prwaiIing p m n t  doctrine that Iocatcs the mme of private intemationai law - with tfit exception of 
inteniationaI conventions deahg with itr matter - in the of national domesuc Iaw. 

Compare E. Jayme, " S t a a t r ~ ~ g c  nrm Internationaita Privatrecht Intcrnati~naiprivatrechtlicht~ 
staamcchtIiche, v6lkermhtliche Aspekten m Berichte der Deuachcn GesclIschaft fUr Viitkerrecht, cd., 
Sfaatsvertrüge rum Intemationalen Privatrechr (Karisde: CI. Müller Junstischer Verlag, 1975) 7 at 28. 



LAW 

but is in f& a ''gend principle of private internationd law"216 This trend persists in the 

shift h m  the state to non-governmental actors as law-makas. Fïnally, many d e s  of 

conflict of laws in different states show sirnilar approaches to issues of private international 

law, and thus have developed universal principles even for very specific topics?" 

1 Unification of Private Law through International Conventions 

As a resdt of the increased interdependence between states and the interactions between 

their nationals, private international law faces new senous probiems, such as forum shopping 

(i.e. the possibility for parties to choose the forum and to evenhially liberate themselves h m  

noxious rules and, thus, to influence essentially the outcome of the case) and competing 

litigation (Le. the synchronie litigation in multiple forums) that chalIenge the certainty and 

predictability of law, as much in commercial affaVs as in issues of h i l y  Iaw.'" These new 

problems caused by 'intemationaiisation' were accompanied by the attempt to fomulate 

proposais for their solution through the adoption of international legal texts. This process of 

harmonisation or unification of pnvate international law through international conventions is 

an example of the undisputed entanglement of public and pnvate internationai law, more 

particularly the chimed abiIity of public international law to come to the aid of private 

international law.'I9 This belp consists in the process of international codification of conflicts 

of law rules. The two main possibilities for such intemationaI codification are bilateral, and 

multilateral, conventions, which can have the character of self- or non-self-executing 

treatie~.~' Wbile bilateral treaties have the advantage of aIIowing for a more specific 

regulatory scope, multilateral ûeaties have the advantage of a wider geographic regulatory 

scope. On the other han& it is easier ;O elaborate a common point of view in bilateral 

negotiations, whereas rndtilateral treaties also ofien face resistance of national parliaments 

216 See SJ. Toope, Mked International Arbifration: Studies in Arbitrafion benwen States and Private Pemns 
(Cambridge: Grotius Publications Ltd, 1990) at 45-48. 

Set BIecLmann. supra note 213 at 60. 

See " F o m  Shoppingw, supra note 6 at 314. 

'19 Ibid. at 3 14. 

Sec Einhei~srecht, supra note 35 at 98-104. 



during the process of transfofllliltio~~,~' The main inconvenience of both together is that they 

have contriiuted to a large number of legai texts multiplying voices speabg  of a true ''crisis 

of international codification p ~ l i c y " . ~  The crisis consists mainly of the proliferation of legai 

material manifesteci in a huge quantity of existing conventions; a so-called ''embarras de 

richesse"m produced by a 'yirite en avant'. Unfortunately, the number of international 

conventions also stands in disproportional relation to the number of ratificationsn' A M e r  

aggravahg element of the crisis is the fact that many of these conventions overlap or even 

contradict each other.= One cause of îhis pmblem, with severe consequences, is the lack of 

coordination arnong the various actors, govemmental and non-govemrnental, as well as 

national, regional and international, in the field."6 Finally, the uncontrolled proliferation of 

legal matenal in this field reflects the conceptual separation between private international 

and public international law. 

" See K.M. Meessen, "Staatsvertrage zum uitcrnationaiea Privauccht: V6ikcrrechtliche und 
verfassuagsrcchtlicbe Aspckte" in Bcrichtc der Deutschen Gesellschaft fur V6iknrecht. ed., Staa~svemüge 
,um Internationalen Privatrecht (Karlsruhe: C.F. Müller Juristischer VerIag, 1975) 49 at 49-52 [hereinafter 
"Staatsvemiige~. 

" Ibid. at 50. 

n4 Ibià. 

2 6  Some of the most miponant organisations active in the unification process arc: 1. International 
OrganMtions: the Economic and Sociai Councii (ECOSOC), the United Nations Commission on Intemationai 
Trade ( U N C W ) ,  the international tabour Organisation (ILO), the Economic Commission for Europe 
(ECE). the International Instittite for the Unification of Private Law (UMDROiT), the Hague Conference on 
Private Internationai Law, the international Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO);, the intergovenunental 
Maritime Codtat ive Organization (IMCO), the World Intcilccnial Property Organisation (WIPO), and the 
Wodd Trade Organisation (WTO); 2. Regional Organwtions: the European Union (EU), the Council of 
Eumpc, the international Commission on C i d  Status (CIEC), the CounciI for Mutuai Economic Assistance 
(CMEA) [abolished on 1 Sanuary 19911, the Orgaaization of Amcrican States (OAS); and 3. Non- 
Govermental Organisations: h t ~ ~ ~ ~ a t i o n a l  Chamber of Commerce (ICC), internationai Law Association 
(LA), I~rstifut de Droit international, the Intetnational Madime Commitîee (MC), Baltic and Intemationai 
Maritime Confmnce (BIMCO), and the International Air Transport Association (IATA); set Einheiurecht, 
supra note 35 at 43-92. 
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13. A Conflict of Laws for International Conventions? 

The uncontroiied proliferation of legal material, however, has not only affected the field of 

private international law, it is rather a general trend that increasingiy seizes the international 

Iegal order. A wide range of conventions deahg with trade law, enWonmentaI law, human 

rights, and international administrative law have been adopted. Additionaliy, beside the 

traditional categories of municipal and international Iaw, a third level of law, that of 

supranational law, was created by the process of regional integration. Within the field of 

trade Iaw, a large number of regional trade agreements (RTAs) have been signed on d l  

continents of the world." 

The large nurnber of international conventions has led to a great variety of real and possible 

future confiicts. These confiicts - due to the structure of the cunent international legd order 

- can be roughly classifiai in two general categories, plus a third one formed by a 

combination of the two: 

Conflicts on a vertical leveI - The vertical axis ranges fiom a broader geographical scope to 

a n m w e r  one. In concreto, agreements with a fairly global outreach are opposed to 

agreements Iimited to a particular region or other featwes cornmon to onIy a f w  ~ountries.~' 

in a dynarnic approach no hierarchical distinction cm be made. The broader geographical 

outreach on a global level is, in most cases, cornpensated by a higher degree of integration 

realised on a regional level. Therefore, the question of a hierarchy between the gIoba1 and the 

regional level must be scrutinised on a case-by-case basis depending on the criteria 

h the Wod 1948-1994, GAlT contractmg partics notined 118 RTAs teIacing to trade in go&. Sincc the 
creation of the W O  (1995),80 additional RTAs covering mde m goods and services have ken noaficd. Out 
of the total of 198 RTAs notificd to the GATïMITO, 119 are prescntly in force; sce Ekgionalism, supra note 
128. 
PI In the Convention of Lomé for example, concIuded betwcen 70 ACP states and tfie 15 mernber states of the 
Europcan Union, tradc faciiities arc granted to states in Afnca, the Canbbean and in the Pacific; set 7ne 
Fourth ACP-EECConvenrion of Lomé (signed on 15 Decemba 1989), Officiai Ioutnai L 229,17.08.1991, pp. 
3-280, online: European Union Homepage, <hmJleuro~a.eu.mt~eu~-lex/en/matidmdcx (date accessed: 
28 January 2000). 



An example of a conflict arising on the vertical axis is a conflict between d e s  adopted by 

the WTO and rules adopted in the framework of the NAFTA or the EU. Such a clash raises 

the question of the prevalence of one agreement over the other. Despite the kt that many 

international agreements contain d e s  determinhg their scope of application and their 

relation to other agreements, conflicts or the inconvenient phenomenon of forum shopping 

o c c ~ r . ~  Fonun shopping can fundamentally inauence the outcome of a case. For example, 

article 2005 (1) NAF'TA stipulates that "disputes regarding any matter arising under both, 

this agreement and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, any agreement aegotiated 

theremder, or any successor agreement (GATT), may be settled in either forum at the 

discretion of the complaining party". in the Periodicals a dispute centred around the 

controversial issue of cultural industries. The pIaintiff (the U.S.) chose to try the defendant 

(Canada) in the fi-amework of the W O  Dispute Settlement Body @SB), instead of the 

dispute settlement procedures provided by NAFTA, because NAFTA - as opposed to GATT 

- contains an exemption clause for cuIturai industries.=' Most of the measures taken by 

Canada were held inconsistent with the prevalent GATT regime by the Panel and upheld by 

the Appellate Body.=' 

Conflicts on a horizontal level- This category describes conflicts arising on the same Ievel, 

and even within the sarne system. The "same" Ievel designates the relation between the 

"9 ï h c  WTO agreement provides that, if th= Y a confiÎct betwcen a provision of the WTO Agreement and a 
provision of aay of the Multiiaterd Agmmcnts, the WTO Agreement prcvaiIs to the extent of the confüct. Oci 
the othcr hand Amclc 103 NAFTA ("ReIations to oiher Agmments")for example indudes the GATT in its 
ceference to other agreements and stipuiates that NAFTA prrvaîls to the extent of any mconsistencics; sec I.R. 
Johnson, Intentational Trade Lav (Concorde: iswin Law, 1998) at 46 and SE. Gaines, "Comments on Dispute 
Setdement Issues under NARAn ((993) I US. Mexico LJ. 35 at 35. 

Compare Canada - Certain Meantres Concentiiig Periodicak (Cornplaint by the United States) (1997). 
WTO Doc. WT/DS3 IR (Panel Report) ooiine: WïO <http~/~.wto.orp/~ddispnte/distabhm~ (iasî 

modifieci: 23 Decembcr 1999) [hettiuafk Periodicals Panel Reportland Canada - Certaùt Measwes 
Concerning PeriodicaLr (Cornplaint by ilic ünited States) (1997). WTO Doc. WT/DS3IIAB/R (Appellate 
Body Rcport) online: WTO <http-Ii~~~.wtoatp!wtddispu~distab~htm> (Iast modifieci: 23 Dcccmber 1999) 
[aminafter Periudicai.. Appellate Body Report]. 

Att 2107 NAFTA dches cultural industry (carried over from Art 2012 of the CAN-US FW). 

U2 See Pmiodicais Panel Report, supm note 230 and Periodicols Appellate Body Report, supra note 230. 
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n o m  in respect of th& creaîion by other noms, just like e.g. an inconsistency of a federal 

law with the constitution. 

An example of a confiict on the same lever is found in an eventual clash between the United 

Nations system and the WTO ~ystem.~' A M e r  example of a clash on the same level but 

also within one system is found in zn eventual inconsistency betwcen the GATT and the 

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). A clear distinction between a "service" 

and a "good" is not always easy to achieve, as was seen in the audio-visuai sector, highly 

disputed in the context of the European Union's Televisions without Frontiers Directive.* 

While the EU representatives saw television programming as a service, the Arnericans 

perceived it as a g ~ o d . ~ '  

A combination of horizontal and vertical conflicts - A ment  example of a clash combining 

the vertical and the horizontal level was the conflict of competence within the UN systern 

itself and the UN (Security Council) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 

for instance as it appeared during the Kosovo crisis. The controversy over the legdity of the 

NATO action in respect of Kosovo appeared in light of a conflict between the üN Charte? 

and other UN documents, such as e.g. the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and 

between the UN Charter and NATO: On the one hand, Article 2 (3) of the UN Charter 

obliges members to "sett1e their disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that 

international peace and security, are not endangered" and Article 2 (4) stipulates that they 

"shail refrain in their international relations fiom the threat or use of force against the 

?33 See e-g. A-F- Perez, "WTO and UN- Law: Institutional Comity in National SeMty" (1998) 23 Yak J. Ini? 
L 301, analysing a clash of competence betwccn the UN syskm and the WTO system in regard of national 
sccunty interestS. 

" The "TelewXon without Frontim" directive (89/552/EEC) amcnded by Directive 97/361EC of the 
European ParIiament and of the Council of 30 J m e  1997 amendhg Council Directive 89/55UEEC on the 
coordination of cerîain provLsions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States 
concerning the pursuit of television bruadcasting acriMties, OJ. L 202, online: Eü Homepage 
Chttp-J/europa.e~mtle~~-Iexlen/IiO&tlm-3936 (date acccssed: 28 December 1998). 

Sec S.P. O'Conncll, 'TeIcvision Without Frontim The Empean Union's Continuing Süuggic for Cuitutai 
Survival" (1996) 28 Case W. Res. J. Int'l L. 501 at 526-527. 
236 S n  Charrer of the OnitedNafions, 26 June 1945, Can. T.S. 1945 No 7 [hercinaftcr Charter]. 
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territorial integrity or political indeqendence of any state, or in any 0 t h  manner inconsistent 

with the Purposes of the United Nations". The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(UDHR)237 and subsequent humau rights conventions (the International Bill of Human 

Right~)~~',  on the other hand, estabkh a so-caûed right to humanitarian inte~ention. With 

respect to the relation between the UN Charter and NATO, Article 53 of the Charter says 

"that no enforcement action shall be taken under regiùnd arrangements or by regionai 

agencies without the authorisation of the Security C o ~ n c i l " . ~ ~  NATO did not have such an 

authorisation h m  the Security Council. 

The three examples show the possible space for conflicts arising from the quantity of noms 

and Iegai texts as well as a lack of coordination between them. in addition to the problern of 

quantity, the achievement of uniform interpretation of the existing international conventions 

is a complicated process. These two major flaws are a significant source of legal conflicts in 

the international legal order. The multitude of international conventions gives tise to claims 

for an "interlegal law", an "international conflict of laws", or an "intrasystemic law of 

c~nflicts".'~~ Hence a body of rutes coordinating different subsystems of law is necessary. 

One international convention that approximately f'lfils the function of a conflict of laws for 

the realm of public international law, is the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 

137 See Universal Declaration ofHuman Righn, GA Res. 217 (III), LJN GAOR, 3d Ses., Supp. No. 13, UN 
Doc. N8IO (1948) 71. htially oniy a dechation without IegaIIy bindiig charactcr, the Univmai Dedaration 
of Human Rights has mcanwhile developed normative character through the achievement of tIie statu of 
customary international law; sec Hamis, supm note 175 at 636. 

Beside the UDHR, the intmtiond Biü of Human Rights consists of the international Covenant on C i d  
and Political Rights, the International Covenaat on Economic, SociaI and Cuitural Rights, the Optiod 
Protocois to the international Covcnant on C i d  and Poiirical Rights, and the Second Optional Protacol to the 
International Covenant on Civil and Politicai Rights, Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty; see United 
Nations, eb, The International Bill ofHumm Righrs (New York: United Nations, 1988) and United Nations, 
ed, A CompiIation of hienianonal Immentr,  VOL t (New York: United Nations, 1994). 

"9 See Charter, supra note 236. 
240 Se+ Autopoietic Sptenr, nrpra note 46 at 100-122, sec aiso E. W o E  m Conflict of Laws, supra note 6 at 
177, who statcs that "mf 1 say that an mtemationai systcm of conflict of Iaws is at prcsent almost non-existenk 
that does not exclude, of course, that such a systcm can be aeated g r a d d y  by dccisions of intemationaf 
triimrals". 
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Tmties, signed at Viema in 1969-' In 85 articles, the Convention considers the 

fundamental role of ûeaties in international relations and pruvides usefùi guidance in the 

interpretation (Art. 31-33) and mutual relation of intemational treaties, e.g. as to their 

territorial (Art. 29) and temporal (Art. 28, 30) scope of application. The Convention, 

however, oniy applies to international treaties concluded between States and not to other 

subjects of international Iaw (Art. 3) and thus its value for the present international legal 

order is clearly limited. Fwtber, it is noteworthy that the United States of America is not 

among the 83 States that became parties to the Convention through ratification, accession or 

s u c c e s s i o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Finally, the problems raised and the suggestions made abové not only apply between legal 

international legai sources but apply equally to the relations between international law and 

several competing systems of municipal law. The same conflict aises at the national level, 

where more intrasystemic conflicts arise the more the categorisation proceeds. The branches 

of civil law, crimina1 Iaw and public law are more likely to clash as their interactions grow. 

Intrasystemic confiicts can even be traced to one legal category, such as specialisation within 

the reaim of civil law and, as a result, its proceeding hgmentation in torts law. Therefore, 

h m  a dualist perspective, the two levels of law are equal and reflect the current situation of 

the legal order as a single system of law. Moreover, in a dynamic global society conflicts are 

also likely to arise between state law and social quasi-legaI orders. 

2. Economics 

2.1. The Commercial Seaor as a Pioneer of "GIob&ationn 

The global dynamism, with the juridification it has brought about, bluned most of the 

boundaries that used to categorically separate different areas of Iaw h m  each other. It was 

show that many different legal confiicts are caused by the web of compiex IegaI n o m  

ûying to deal with and to control the manifold transnational activities taking place at the 

241 See Vienna Convention, supra 146. 

See Mulliitrrl rreatier Deponred wirh the Secrefmy-Generol, online: United Nations Organizations 
Homepage Qt@JIuatreaty.u~~org> (last modifed: 19 Sanuary 2000)- 
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global level. More of such conflicts, in number as weii as in importance, are lilcely to occur 

in the îüture. In this development - commody called "globalisation" - the economic sector 

pIays a pioneer role. Nonetheless, it is worth recalling here that economics is firmly 

embedded in the unity of potitics and law. Economic activity, through its main motor of 

industry and trade, influences strongly the entire spectnnn of societal activities in a "civil 

society", such as Arts, Science, Culture, Welfare, Environment, Philanthropy, Religion, and 

again Law and Poiitics. Business is undertaken by people for people and its expansion acrass 

borders incites people's migration. Economic integration at a certain point r e q d  political 

integration, which is introduced through laws. Keeping in mind this genuine link, the 

following paragraphs will - from a legal perspective - deal with the purely commercial 

activities as reflected in the notions of "transnational law", %ansnational commercial law", 

"internationa1 law of contracts", "law of international trade", "Droit du commerce 

internationaf', or "new law merchant ([ex mercaloria)".fJ3 Over the years the notion of [ex 

mercatoria has gained wide acceptance. This great variety of notions is minored in the same 

nurnber of definitions and is the cause for hot debate for more than three decades  no^.'^ In 

the centre of the controversy stands the question of the existence of an independent law of a 

proper Iaw merchant, or [ex mercatoria; in the periphery its scope, its legal character and 

theoretical foundation are disputed."'' The lex mercatoria itself forms a farnily, comprising 

in itself many subcategories such as the lex petrolea, the [ex electronicu, the [ex 

constructionis, the [ex maritinla, and the international law of con tract^?^ For this essay, 

emphasis will be put on the unity of the legal systern, and therefore the lex mercatoria is 

perceived as a revived conceptual mode1 of a new ius commune, a law cornmon to many 

243 See generaiiy AEM. M a n ù u m m w  TIC Lex Mernoria and International Conûacts: A ChalIenge for 
humational Arbiation" (1999) 14 Am U. ht'I L. RCY. 657 at 660-670 and Siehr, supra note 33 at 112-1 13. 
211 Sce E. Gaillard, "Thirty Ycan of Lex Mercabria: Towards the Discriminating Application of Tranmational 
Rules" in AJ. Van Den Berg, d, International Councilfir Gmmetctal Arbitration - Planning Efiicienr 
Rrbitration Ploceedings- The Lmv Applicable in International Arbitration (Tke Hague: Kluwer Law 
Intemationai, 1996) 570. 

"' See H.-M. Mertens, "La Mercatoria: A SeIf-Applyiag System Beyond Nationai Law?" in G. Teubncr, ed, 
Global Law without a State (Aldershot Damouth, 1994) 3 1 at 3 1. 

2'6 See M?-, supra note 243 at 669. 
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different jurisdictious and many différent actors. The main intetest here consists in Iocating 

the points of contact of the lex mercatona with public and private international law. 

2.2, The 'Lex Mer~~~~torxrS': Missing Link or a Third Lega Order? 

The present order of intemational ûade law has departed h m  a strict distinction of pnvate 

and public international Iaw. Still the gap between these two categories is open. On the one 

side, the international trade regime is governed by the WTO and several regional 

Organisations (e.g. NAFTA, MERCOSUR, EU, ASEAN, APEC) that have been created 

under the auspices of public international law. On the other side, the activities of private 

parties involved in transnational commercial activities are generaily regulated by their 

respective national legal systems and the respective confiict of laws. Accordingly, judicial 

review of international trade disputes occur on two different levels, that of inter-state dispute 

resolution provided by the Dispute Settlement Body @SB) of the WTO, and that of private 

individuals provided by their relevant national court system? The general rule was that 

dispute procedures under public international law had no immediate impact on the iegal 

status of the private individual, whereas the consideration of decisions rendered by national 

courts w i t b  the realm of international organisations formed an e~ception.'~ 

With the dynamism reigning in the commercial sector, transnationai interactions between 

states and private parties are increasing and cal1 for fitrther clostue of the gap. International 

contracts concluded between states and pnvate parties are on the forefront of current 

problems caused by the lack of coordination between the private and public as well as 

international and municipal elements. The main problems encompass primarily the search 

for an applicable law (choice of Iaw), and in case of conflict the question of an appropriate 

f o m  for the resolution of the dispute (and again the law appIied therein) and the 

enforcement of a judgment or award bringing the dispute to an end- 

AdmittedIy, the need for closure of the gap is partly recognised in improved possibilities for 

private individuals to have access to the dispute resolution mechanisms pmvided by regionai 

'" Sec Hiff, sirpw note 154 at 322. 
38 Ibid. at 330 et seq. 



trade agreements (e.g. NAFTA) or supranational organisations (e-g. the European Court of 

Justice (ECJ)). However, deveioprnents in the commercial sector proceed faster, and political 

authorities Iag behind in the creation and implementation of workable nomu and 

institutional rnechanisms meeting the reqWrements of business relations of today. 

It is h m  this vacuum that the concept of a new lex mercatoria was boni. Given the vacuum 

between two traditionally distinct areas of law, it might be legitimate for the moment to deny 

the strict legal character of l a  mercatoria, or at least to perceive it as an independent ''third 

legal order". A closer look at the constituting elements of the [ex mercatona, however, might 

shed some light on its factual character. As constituting elements, the following sources 

serve: (1) public international taw; (2) uniform laws; (3) the general principles of law, (4) the 

rules of international organisations; (5) customs and usages; (6) standard form contracts; (7) 

reporting of arbitrai awards; (8) judicial decisions and jurisprudentid contriiutions; and (9) 

pnvate international law.249 From this listing of constituting elements, hardly any doubts 

concerning the legal character of the lex mercatoria are Iikely to appear. The ler mercatoria 

even fidfils the classical standards of a legal order: it is normative, institutionalised, and 

coercive." A mere comparison with the standards of national legal systems however would 

begin with the wrong premise, because of the transcending supranational function of the lex 

249 nie fint seven elements arc listeci in Manini~aman, supra note 243 at 672. The eighth eIement "judicid 
decisions and jurispmdentd conûibutions" must be mcluded h m  an cmpincal perspective as weii as in tigfit 
of Article 38 (1) (d.) of the Statute of the ICJ ("judicid decisions and the tcachings of the most highly @cd 
publicists"). For "judicial &chions" sec Siehr, supra note 33 at 114. Finaüy, the last elemcnt 'private 
international iaw" is taken into consideration because of the orderhg qdity of conflict niles in "hua-" and 
"intcrsystemicn codicts [ s e  chaptcr Hi. 131. Furthemore, it is berievcd h m  that h m  a pluralist perspective 
of law at the prcsmt tirne, the purpose of the les mercatoria camot be a totd displacemcnt of private 
intemational taw as proposed by somc wntcrs; sce Maninrzzamaa, mpra note 243 at 680-682. But set 
Ga- sirpm note 244 at 578. 

Sec Maninmaman, supra note 243 at 698 et seq. 
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mercat~ria.~' Nonetheless, it sufaces here for the time being to indicate that d e s  

originatîng h m  the concept of a 'lex mercatoria' exist and that they are appliedLn 

2.3. Tnnsnationai Contracts between States and Private Parties 

A common field of application of pnvate international and public international law for the 

lex ~ercatoria in international practice is found in the work of international judicial organs 

and especially in the work of international mixed arbitral tniunals resolving disputes arising 

h m  contractual relationships involving states and pnvate parties. These international 

judicial organs mitigate conflicts of systems of municipal law and consequently apply d e s  

that "are evolved by these international organs in a process of selection and abstraction h m  

the conflict of laws d e s  of a number of systems of municipal I ~ W " . ~ ~  In their practical use, 

these transnational contracts and dispute resolution mechanisrns challenge the gap between 

private and public international law that the lex mercatoria is supposed to bridge; and there 

is broad evidence that the Iaw of transnational contracts forms part of the /ex rnercat~ria.~~ 

The difficulties arising in context with such transnational business relations are the search for 

an applicable Iaw (choice of law), an appropriate forum and the law it applies for eventuai 

disputes and the enforcement of decisions rendered by these fora. The main controversy 

touches upon the possibility for the delocalisation of the procedural and substantive law of 

arbitrations between states and private entitie~.'~' As for the choice of iaw, the fiee will ofthe 

parties is widely accepted, whereas the idea of a contract with no governing law (contrat 

"' "in measuring the lex mercatonu against the standards of national lcgal arden it muid be a grove crror to 
describe the différences as 'deficinicies' inhercnt in Plex mercatoria and concIudc that it iE of a no-yct- 
developed Iegal order on the global scale"; set G. Tcubncr, "'Global Bukowina': LegaI P l u r a b  in the World 
Society" in G. Teubner, cd, Global h mfhout a State (Aldershot: Damnautfi, 1994) 3 at 19. 
-iZ See KP. Berger, The Geeping Codtj?conon ofthe Lex Mercatoria (The Hague: Kiuwcr Law InmatiouaI, 
1999) at 234; Maninmamaa, supra note 243 at 694-697; and see a h  W. Tetley, "The General Maritime L w  
-The Lex Maritirna" (1994) 20 Syracuse J. Intl L. & Corn. 105 at 135-137,144-145. 

" Sec G, Schwarzcnberger, International Law, VOL 1, 3d ed. (London: Stevens & Sons, 1957) at 75. 

" See ManiniPaman, supm note 243 at 664. 

255 Set Toope, supra note 216 at 17-97. 



sans loi) has been rejected.IS6 The issue of delocalisation in contracts between parties 

involving a state and a pnvate person plays an important role due to the unequai status of a 

private and a state party. A state is usuaiiy in the stronger position because of its legislative 

power, which is capable of iduencing the contract's legal environment. Therefore, if 

transnational contracts involving a state and a private party were not delocalised in some 

cases, their major parts or their entire validity wodd eventually be threatened through public 

policy or the "fàit du prince"m. The same probIem is conceivable for contracts between 

intemationai organisations and states, or state-owned as well as private enterprï~es."~ On the 

other hand, a total delocalisation is also not desirable once it cornes to the question of the 

recognition and enforcement of an arbitral awani. 

Finally, a discussion of the controversy of the lex mercatoria 's nature, whether it is legal or 

not, is not the purpose of this essay. It must be stated that as a matter of fact, a body of mies 

of gIobai econornic Iaw exists and transnational contracts governing business relations 

between states and private parties are çoncluded. Furthemore, international mixed 

arbitrations resolve disputes once conflicts have arisen in the contractual relatiomhip. The 

awards rendered by such international tribunals are recognised and enforced through national 

courts. From these facts is derived the clear challenge for the publidprivate as well as 

intemationaUmunicipai Iaw distinction. The curent legal fhmework of international trade is 

clearly built upon such a distinction that created a vacuum in which the lex mercatoria 

developed. Out of these reasons, the lex mercotoria does not have to gain Iegal character or 

become a third separate legal order because it is placed between various strongIy established 

legal categones. The lex mercatoria is thus a pioneer in the development of a plutalistic 

See Gaillard, supra note 244 at 574,576. 
3 7  The 'yuif du prince" is an obstacle to pcrfonn a contracnial obiigation causod by the intervention of smte 
authonties; compare M. Fontaine, "Les dauses de force majem daas les contrats internationaux" (1979), 5 Dr. 
& P.C.I. 469 at 479. 
258 The danger of non-delocalisation of the conuact is, for exampie, apparent in the case o f  Ioan agrecmenfs 
provideci by bodies such as the World Bank or 0 t h  muftilaterai development banks. Hm, a choice of law 
provision in an intemationd contract makuig such a ban agreement subject to a national synem of law couId 
in extreme circumstanccs question the vaIidity o f  the agnement itseif and thus irUlict serious problems upon 
the lender; set J.W. Head, "EvoIutioa of the Governing Law for Loan Agreements of the World Bank and 
other MuItiiateral Development Bankn (1996) 90 AJ1.L 214 at 214 et seq. 
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global law to cope with the requirements of a world Society, and must be taken as a 

representative of the various sectors that together fom a Miversal category of Iaw. 

3.1. L w  and Politics: A Gordian b o t ?  

The last two decades of the twentieth century have been marked by drastic changes in world 

politics. As a result of the world's interconnectedness 'world politics', however, cannot be 

solely understood as the traditional field for international relations, but also implies national 

and municipal levels. Mainiy the threat of nuclear war, and the fact that the current nuclear 

arsenal is sufficient to wipe out humanity as a whole, conüiiuted drastically to awareness of 

the world's unprecedented interco~ectedness and the interwovenness of world affairs. 

MikhaiI Gorbachev, d e r  commenting on the global nuctear threat and explaining the new 

thinking in politics that ended the Cold War, describes the development of a new political 

and economical world due to a global information and cultural system as follows: 'Vnder 

these conditions everything became interconnected; al1 problems - both national and 

international - were tied in a shgIe knot that had to be unravelled. And this had to be done in 

the name of one's own national interests (which coincided with the interests of al1 countries) 

and for the survival of the human race".z9 

This 'hot '  represents once more the paradox in the current trends: 

On the one hand, a Fiion of Ue nationd with the international level, both public and pnvate, 

in politics occurred. At the same pace as changes in politics occurred, changes in law 

occurred or chaises in policies brought about new laws. The link between law and politics 

on the nationd !evel (first of al1 through its legislative branch) is obvious; and with the 

steady growth of the international legai order, law and international relations became more 

closely tied together as W~U.~@'  It is noteworthy that it is of no matter whether law exercises 

U9 Gorbachev, supra note 96 at 175. 

The "indiminguishable" nannc of [aw h m  politics was a h  demomted by both Political Realists and 
Legal Reaiists, who demonmatcd that "IegaI doCuines inevitably r e k t  underlyùlg poiicy choices"; se 
Slaughter Burley, supra note 44 at 209. 
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infiuence on politics fïrst or vice versa; their relation must rather be regardecl as a circular 

interaction bringing changes by a process of evolution. The public and private sector is 

included in this 'hot' because it highiights the ineversi'ble correlation between the 

individuai and the collective, the conditio sine qua non of any society, whether municipal, 

provincial, federal, supranational, or gIobal. 

On the other hand, despite imminent grave problems of a global outreach, law and politics 

proceed in their work without enough coordination and lack of mutual consideration. And 

this is the reason why the h o t '  needs to be unravelIed, because it covers the fact that law 

and politics are two ends of the sarne rope: The paradox of the 'hot '  consists, therefore, in a 

circulus vitiosus of their cornmon factual conmtion and their separate theoretical 

perception. The consequences of a perception of isolathg a part fiom the entity it belongs to, 

become obvious when compared to a fonn of medical treatment, according to which an 

injury to a leg will be treated by amputation: Certaidy, the injury is gone, but so is the leg. 

This therapeutic approach corresponds to some extent to the political attempts of codict 

resolution through warfare and military intervention. Here a "new thinking" is urgently 

required. An effort has to be made to further strive for a transition fiom power politics to a 

coordinated system of peacefiil coexistence between states and the people inhabiting this 

planet. in this effort, law cm provide the necessary means if only it shows sufficient 

consistency and coherence, 

3.2. The Dedine of Sovereignty: Comiy and Extraterritoriality 

The consistency of law in respect of the numerou interactions between states and private 

parties connecting the national with the international level, is far fkom being achieved. The 

gap between private international and public international law remains equally un-bridged in 

the political sphere. Due consideration of the private individual in the pubIic sphere of 

politics is not given. The state is still strictiy perceived as a territory without a people in 

individual terms, and is stroagly influenced by the traditional concept of a single sovereign 

as a country's d e r .  However, the importance of sovereignty is rapidiy fading away. The 

first step in this direction was undertaken by Ulricus Huber, a seventeenth centuxy Dutch 
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schoiar, who conceived the comity dmtrheeZ6' According to his view, the recognition of 

foreignderived law in domestic courts happenecl out of courtesy rather than a legai 

obligation. Fmm Joseph Story on, comity slowly moved h m  courtesy towards a legai 

principle. In his article "Comity in Intemational Law", J.R. Paul even goes a step M e r ,  

and defines it as folIows: Tomity mitigates the coufiict between sovereigns and between 

private and public law by blwrhg the iines that divide domestic and international Iaw and 

policy. in this way, comity obscures the underlying poIicy codict  wi tbu t  necessarily 

insuring reciprocal respect for domestic Iaw, facilitating international commerce, or avoiding 

interference with foreign relations"?" 

The 1st point, narneIy eventual interference with foreign relations, is situateci at the core of 

the problerns between law and politics on the one hand, and between public and private 

international Iaw on the other hand. Anne-Marie BurIey's "liberal intemationdist model" of 

transnational reIations highlights this conflict by a division of a "zone of law" and a "zone of 

pol i t i~s" .~~~ The "zone of law" designates the transnational relations between Iiberal states 

and the ''zone of politics" those between nodiberal states. This distinction is important 

because only in case of confiict is the significance and efficiency of law within the political 

sphere shown. For exampte, the same problern appears in interna1 affairs with respect to the 

fundamental fieedoms a state's constitution gants, but which cm be suspended in case of 

turmoil or in any state of emergency. Thus, it is obvious that in the case of conflict a state's 

commitment to the (international) rule of law is tested. Political scientists have shown in 

many studies that wars hardly ever occur between liberal states whereas they occur mostly 

26' iu [t book V e  Contictic L e p " ,  U. Hubet formdated thc comity doctrine in thnx axioms: 

1. The hws of every sovcrcign authority have force w i t h  the boundaries of its state, and bbd au subject to 
it, but nat bcyond. 

2. Those are he1d to be subjcct !O a sovcreign authority who arc fomd within its boundarics, whethtr they be 
thcre pnanentIy or temporariIyy 

3. TIiose who cxcrcisc sovmigu authority so act from comity, that the laws of every narion havhg been 
applied within its own boundaxies should =tain their effcct cvcrywhm so far as they do not prejudiec the 
powers or rights of another statç or its subjccts. 

See Maier, supra note 6 at 282. 
32 Sec " C ~ ~ t y " ,  supm note 6 at 77. 

263 A-M. Burley, "Law Among Libcral States: Li- hemtiooalimi and the Act of State Dominen (1992) 
92 CoIua L. Rev. 1907. 
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between IiberaI and nonliierai, or among nonlt'bd,  tat tes.^ ûniy the nitersection between 

the "zone of law" and the '%ne of politics" is of interest here, because the relation of 

nonliberal states among themselves, operating solely in the "zone of politics", hardy Ieaves 

any roorn for legal considerations. The transnational legd relations between iiieral and 

nonlieral states, however, give rise to an astonishing paradox, what A-M. BurIey c d s  the 

'sovereignty paradox'. This paradox states that "in many circumsbnces the courts of liberal 

-tes are more iiiely to evaluate and sometimes reject or ovenide the laws of other Iiberaf 

states than the Iaws of nodiberal s t a t e ~ " . ~ ~ ~  

Thus, the conclusion is that the appkation and the effectiveness of foreign Iaw depends to 

sdme extent on the political situation in the country h m  which the foreign law derives. The 

theoretical tool in taking into account the political conditions in the application of law is the 

"act of state doctrine", which stands in close retation to comity. 

The act of state doctrine sets forth the rule that, once foreign law is received within a 

domestic court, this court is prevented h m  examining the 'tdidity of foreign 

nationaiization rneasures notwithstanding the apparent inconsistency of those rneasures with 

minimal international standards of justice".'66 The doctrine is neither a strict international 

legai obligation, nor a constitutional mandate; the act of state doctrine is generdly more a 

seif-imposed judiciaI reçtraint to avoid "ernbanassment to the Executive in the conduct of 

foreign reIation~".~~' The doctrine itself, alîhough developed as a tool for reconciliation of 

law and politics, has undergone various mutations, shifting h m  a IegaI towards a politicai 

2H lbid at 1914 et seq. 

265 As an example, Burley givcs the practice of US courts which "at least ana 1989, were w i h g  to "respect 
the independence" of statcs nrch as Czechoslovaiga, East Germany, hm, Libya, Cuba and the former Soviet 
Union - ailowing chalhged acts by theK States to stand u n r e n d  cven when thcy cleariy contravened U.S. 
lad', and on the other Stand, 'Sn cases involving chanenged acts of stam nich as AumaIia. Canada, Great 
Britain, Isracl Japan, the Nethtrlandsv New ZeaIand, and Switztriand, US. courts have eithcr evaiiited the 
Vatidity of the cWenged act under U.S. or fomgn Iaw or chosen to ovmide the fortign law based on superior 
U.S. mterrsts"; sec Buriey, supra note 263 at 1910. 

266 Sec Comment, "Ihe Act of Statc Doctrine - Its ReIation to Pha and Public Intematioaal Law" (1962) 62 
CoIrun, L. Rev. 1278 at 1278. 

"' lbid at 1286. 
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concept. Chiginaiiy perceived as a conûict of laws mie, it later kame a doctrine of 

delimitation of cornpetence based on separation of powers principles?" Moreover, based on 

the comity of nations, the act of state doctrine has been characterïsed as a rule of public 

international Iaw.269 

Generally, the act of state doctrine raises grave problems with regard to the classification of 

an "act of state". Usually an act of state designates an executive, administrative, or 

legislative, i.e. a public, exercise of sovereign power. Then the question arises wbether to 

classi@ foreign judgments that usually stem h m  contlicts between private individuds as 

pubIic or private acts? It also raises the important question as to whether recognition of a 

state (or not) by another state affects the vaIidity of a foreign act or judgment within that 

respective s t a t eP  

In the dynamic world of interconnectedness, these questions are more dificult to answer. 

With respect to the link between foreign relations and the application of foreign law, in times 

of a strengthening of the international legal order and the emergence of universal human 

rights standards and international obligations erga omnes, embarrassrnent is more likeIy to 

occur when the cornpliance of acts of states with international standards is not established. in 

so far as the act of state doctrine reflects a strong influence of sovereignty and a far-reaching 

neglect of private participants in the international sphere, it must be considered to be 

o~tdated.~'' 

261 'Ibe two major cases rcsporinible for this shift are: UnderhiIl v. Hentandet; 168 U.S. 250 (1897) and Banco 
Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964); see Budey, supra note 263 at 1910, NI  1. 

2s Sec Comment, supra note 266 at 1282. 
2m See HJ. Sonnenberger, "Anerkennung der Staatsangehirigkeit und effcktivc Staatsangehôrigkcit 
nariitlicher Persanen im V6Ikcmcht und im intemationaien Rivamht" in Baichte der Deutschcn 
Gescllscfiaft fur V6Ikemcht, cd., Anerkennung der Staatsangeh6rigkeit und e#'ekrive Sraafsangeh6rigkeit 
nanïrlicher Penonen im Vilkerrecht und im Internationalen Pnvatrecht (ïCarkruhe: CI. MüUa Juridschcr 
Veriag, 1988) 9 at 22 et seq. 

nt Sec generaiiy A. D'Amato, 'T'le Significance and Detenniaation of Customary uitemational Humin Rights 
Law: Human Rights as Part of Customary International Law: A Plea for a Change of Paradips" (1995) 25 Ga. 
I. Ml & C o q .  L. 47. 
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The reverse problem of the reception of foreign Iaw through comity, is found in the notion of 

extraterritorial jurisdiction. Extraterritorial jurisdiction is a further example of the 

transgression of sovereign state boundaries, a sort of reverse comity. Extraterritoriality 

designates the expansion of national jurisdiction over individuals and property outside the 

state's territorial borders. Extraterritorial laws are usually designed to sanction and to 

pressure strites by legal means that are not committed to the internationai mle of Iaw, so- 

caIled nodiberal countries. The extraterritorial effect, however, also reaches coutries that 

are in line with the rule of law. Sanctions, in general, raise important legal as well as political 

questions and affect both states, whether liberal or not, and pnvate individuals. Therefore, 

sanctions can be qualified as one of the cote elements in the interactions of law and poIitics, 

public and private international law, and liberal and nonliberal states alike. 

3.3. Sanctions and Embargoesm 

Sanctions, especially econornic sanctions, are used to change the situation in, or the 

behaviour of, a particular country as alternative to rnilitary action. Use of force for the 

resolution of conflicts is generally outlawed by mles of public international law. Thus, 

sanctions, alongside diplomatic and other means of persuasive pressure, serve as one legal 

way of codict solution. However economic sanctions and embargoes are difficult to 

evaIuate in their effect, due to their interdisciplinary outreach. Furthemore, many different 

aspects in regard to economic coercion must be disthguished, such as whether economic 

coercion is exercised by one state or a collective group of states, or whether the form of 

Sanction, in the original seme of the word, denominates "a penalty or punishmcnt provided as a means of 
enforcing obedience ta law". An embargo is "a pmclamation or order of state, d y  issued in time of war or 
thceatened hosiiiities, prohtaiting the departurc of ships or goods h m  some or aii  the ports of such state until 
further order"; see BiackS Law Dictionary, 4* cd. SV. usanction" and "embargon. Mote generally, bath tcnns, 
however, are used in order to describe restrictions imposed dateraDy on the exchange of goods, information, 
or Iegai relations between the respective states. 
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economic pressure is permissrMe or impermissible, in the light of the prohibition of the 

intervention in international lawam 

As a matter of fact, even as early as 1987, the decline of effectiveness of ail means of 

infiuencing other states was mentionedn4 Considering the most recent sanctions, their 

impact on the political level must be criticdy d y s e d .  Most of the recent sanctions against 

Iraq, Iran, Cuba, Libya, North Korea, or Sudan have not brought about any change apart 

fiom worsening in difkrent degrees the iivïng conditions of the population. Only recentiy 

have the terrible and devastating effect on its popuIation of the sanctions imposed on hq, 

more than nine years ago, been rep~rted.'~' The most obvious result of economic sanctions is 

the weakening of the members of civil society on which the governments destiny sooner or 

later rests. 

The major problem lies in the traditional perception of sanctions as a tool of the "law of 

nations*' disregarding totaIIy the individuai tevel. It is considered an entirely public matter 

without due consideration of private individuals forming the civil society. As a positive 

effect of the strengthening process of democratisation, civil society has gained influence in 

determining the fate of its country From a politicai perspective, this negligence is, for 

exampIe, reflected in the absence of studies on the role of confiict of Iaws in the outbreak of 

an ethnic conflict, such as in former Yugoslavia. Such absence is equally regrettable with 

regard to pre- as well as post-connict considerations. Sanctions, however, not only impose 

restrictions on the state against which the measures are directed, but also on nationals and 

permanent residents of third states as well as of the origh state. Property nghts and the right 

Sec WA. Kewenig, "Die Anwmdung wirtschaftiichet Z w a n g d n a h m ~  im V5Ikmeeht" in Benchte der 
Deutschen Gesellschaft fur V d k m h t ,  ed., Die Anwendmg Mttschafllcher Zwangmiagnahmen im 
Vtjlkerrecht und im Internationalen Pmtrrtrecht (Karlsnihe: CI. Müller Iuristischcr VerIag, 1982) 7 at 33.  
274 See KW. Abbott, "Coercion and Coamunication: Frameworks for Evaluation of Economic Sanctions" 
(1987) 19 N.Y.U. J. Int'I L. & POL 781 at 796. 
275 The embargo has damaged the economy rrdting m low saiaries paid to civil servants, tcachcrs, sociai 
workers, medicd doctors, and nurses. The h t m m k h  situation is catastrophic, and the social and sanitary 
infrastructure is erodcd; see R Elkouri, "Des o b z u ~ t e u n  canadiens dénoncent L'impact des sanctions" Lu 
Presse (19 January 2000) A14. 
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to travel can be seriously endangerPd and their effect impalledn6 Fuaher vioiations of 

human rights are conceivable. 

In trade, extraterritorial sanctions c m  be followed by countermeasures of third coutries 

Ieaving the private persons, both naturai and moral, of ai i  countries involved in an insoluble 

dilemma as to whether to violate the sanctionhg law or the blocking statutes. Both kinds of 

laws sanction violations by the use of criminai and administrative provi~ions.~ From these 

inconsistencies immeasurable harm c m  be brought to the overall crediiility of Iaw. 

4. A SyntbenJ: '...et in omnes se &derit gentes burnanafm 

The variations of referentiai relations between the different categories of public or private 

and international or municipai law culminate in the relation between pnvate international 

and public intemationai law. Their relation encompasses problems in a global society from 

the individuci1 level (pnvate law) to the collective level (public law); it aIso raises questions 

h m  the srnailest organisationai entity, such as a parish (municipal law), to the largest Iike 

the United Nations (international law). Their rich interplay is nurtured by a dynamic force 

inherent in al1 things in the ~niverse.'~~ This force is responsible for what in human history is 

cailed evolution; 'panta rei' (or perpetual flux) as Heraclitus called it. The human evolution 

as a whole is paralleled by a legal evolution (ubi societas, ibi ius) and vice versa. The 

constant evolution of humanity also represents the major challenge to law, because the 

efficiency and legitimacy of a law depends upon its relation to the respective state of human 

society. For Schnitzer, this challenge is met when a law is just, and a law is just when it is 

See e.g. LB. Boudin, "Economic Sanctions and individual Rights" (1987) 19 N.Y.U. J. Int'l L. & Pol. 803 
at 804-813. 

" "For example, under the Trading With the hemy Act and other me-, punishment for wiIfiiI vioIations 
of the embargoes of Cuba and North Korea cm inchde fina of $250,000 and imprisonmtnt for ten ycars for 
hdividuals (inciuding officm, directors, and agents of corporate offenders), and fines of SI million for 
companics"; sec HL. Clark, "Dealhg with U.S. Extratemtoriai Sanctions and Foreign Countenneasuresn 
(1999) 20 U. Pa. J. Infl ECOL L, 61 at 71. 

2n Sec Gcntiiis m Lautcrpacht, supra note 52 at 11. 

Set e-g. Capra, supra note 43 at 209-227. 



adequate for a respective state and orders it with a minimum of The linkage of I;nxr 

and human h d  is clearly expresseci in the statement of Gentilis "[ ...] et in umnes se @derit 

gentes humanas". But additionally, human kind is subject to a (double) paradox that is found 

in the duaI nature inherent in the gens humana. The paradox consists of the fact that ali 

human beings are part in a collective entity, i-e. a Society, and at the same tirne of individuai 

character which is M e r  divideci into two different sexes (ubi ferninahomo, ibi societas). 

Together, these tenets ought to direct the attention toward two important requirements of 

legal discourse. Fust, at this critical point, the tendency of juridification and its resulting 

concerns cal1 for an increased attention to the human being, that - whether obvious or not - 
is the centre of the legal interest. Second, possible solutions for the problems of human kind 

m u t  be sought primarily within the human being or the human r e a h  itself and ody 

subsequently in the legal sphere. 

This doubIe paradox consists, thus, of a quaternio ordered in a horizontai dichotomy 

between the individual and the collective, and of a horizontal dichotomy between the female 

and the male. Herein, the clear linkage of human to legal evolution is manifested. 

Metapboncally, the female/male dichotomy corresponds to the private/public and the 

individuaVcollective dichotomy to the municipaUiitemational one.'" On a m e r  degree of 

abstraction, the paradox translated into a binary code of thinking in the human is the origin 

of al1 dichotomies.'" From this human duality, and the mutual attraction of the different 

pairs of opposites, result the constant atternpts undertaken by h t h  parts to overcome the 

difference through the unification with the opposite. C d e d  "mysterium coni~nctionis'"~ by 

Jung, it is the main factor causing the dynamic evoIutionary process. 

280 "Richtiges Recht ist für uns dasjenige, das dem jeweiiigen Zustand adaquat isî, ibri also mit eincm 
Minimum von Reibungen orduet"; sec Schnitzer, supra note 79 at 23. 

See also Char1esworth B; Chi& & Wright, supra note 6. 

bLOthemess is a fundamentai catcgory of human thought"; sec S. de Beauvoir, "hüuduction to The Second 
Ser" in S.E. Bmmer, cd., Twntieth Cennrry Political neoty: A Reader (New York Routiedge, 1997) 319 a t  

321. 

See C.G. Jung, Mystenum coniunctionis: Untenuchungen über die Trennung und Zuratnmensemng der 
seelischen Gegensütze in der Alchernie, vol 1.4' cd., (Olten & Frnaurg im Breisgau: Walter-Verlag, 1984) 
[hereinafter Mysterium coniunctioniT]. 
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The quaternia of the human nature, as outlined above, is identical to the quaternio 

uflderIying the private and public intemational Iaw distinction, which combines the severai 

links between publidprivate Iaw and mimicipaVinternational faw. The permanent attraction 

between these different dichotomies that causes the dynamism in evoIution made it 

necessary to translate it h m  the human miad to the language of legal reasoning. The four 

main interpretative tools of legai methodoIogy foliow the same dyuamic proces: the 

argwnentum a contrario tends toward the argumentum per analogiam, and the argumentum 

de minore ad maiorem toward the argumenhim de maiore ad minorem. WhiIe the 

argumentum e contrario is a relatively static point of departure, the argmentum per 

analogiam reflects a state of dynamic r n o t i o ~ ~  A more practicai example of the trend f?om 

a static opposition to the dparnic identity of its element is given by H.E. Chodosh, who uses 

six possible interrelationships to highlight the nature of potential cross-referentiai 

relationships between any two opposite terms h m  difference tu identity, which are in 

concreto the distinction of treaty and custornary ~aw."' The six different stages are: (1) 

dichotorny - the string may divide the two semantic holes into hennetically sealed meanings; 

(2) overlap - the net may foId ont0 itself; (3) relativity - if the string moves fiom time to 

tirne, the meaning is not fixed; (4) inferdependence - one hde  rnay be shaped by the other, 

or the two holes may rely upon the same string; (5) equivalence - when the string 

deteriorates, the two holes may becorne one; or (6) indeterminacy - the string may be too 

weak to detennine a boundary of rneanuigls6 The advantage of this method lies in the greater 

accuracy of the Somat ion gained through a higher precision in the determination of the 

exact stage of the relationship in the stiifl firom static inertia toward dynamic motion. It 

2M Most definitions of 'anabgy' diffa but txpt#s the samc underlying principle: "Analogy is ncithcr idenuty 
nor differencc, but bot6: "compIementarity of idcntity and differenccm(Eici&gger); "the golden mcan bctwcai 
identity and contradiction"(kikcbririk); =ty of the compliancc between diaértnt entities" (Sahngen) or as 
Hegel expresscd itr "dialeaic idcntity", "unity of unity and opposition", or "identiry of idcntiv and non- 
identity"; set. Kaufinam, supra noce 28 at i9 [transiatcd by author], 

Chodosh, supra note 67. 
2% Chodosh rcfers to the notion "hoIc" on îhe basis of statemcnt by Martti K o s k d e m i  underscorhg the 
relationai quahty of ianguage in a metaphor which reads as fo i iows:"[c]~ons  arc like hoIes ia a net Each 
is cmpty in ilseifand has identity d y  h u g h  the strings which separate it h m  the ncighbauring holes"; ibid 
at 994-995. 
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aIIows for faster adaptation of the law to the respective situation in human Me, and in so 

doing, serves the purpose ofjustice. 

Fmm the observations made, it d t s  empiricaiiy that opposed elements aIways strive 

towards unification. This holds true for science in general and especially for jurispmdence, 

as it is reflected in the statement given by Georg Schwarzenberger in his book "The 

Dynamics of Intemational Law" where he writes that "Research tends towards synthesis."'%' 

This trend is underlined in the convergence of public and pnvate law in a 'droit mirte', in the 

theory of harmonisation reconciling the monistic and dudistic approach, and finalIy, as 

result of the gap between pnvate and public international law, in the emergence of a 'lex 

mercatoria' or a "globd law". However, beside its function of regulating a given order (de 

lege lata), law also serves a normative purpose. This purpose consists of a de Iegeferenda 

approach, looking for a suitable regulatory fkamewock for fùture actions and developrnents. 

The same observation can also be deduced 6om the dud nature of human beings, because of 

the fact that the individual and the colIective element inherent in every human being coexist 

within each human being. Therefore, given the observation of a trend towards unification 

made before, the implications of this duality cm, in a de Iegeferenda approach, be extended 

to a wider spectm. in accordance with Jung's terminotogy, a 'principle of conjunction' 

(princ@ium coniunctionis) c m  be established. Such a principle introduces the duty to 

connect al1 phenomena h m  their pnor dichotomous distinction to their later identity. The 

connection is established a priori and not a posteriori, as would happen in litigation or other 

conflict solution procedures. It forces dynamic thinking, which means that a specific 

problem will be approached in two ways. First, a static perspective is taken, allowing the 

lines of distinction to be drawn between two elwients forming a competing interest, and 

second, a dynamic perspective considers their mutual interaction and its outcome. It is a 

circular consideration of the cause and the effect, of an action and its reaction, whereby the 

thoughts must constantly hterrdate the long-range meaning of the findings and their short 

tenn implications. It supports aIso a heuristic approach. namely an inclusion of more 

available data in the process of bdancing divergent interests against each 0 t h .  Moreover, it 

287 Dynamicr, supra note 38 at 107. 
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postulates the linking of aIl elements of information, the consideration of a part and of the 

whole in their dynamic compIernentary interaction. u1 practical terms it caiis for a fortified 

interdis ci pl in^, and even i n t r a - d i s c i p w ,  approach. This way of dynamic h k h g  

does not exactly build upon a muitivalent fuzzy logic that blurs any line of distinction. It is 

rather a parallel thinking which recognises difference and identity at the same t he ,  hereby 

emphasising their complementarity. A good example for such an approach is found in the 

principle of intergenerational equity, which links the past to the future generation, and time 

to the place.m Another example is fond  in the increased recoursc to alternative dispute 

resolution mechanisms, such as arbitration or mediation. "' in alternative dispute resolution, 

no party is considered plaintiff or defendant and later "winnei' or "losei'. The parties' equal 

standing is guaranteed by the arbi~ration agreement. Their complementary relation to the 

problem is thus recognised. 

Finally, it is necessary to briefly comment on possibte negative and positive effects of the 

consideration of the principle of conjunction for the private and public international law 

dichotomy. The imminent inconvenience is the beginning of its practical implementation. In 

times of a huge quantity of Iegai texts regulaîing al1 areas of human life, at a first glance this 

effort seems quite impossible. It definitely requires a greater input initially, but will beIp to 

Save tirne and energy towards the end. EquaHy, it will be easier to master once different 

categories of law join their efforts. Hence, public internationalists alone will not be able to 

""ee e.g. Future of Law, supra nole 15 at X-XI stating that the mdividuai scholar "cannot be bound by any 
one acadcmic discipline, but must instead accept the entire range of the humanitics and social sciences as hir 
field op operations; and this means that he must o k n  rcly on wisdom gatheced by othm, be they predecessors 
or contemporariesn; "InterdiscipIinary Appmchesn, supra note 6 at 608-609, who giva an example for how 
the understanding of multiple points of observation is incrwsed and chaos may become ordercd when the 
interpretation of social phenornena by various different obsmcn is Iinltcd. 

289 The procceding fhgmentation and desirutioa of the conceptual dogrnatic unity within ditllereat categoncs 
of law was coafmned, for cxampte, with respect to private law; see Autopoietic System, supra note 46 at 106. 

The principlc of intctgencrational equiry aitically asks whether a counny has an obligation d t i n g  h m  
the actions by a prior gcneratiaa towards a finue gcacmion in anothcr country. E. Bmwn Weiss postulates in 
her proposcd thcory of intcrgencrationai quity thit "aii coutries have an intergenerationai obligation to futtue 
generations as a clas, ngardlcss of nationalitym; x e  Bmwn Weiss, supra note 41 at 26. 

291 Sec e-g- R CsilIag, "Faith in the Law" The Globe and Maif (7 Februacy 2000) R4, commeating on the 
efficiency of aIteniative dispute molution as provideci by nligious cour& in Canada. 
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change the situation wiîhout the assistance of private internationalists. A common 

consideration compensates the greater input in the begianing with less fnction and decreases 

the need for constant input for maintenance in the future. Theoretical implications include 

allowance for a smooth transition. There is no need for a revolution or any other drastic 

change of means. The existing legal framework, both in private and public international law 

is fairiy adequate, and oniy needs intelligent coordination in order to prevent a furtherfiite 

en avance through an uncontrolled enactrnent of legal texts that are ody  poorly ratifid The 

parallel consideration of public and private international law at the educational level rnust be 

realised and will bring about the desired changes in a long terni view. 

The overall benefit of the parallel consideration of the individual and the collective is that it 

he[ps to reduce fiction in the evolution of societai Iife. It allows for a faster adaptation of the 

laws to curent needs and causes less fiction. in so doing it serves the objective of just laws. 

in turn, just laws are more likely to be obeyed and fiuther fnction is avoided. The principle 

of conjunction also takes away the Sour taste of Iegal pluralism, because it is not a state of 

chaos built upon a multitude of legal systems, but a reconciliation of the dichotomy of 

diversity and unity, just as between the individual and the collective. And the due 

consideration of the dual character, both individual and collective, of the human being is 

necessary in order to establish justice. John Stuart Mill, in his definition of justice, reconciies 

both sides of the human being. For him justice is established by the feelings of just pmons 

and just persons are "persons resenting a hurt to society, though not otherwise a hurt to 

themselves, however painful, unless it is of the kind which society has a cornmon interest 

with them in the repression of '.fg2 

J.S. Mill, Utifitananûm. Liberty, and Repmentative Goventment (London: JM. Dent & Sons La, 1910) 
at 48. 



IV. CONCLUSION 

Oniy when the lines of distinction 
blur, the relations benveen the parts 
appeu. Then, despite a Little data, 
one hereby recognises the "sy~tem".~~~ 

The principal hc t i on  of law is the provision of a just regdatory h e w o r k  for its society. 

Law can be considered just when it provides adequate coordination of the sum of the 

interactions that take place amongst the members of the respective society. Equally, Iaw 

must be able to deal with confiicts once they arise fiom these interactions. The normative 

nature inherent in law, postulates that a law is not only adequate when it regdates a present 

state with the least fiction possible, but it aiso has to secure the adequacy of its fiamework 

for what is to come in the f h r e .  

At the dawn of an emerging global society in which interactions between a great variety of 

actors, both public and pnvate, have accelerated, the adequacy of Iaw is difficult to achieve. 

The present wodd's situation has entered a cnticaI stage, which is characterised by the 

immense diversity of societies and its many different legal systems, and the mutual dialogue 

they increasingly enter. Beside the multitude of legal systems, a trend of juridification of the 

social spheres has taken pIace in most national legal systems. The gain in legal certainty, 

predictability, and legitirnacy, is then often paid for by a loss in orientation, efficiency, and 

equal justice. The international level has not been spared fiom this development and the 

traditionai concepts of state sovereignty and territoriality are fading away. Furthemore, in 

the past century, the end of the colonial era with its context of the principle of self- 

determination, and later the end of the Cold War, have strengthened the confidence in locd 

reiigious, social, and cuIturai values. ui the field of law, this conildence is expressecl in a 

fiequent rejection of a Eurocentric or Western approach to international law. Legal pluralism 

"' "Ers wenn die T~nniinien verschwimmcn, treten die Beziehungen zwixhen den Teilen hervor. Trotc 
weniger Daten erkennt man so auf einmal rias "System"." See F. Vester, oniinc: 'lhe Cybemetic Wcbsite of 
Frederic Vcster, c< (date accessed: 04 October 1999) [translation by 
author]. 
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and legal polycentricity are the response to the Iegitimate request for equal standing in the 

world community. 

A global society thus needs a legal framework that fiilfils the requirement of a just and 

efficient global legal order. The c m t  critical stage has brought about a variety of new 

elements of which a globai Iegal order m u t  be constituted. The notion of "international" Iaw 

is derived fiom interstate relations based upon the absolute power of state sovereigns, and is 

no longer sufficient to effectively encompass the diversity of the world's societies and the 

numerous actors that form each of them. Rather, new constituting elements have become 

necessary because of the emergence of new compIex developments that have left their 

imprint on today's world. These new developments are translated into the sphere of law by a 

great many new variations of notions that a h  to cover the totality of actors and transactions 

that are taking place around the world. For instance, the notion of "multinationai" has 

extended the scope of interstate relations h m  bilateral to multilateral contacts. 

"Supranationai" has created a higher degree of interstate cooperation, which is expressed in 

the regional integration of several states in regional organisations, with the European Union 

at the forefiont. 'Transnational law" was cohed in the context of international economic 

relations and is understood as comprishg of dif'Ferent legal categories, h m  civil to Miminal 

aspects, to national and international law, boîh public and private. The decline of the nation 

state is reflected in the notion of "community Iaw" or "cornmon Iaw" that emphasises the 

importance of peoples over the territory they populate. Another notion that strives to reach a 

higher degree of Uitegration between different IegaI systems is found in that of "international 

uniform law", consisting of the effort to harmonise and uni@ laws. The growing 

participation of non-govemmental actors, and the sûengthening of a civiI society al1 over the 

world, is recogaised by the notion of "global Iaw", Last but not least, the daim for the 

universality of laws, i.e. their validity for al1 hman  beings inhabiting this planet, is founded 

in the notion of 'iiniversal Iaw". These various elements incorporated in the various notions 

stand for the prerequisites of a global legal order that aims for the adequacy of its laws. 

From a practical perspective, the challenge of meeting the aim of adequacy on the 

intcinational Ievel was fomulated in HiCron v. Guyot, a judgment rendered by the Supreme 



Court of the United States in 1895.= in his judgment, Justice Gray defined international law 

as including public international law as well as private international law. At the time of the 

judgment, the two categoies of law were regardeci as two distinct categories of law. Public 

international law was the system of law goveming the relations between states. Only states, 

and more recentiy also international organisations, are subject to public international law. 

Private international law, or conaict of laws, on the other haud, is a body of d e s  that 

coordinates among the national laws of different countries. It is purely a matter of domestic 

law, and the subjects to its d e s  are private persons, both natural and moral. Despite their 

compIementary relation md numemus daims for their comrnon consideration, the two 

categories remained separate throughout history, and the separation still persists in theory 

(and education) as well as in practice. Moreover, one century after Hilton v. Guyot, the 

consideration of pubIic international and pnvate international law has not fundamentally 

changed. In 1993, Hunt v. Lac d'Amiante du Québec Ltée was decided before the Supreme 

Court of Canadafgs In his judgment, Judge La Forest renewed the necessity of their common 

fùnction in facing the diversity ofsocieties and its members by pmviding the global society 

with an adequate Iegal flamework. Despite the fact that major changes have taken place in 

the human environment, and that a paradigm shifi has started to seize science as whole, the 

separation between private and public international law prevails in theory (and education) as 

in practice. 

The reasons for their separate consideration are not quite clear, and are hard to understand 

when one considers their vacïous points of contact, because public international law and 

private international law are both entangled in a dynamic evolutionary Iegal process, fiielled 

by the public and private, as well as by the international and municipal, dichotomy. Hence, 

they differ in their orientation on a horizontal level, represented by the publidpnvate law 

distinction, as well as differing in their position on a vertical level, which is found in the 

intemational/municipal law distinction. The relation of public international law and private 

international law therefore consists of several cross-referential relationships between these 

four basic legaI categories. 

zw Hiiion v. Giryor (Sup- Court of the United States, 1895). 159 U.S. 113. 



Before some light can be shed on the seven possiile links between the privatelpublic, it is 

necessary to question generaiiy the constituent. that underlie the two dichotomies. Due to the 

genuine liak between law and society, as expressed in the adage "ubi societas, ibi i d ,  a 

M e r  conclusion c m  be drawn Obviously, a society is made of citizens who consist of 

women and men; thus it foliows that "ubi societas, ibifeminahomo". As a matter of fact law 

is, as it detemiines human Iife, human-made Iaw. This is why law must also consider the 

human being to be the centre of its interest. On the other hand, it expIains why law is 

organiseci according to the constitution of the human being. From this paradox of mutual 

dependence, an analogy to the public intemational law and private internationai law 

dichotomy can be made. C.G. Jung has highlighted both dichotomies as they are rooted in 

the human psy~he.~'~ First, the femaie and male dichotomy within a single human being is 

expressed in the continuous attraction between the two opposite poles of the human mind 

(animur/anima) and their effort towards unification. Jung calIs it the "mysterium 

coniunctionis" and it is the main driving force in evolution. Second, he explains a further 

dual nature inherent in every human being's unconscious. This duality expresses itseIf in a 

superficial layer called the "personal unconscious" and a deeper layer the "collective 

unconscious". The persona1 unconscious is developed and based on experience whereas the 

collective unconscious is inbom and universal, meaning that it has contents and modes of 

behaviour that are common to al1 individuals. From this follows that each human being is at 

the same time an individual and a collective entity. 

These dichotomies, deeply rooted in the human mind, correspond to the dichotomies that are 

dominating the two categories of law and their constituent elements. The mutual attraction of 

the fernaleIrnale dichotomy is manifest in the current dynamic developments in most 

societies where the boundaries between the public and the private sphere have become 

blurred. The private sphere tends towards a process of pubiicisation, as expressed in the 

increasing transparency of matters of private life ihat affécts al1 individuals and not only 

public officiais. Even actors h m  the private sphere, such as companies and NGOs, engage 

themeIves in many fields, such as social wefare, that were previously left withiu the reaim 
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of the state. Private companies aIso survey their clients and employees and, in so doing, 

diminish their private sphere. The public side, on the other hanci, has - often because of 

budget consolidation purposes - shifted towards a trend of "privatisation". Many agendas are 

contractai out to private companies, the chi1 servant is replaced by short term employees, 

entire state-owned companies are sold, and the outcome is a socalIed slim state. The same 

dynamic has seized the realrn of public law and private Iaw. Tbree theories for their 

distinction (the theory of interest, of subjection, and that of subject; focusing respectively on 

the interest, the hierarchical standing, and the subject of the respective body of law) are not 

sufficient to clearly draw a line between public Iaw and private law. Rather a third category, 

that of a droit mixte, a category bridging the differences between the two, has emerged. The 

same fate is shared by the distinction of municipal and international law. The competing 

theories of monism and dualisrn were forced to give way to a theory of harmonisation that 

comprises elements fiom both initiai theoretical approaches. From a practical perspective, 

supranational law is the extemal manifestation of the fusion of international and municipal 

law. 

The M e r  subcategories are charactensed by M e r  dichotomies that raise important 

questions for the coordination among different branches of taw. For example, the interaction 

of public law and public intemationai Iaw is determinant for the reception of international 

law within a domestic legal system. It clarifies the question of the different impact of 

international custom or internationd treaties whether self-executing or not. Further, it lays 

the foundation for the creation of international law by empowering the executive branch to 

enter into negotiations with other states. Aitogether, their complementarity is expressed in 

the dédoublement fonctionnel, designahg the higher d e p e  of organisationai structure and 

the availability of more eficient sanctions of the national legal order. Both categories of 

domestic origin, private law, and private international Iaw, are equally linked in their 

interaction because of the international dimension of their field of application. Their linkage 

is rooted in the different d e p  of harmonisation between the content of the substantive 

noms of private law. Or in other words, the more private law is harmonised or even unified, 

the less confiicts of Iaw rules wiil be necessary. The relationship between public law and 

private international law stands also in context with international law, depending on whether 

foreîgn or domestic public law is focused on. in a purely domestic approach, public law is 
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the bais for the enactment of conflicts of law rules. Theu mai. touching point is found in 

the concept of the ordre public (public policy) which is respomile for the restriction on the 

application of foreign law in a domestic fonmi. The international level is directly involved 

through the existence of an intedonai ordre public, as well as the common distinction 

between the protection of nationals (civil nghts) and the protection of everybody (humaa 

rights). In respect to the reception of foreign public Iaw, the same problem of drawing a clear 

line between public and private law exists. More recently, the view has prevailed that the 

application of foreign private law also requires the consideration of foreign public law. 

Finally, the relation between private law and public international law M e r  clarifies the 

human rnind's influence on the terminology of Iaw. Both legal categories refer to the same 

terminology and the same legal tmls, such as pacta mnt sewanda, and contracts as a means 

to enter into mutual relations. Private law and public international law are closely linked 

through the analogies that exist between them. 

The various links in the referential relationships between the four main constituting elements 

of the privatdpublic and internationdmunicipal dichotomy reflect the natural 

interdependence of public international and private international law. Theu relation has 

fiirther become fortifiecl through the dynamism in the developments that are taking place in 

the worId. This dynamism, fostered by new insights gained in the field of physics, has 

blurred the Iines of distinction between severai fields and categories. The entire system of 

labour division is shattered. Labour division is still necessary, but has to proceed in a 

different way and shouId now be called 'labour sharhg' instead. The separate consideration 

of legal or non-legal categories cm no longer be upheld. The nature of the relation of a pars 

pro toto must be pemanentiy kept in mind. With regard to the public international law and 

private internationd law dichotomy, this is particuiarly true for the triple tink of law, 

economics, and politics. In each field the discussed dichotomies play an important role, and 

they also affect their interrelations as a whote, 

In Iaw, at ihe present stage, three principal areas of entanglement between public and private 

international law are conceivable. The reah of law reveals some of the major differences 

between the two categories of law but as weli their complementary relationship. As a matter 

of fact, most countnes in the world have enacted conflicts of law des .  They are of domestic 



origin but the cases they deal wiîh go beyond state territory and must, therefore, be classified 

as "international". in their purpose, these different national laws aim at an international 

equity among the citizens of the respective countries. Fmm this divmity and the commn 

goal, the question whether private international law can be deduced h m  public international 

law has arisen. The contraversy in this question has produced two different schools: The 

international school (universalists), which argues that every state must have a system of 

private international law and that states may not exclude foreign law altogether. The national 

school (particularists) perceived private international law as a purely domestic matter and 

any consideration of foreign law is at its best based on cornity. In the past few decades, new 

realities have proven the national school to be too limited, and tend towards the approach of 

the international school. At the same time a strong process of unification of private 

international laws has occurred. The unification is undertaken through the means of bilateral 

or rnultilateral negotiations anticipated through comparative research and harmonisation of 

laws. On the other hand, the extensive legislative work at the international level has 

produced a great quantity of norms. Since many new actors, çuch as international and 

supranational organisations as weIl as NGOs have entered the legislative realm that was 

previously exclusiveIy exercised by states, different bodies of law at different levels were 

created. This "flood of norms" has led to a great variety of potential conflicts between 

different legal sources. These conflicts manifest themselves on a vertical and a horizontal 

level as well as in a combination of both Ievels, as many recent examples have shown. In the 

process of mitigation of these various constellations of conflicts, experiences dram Eorn 

private international law can come to be of help to public international law. Concretely, 

conflicts of law niles can Wfil a coordinating and organising d e  between the numemus 

bodies of law created by numerous different actors - whether public or private - under the 

auspices of public international law. 

In the reaim of law, the relation between private international and public international law 

cm, thus, be summed up as follows: Public international law provides the overail legal 

fiamework in a global society in which the transnational interactions between citizens of a 

limiteci number of different states are govemed by private international law. Pnvate 

international law is therefore a part of public international law. Public international law, in 

its efforts to harmonise the diversity of the existing Iegal systems, assists private 
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international law in its process of unification, whether bilateral, regional or multilateral. Last 

but not least, private international law can provide usefiil assistance in the coordination 

between the various sources tbat were created by public international law. 

In the field of economics, the relation of public international law and private international 

Iaw is expressed Iess in terms of common touching points, rather in terms of the 

consequences of their absence. The intexnational trade regime is divided in accordance with 

the separation of public international kom private international law. On the one hand, 

regionai or multilateral organisations, such as the WTO at the forefront, are created under the 

auspices of public international law and govern the regdation of international trade and 

commerce. On the other hand, the activities of private parties involved in transnational 

commercial activities are generally regulated by the respective nationaI IegaI systems and 

their courts. Thus, the sphere of international economic relations is marked by a strict 

distinction of state regulation and private participation and the absence of active mutual 

interaction. AImost no access or legal recouse to the vanous regional or international 

organisations is granted to private individuals. in national courts, on the other hand, 

regulations stemming h m  such supranational or international bodies can rarely be invoked 

directly either. Hence, international trade and transnational commercial activities are faced 

with a insufficient legal bmework for their multinational activities. Here, the insufficiency 

derives fiam a gap that results h m  the lack of consideration of private affairs in the public 

r e a h  and vice versa. 

This so-called gap is bridged by the concept of a new lex mercatoria that was presentcd 

some thirty years ago. The Iegal character of this concept is higldy disputed because of the 

taboo it has broken. This taboo consists of the fact that its sources are not solely based upon 

state authonty but aiso derive h m  the activiîy of private actos, ergo the societas 

mercatonrm itseK Its decentralised, pady public and p t l y  private character Ieaves no room 

for a strict legal classification as a legal order in accordance with traditional perceptions of 

law, both nationaUy and intemationalIy. The assumption that the new lex mercatoria is 

indeed a legd order that arose h m  the gap between private and public international law, is 

nurtured by various international practices, starting h m  the delocalisation of contracts h m  

national legal systems, on to transnational contracts between States and private parties, and 



firtther to aitemative dispute resoIution mechanisms, especiaüy in the form of mked arbitrai 

tn'banaIs. 

Politics is equally faced with a great dynamisrn in its interaction with law, and an 

insufficiency in dealing with the private and public distinction. Politics and its institutional 

mechanisms have problems adapting to the blurring of the private and public distinction. In a 

societal context the problem consists in the increasing democratisation pmcess that has 

reached the national as well as the international level. The chalIenge is to deal with the duai 

human nature as expressed in the coexistence of an individual and a colIective feature 

inherent in every human being and its successful translation into the organisation of society. 

Moreover, the expansion of law on the international plane has reduced the scope of politics 

in foreign relations. National legislation, both private and public, has expanded its influence 

cross borders and makes itself felt internally through the concepts of comity, and extemally 

in the extraterritorial effect of certain laws. A M e r  complicating element in international 

politics is found in the fact that not al1 the states taking part in the international community 

feel committed to the (international) rule of Iaw. The lack of commitment to established 

des creates some major problems that connect private and public international Iaw. For 

example, the question of the recognition of a country by another country can have a 

detenninant impact on the recognition of the respective counûy's foreign law or judgments. 

Or in the case of sanctions and embargoes, the obedience to a public international Iaw rule 

can lead to a violation of a private law rule as set out in a contract and vice versa. 

The lack of commitment to an international mle of law results - as suggested by Anne-Marie 

Burley - in the division of transnational relations between states acting in a "zone of law" 

and others in a "zone of pol i t i~s" .~~~ The zone. of Iaw describes transnational relations 

between IiberaI states and the zone of politics those between liberal and noniiieral or 

nonliberal states arnongst themselves. The legal institution to ded with relations in the zone 

of politics is found in the act of state doctrine, which is best describeci as a self-imposed 

judicial restraint to mitigate conflicts between the executive and the judiciary. Once foreign 

law is received in a domestic court, the doctrine prevents this court h m  examining the 

297 Burley, supra note 263. 



validity and consistency of acts by the respective foreign government with a minimum of 

international standards of justice. However in times of a growing international Iegai order, as 

accompanied and highiighted h u g h  the concept of obligations erga omnes and the 

responsibility of individu& both public and private persons, under international Iaw, the 

doctrine can no longer be considered appropriate. In accordance with the principle of iniuria 

non excusa iniuriam, liberal states should equally apply the standards as set forth amongst 

themselves in respect to nodiieral states, since the success or failure of a legai order is 

measured by cases of a conflict. Therefore, the interplay between law and politics is best 

characterised by a cornplementary process in which law provides politics with the necessary 

stability and predictability for the planning and the organisation of transnational relations, 

whereas politics brings about the changes to the international legal order that guarantee that 

the laws are adequate, Le. not causing friction in the interactions taking place therein. 

At the beginning of this work, the requirement of law to provide a just regulatory fhmework 

for its society was mentioned. In a modem global society, comprised of a great diversity of 

societai subsystems with the human individual as its core element, public international law 

and private international law are capable of fûlfilling this role to a satisfactory extent, but 

only when they are dealt with together. The various subcategories of their relation, and the 

consideration of their impact on law and economics as well as politics, guarantee that the 

legal net is strong enough and prevents the individuai case h m  slipping through its web. 

While private international Iaw renders justice to the case of the private individual, pubIic 

international law provides the overall framework that coordinates the nun of interactions 

taking place between private individuaIs. In analogy to the duai human nature, private 

international law renders justice to the individual involved in a conflict whereas public 

international Iaw safeguards peace and justice for the collective entity. The parallel existence 

of the two different levels, coexistent permanently in every human being, corresponds to the 

requirements of justice as formulated by John Stuart Mill who pointed out the insoluble link 

between the individual and the collective for the qualification of a certain situation as just or 



~ n j u s t . ~  Hence, a situation can only be fùily judged as just or unjust when the individual 

level and the collective level are considerd and balanced against each other. 

This general requirement of justice can -on the basis of the evident link between law and the 

hurnan being - be extended to a wider field. More precisely, it is necessary to consider in al1 

legal problems the sum of human activities that are subject to law. As an abstract and general 

fonndation of this requirement, the principle of conjunction (principium coniunctionis) is 

propose& In accordance with C.G. Jung's terxninology, it introduces the duty to connect al1 

relevant phenomena aud lead them h m  their dichotomous distinction to theu later identity, 

as it is reflected in the dynarnic evolutionary process as faced by legaI methodology, where 

the argumentum e contrario tends towards the argumentum per analogiam just as the 

argumentum de minore ad niaiorem tends towards the argtimentum de maiore ad minorem. 

Applied to the interrelation of public international law and private international Iaw, the 

principle of conjunction's most urgent task is to Iink them in accordance with their inherent 

individual or collective character. First, private parties must be granted enhanced access in 

domestic courts to the norms set forth by public international law in order to strengthen the 

(national and international) legal order, to hprove intecpretative uniformity, and to increase 

democratic participation of private individuals in the realm of international law. Secondly in 

the realm of private international law, public international law must assist in coordinating the 

rich diversity of the world's fegal systems in order to avoid so-called "limping legal acts" 

that can seriously harm justice and are capable of causing enormous fiction among the 

various interactions between public and pnvate actors. In this context the consideration of 

public law and the invocability of public international law within domestic cowts mu t  be 

increased and irnproved. Finally, the common consideration of pubIic international law and 

private international law heIps to increase the efficiency of the existing global legal 

fiamework, and to decrease the conflicts arising h m  the quantity of legal norms. 

The reconciliation between two differing opinions is amongst the main fiuictions of law, 

regardles of whether performed aposteriori in a given case, or a priori in the adoption of a 

29' Supra note 292. 



legai text. Every conaict reflects the stmggie of ciBéring perspectives for its victory. The 

victmyI however, does not consist in the victory of one and the eradication of the other, but 

in the harmonious coexistence in a state of unification. Besides providing an adequate 

framework for a given situation as reflected in a de Iege lata approach, law ais0 engages 

itself in a firture-oriented effort. From a de lege ferenda approach law, and especially kgal 

theory in the dynamic and diverse world of today, is challengeci to provide for an advanced 

regdatory fiamewotk that safeguards the adequacy of the laws in force at any place and 

moment in time. 
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